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FOREWORD
This Final Report provides the results obtained in the Shuttle Cryogenics Supply
System Optimization Study, NAS 9-11330, performed by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company (LMSC) under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. The study was under the technical
direction of Mr. T. L. Davies, Cryogenics Section of the Power Generation Branch,
Propulsion and Power Division. Technical effort producing these results was
performed in the period from October 1970 to June 1973.
The Final Report is published in eleven volumes*:
Volume I —
Volumes H, HI, and IV -
Volume V A-l and V A-2





Math Model — Users Manual
Math Model — Programmers
Manual
— Appendices













*The Table of Contents for all volumes appears in Volume I only. Section 12 in
Volume in contains the List of References for Volumes I through IV.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE CRYOGENIC INTEGRATED MATH
MODEL PROGRAM (TCIMM)
1.1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Integrated Math Model for Cryogenic Systems is a flexible, broadly applicable
systems parametric analysis tool. The program will effectively accommodate systems
of considerable complexity involving large numbers of performance dependent variables
such as are found in the individual and integrated cryogen systems. Basically, the
program logic structure pursues an orderly progression path through any given system
in much the same fashion as is employed for manual systems analysis.
The system configuration schematic is converted to an alpha-numeric formatted con-
figuration data table input starting with the cryogen consumer and identifying all
components, such as lines, fittings, valves, etc. , each in its proper order and ending
with the cryogen supply source assembly. Then, for each of the constituent component
assemblies, such as gas generators, turbo machinery, heat exchangers, accumulabors,
etc. , the performance requirements are assembled in input data tabulations. Systems
operating constraints and duty cycle definitions are further added as input data coded
to the configuration operating sequence. Characteristic performance data over the range
of temperatures, pressures and flow rates of interest for each of the functional component
assemblies, is input to the program or table lookup data arrays to be called as needed
in the analysis sequences. The use of table lookup data combined with closed-form
solution analysis, where needed, permits the rapid computation of the desired parameters
as the analysis proceeds through the system configuration.
The program will size the system to fit the operating demands and constraints and
produces as output the component and system hardware size and weight, propellant
(or reactant) weight, vented fluid weight, and such analytical information (i.e. , computed
performance values) as may be desired. The analytical results are displayed both as
time dependent data tabulations and summary table data.
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1.1.1 Program Purpose
The intended purpose of the program is to provide an analytical tool which permits
rapid parametric evaluation of the various types of cryogenics spacecraft systems cur-
rently under study in the national space program. The mathematical techniques built
into the program provides the capability for in-depth analysis (combined with rapid prob-
lem solution) for the production of a larger quantity of soundly based trade-study data
than normally would be obtained in hand calculations. Program flexibility in accommo-
dating advanced systems resides in its modular type programming which permits pro-
gram growth with simple addition of new subroutines and the addition of variables to
existing common banks. Conversely, the program is easily dismantled if it is desired
to limit analysis to only one or two systems and utilize a smaller computing machine.
In summary, the purpose of the program may be said to be that of providing an improved
general analysis tool for cryogen technology applications.
1.2 PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The Integrated Math Model for Cryogenic Systems consists essentially of three major
sections as illustrated in Figure 1.2-1. Within each of the major sections the structure
is further broken into block subsections, each of which is reserved for specific functions
of data management, data utilization or analytical data display.
1.2.1 Program Input Data Logic
Of necessity, the program requires a rather large data bank capable of providing charac-
teristic performance data for the wide variety of component assemblies found in typical
cryogen systems.
Program data requirements for the Integrated Math Model are divided into two types.
The first type consists of the "semi-permanent" data tables which the program employs
to compute performance, weight, property, and other characteristics as a function of
up to four variables per run.
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PROGRAM OUTPUT
OUTPUT FORMAT - HARD COPY
>
PROGRAM INPUT
SYSTEM( 3 ) CONFIGURATION
INPUT PARAMETERS (EACH SYSTEM)
TABLE DATA BAM (FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES DATA)
PROGRAM OPTIONS (INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL)
PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS (COMPUTATION OPTIONS)
PROGRAM COMPUTATION
MASS TRANSFER - ENERGY REQUIREMENTS - FLUID
STATE DETERMINATION - THERMODYNAMIC PROCESSES -
RESIDUALS - FLUID FLOW COMPUTATIONS - HEAT TRANSFER -
SIZING CALCULATIONS - WEIGHT DETERMINATIONS -
- FOR -
CRYOGENIC CONSUMER - LINES - FITTINGS - CONTROLS -
ACCUMULATOR - HEAT EXCHANGERS - GAS GENERATORS -
TURBINES - MOTORS - PUMPS. FLUID CONDITIONERS -
FLUID TANKS - PRESSURIZATION PROCESSES - ACQUISITION




PARAMETRIC RECYCLE - DATA RETRIEVAL
FIGURE 1.2-1 MAJOR PROGRAM STRUCTURE
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The table data bank contains the necessary component performance characterization
data for the system configurations to be considered, as well as the required cryogen
properties data and required material properties data.
The "source data", as obtained, is verified as being authoritative, and is then processed
into a formatted tabular array which specifies the table name, ID codes, the dependent
variables, and the independent variables — in order of use. The tabulated array data is
carefully ordered such that curve fitting routines can extrapolate data points with good
accuracy and speed. The prepared data array is punched into data card decks and veri-
fied for correctness. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.2-2. All data tables are
logged as to reference, source, date of data acquisition, and pertinent data limitations
such as range of application, etc.
Since a large volume of table data can be required by the program, a unique data man-
agement set of subroutines is employed to retrieve any particular table and extract the
required information with remarkably high speed and accuracy. Additionally, a machine
plotted and/or printed tabulation "echo" of the tables can be requested for easy table
input checking.
The program currently contains forty-six tables and currently will accommodate up to
fifty tables for a total of 7000 words.
The second type of input data is "variable" and contains the variable input parameters
which may be perturbated for parametric system studies. These data include duty
cycle characteristics, configuration description, and operational requirements of the
system being studied. The variable input values are printed out just prior to the sys-
tem computed data output as a means of input verification.
The general program input data requirements by type of data and source is illustrated
in Figure 1.2-3.
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FIGURE 1.2-2 SOURCE DATA PREPARATION SEQUENCE
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1.2.2 PROGRAM COMPUTATION LOGIC
In order for the Integrated Math Model to accommodate the possible range of cryogenic
systems likely to be considered and perform as a general systems analysis tool, the
following three premises are established:
(1) Any logical combination of supply tanks, lines, fittings, valves, regulators,
heat exchangers, gas generators, pumps, accumulators, and "cryogen-
consumer" components can be specified as a system configuration point.
(2) The "cryogen-consumer" component may be any of the components being
supplied with cryogenic fluids.
(3) An integrated cryogenic system may contain a number of similar and/or
different cryogen subsystems to be fed from a common cryogen supply
source.
Although these premises appear to force the generation of a very large program, an
examination of the six basic individual cryogen system concepts reveals a marked
similarity and commonality of components by kind. Table 1.2-1 illustrates adequately
the fact that there are less than twenty-five kinds of major component assemblies to
be considered, additionally, the temperatures, pressures, and flow rates are for the
most part within reasonable range spans, thus further reducing the quantity of data to
be manipulated.
1.3 C0MM0N DESCRIPTION
The program makes use of a number of defined common storage blocks in order to
provide for the relatively large amount oi' data input, storage and transfer which
occurs in the various subprograms. These C0MM0N blocks are defined only once in
F0RTRAN PR0CEDURE DEFINITI0N PR0CESS0RS (PDP's) and thereafter are trans-
ferred to any using subprogram by the use of the F0RTRAN INCLUDE statement. The
form of the F0RTRAN procedure employed is described in the following paragraph.
FORTRAN PROCEDURE. A FORTRAN procedure contains FORTRAN source
language that is to be included in a compilation by use of the FORTRAN
INCLUDE statement. Athena FORTRAN V includes the COMPILER statement
which allows the searching of other files for the procedure(s). The form of
the statement is: COMPILER (LIB = FN1, FN2,..... FNN) where FN1 is of
standard file-name form QUAL*FILE1/KEY1/KEY2. This causes FN1,..., FNN
to be searched after the file containing the source input and before the library.
If no definition is found in the search of these files, the compiler gives an
error indication.
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The FORTRAN procedure has the form:
@PDP, LFI EL
AA* PROG ENTRY point must begin in column 1.
(FORTRAN statements)
END .^END statement must begin in column 2.
An entry will be made in the program-file FORTRAN procedure table for the
label AA.
The PDP's employed in the program together with the data of latest up-
date are listed in Figure 1.3-1. An example of the F0RTRAN PR0CEDURE TABLE
in which the compiler has specified the LINK and L0CATI0N for the PGP's
is illustrated in Fig. 1.3-2.
The PCP will contain, usually, PARAMETER statements, declaration statements
for REAL or INTEGER variable names, C)6MMf!$N definitions and LABELS, LOGICAL
statements, DIMENSION and EQUIVALENCE statements, and, quite often a series
of C0MMENT cards which may conveniently define the variable set listed in
the labeled C0MM0N. An example of a program PDF is given in Fig. 1.3-3-
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FOR PROC 28 MAR 71
Figure 1.3-1 Table of Fortran Procedure Definition Processors
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Figure 1.3-2 Fortran Procedure Tables
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1.4 PROGRAM OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
The program capability for accommodating a number of different kinds of
systems analysis, derives from the use of built-in sequencing indices. The
indices are stored as data statements in subroutine SUfilfFA, and are readily
available to a programmer or knowledgeable program-user for restructuring,
if necessary. The indices are used by the various system analysis subprogrms
to direct the analysis from one set of procedural steps to the next in a
preprogrammed manner. The details of the program operational sequence for
the various systems to be analyzed are explained in the following subpara-
graphs.
1.4.1 PROGRAM INITIATION AND CONTROL
Program initiation is accomplished through by the driver subroutine COlMTRL.
This subroutine initializes the data storage subroutines and reads the first
card of the input data deck for the user's name and program title. Follow-
ing this a call to subroutine INTAB reads in table data deck (or file) to
storage. As a check on the correctness of the data table input, subroutine
INTAB causes an "echo" printout of the selected table numbers to be printed
for visual reference. A typical "echo" print is illustrated in Table 1.4-1.
Note that the echo" also permits verification of the number of words in any
given table, thus aiding the user in troubleshooting incomplete table entries.
C0NTRL then reads in the name and type of system to be- evaluated. This is
followed by a call to subroutine C0MPIL which reads into core the cryogen
system input data deck containing the system duty cycle, configuration
sequence, and pertinent system and component parametric information.
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TABLE l.U-1
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TOTAL TABLE STORAGE = 50?4
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Subroutine C0NTRL next calls subroutine CKTC0N to process the calculations
required for the system being considered. Completion of the required cal-
culations causes program control to return from CRTC0N TO C0NTRL. Subroutine
C0WTRL then tests to see if additional system data decks are to be read in,
if so, it does and repeats the cycle; if not, C0NTKL calls EXIT and termi-
nates the run.
Brief flow-charts for C0IWRL, C0MPIL, and CKTC0N are presented in Figure
1.4-1, -2, and -3.
1.4.2 Program Sequencing Subroutine. The mechanism for controlling the
analysis sequencing is set up in Subroutine CRYC0N. This subroutine performs
the major branching functions of calling in the various subprograms needed for
each specific system type analysis. Key variables used by CRYC0N to effect this
control over the analysis sequencing are SYSNUM and SCRIT. .For each cryogen
system (and system kind) there exists a preprogrammed set of induces stored
on a data statement KSUBC (SYSNUM, I) which defines the order in which
the major analytical subroutines will be called. This set of indices are used in
CRYC0N for sequencing purposes.
1.4.2.1 Program Calculations Sequence. The initiation of specific system calcula-
tions occurs in Subroutine CRYC0N. For any of the five cryogen systems, CRYC0N
will obtain from labeled common CCNTRL, the values for SYSNUM and SCRIT.
This permits access to the indices stored in the preprogrammed set of data statements
KSUBC (SYSNUM, I). The"branching index JKM (see Fig 1.4-3). then can assume
the value of each stored sequencing index in a given KSUBC data statement as CRYC0N
"cycles through its "I" loop. Concurrently, as each JKM index is picked up, CRYC0N
tests to see if the specified subprogram requires a "user signalled" diagnostic
switch to be turned "ON" or left "OFF. " This is an especially useful feature when
debugging changes to subprogram coding. Values for MDTRC, the diagnostic indices,
are entered by the user in the system run data deck (see Section 1.5). The KSUBC
data statements are physically located in Subroutine STODTA and are available through
labeled common CCNTRL via an INCLUDE statement.
1-15
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The index "K" employed in CRYC0N is used to indicate initial or final conditions
for subroutine TSIZEI (K). For the specific requirements of an Auxiliary Power
System analysis (APU), the value of "K" can only be set equal to two (2). For
all other system analysis ''K" is set equal to one (1) the first time called and set
equal to two (2) the second time called.
The index "LREPT" is employed, by CRYC0N, only when processing a super-
critical APU system. Its use permits the recycling (starting over again) of
subroutine APUSUP when that subprogram determines that the fuel mixture
ratio (O/F) input value is too low and yields impossible temperature values.
At that point the subprogram incrementally raises the O/F ratio and reruns
the analysis. If three attempts fail, the subprogram quits and terminates the
analysis.
The manner in which the sequential execution of CRYC0N can vary is explained
in the subsections which follow.
1.^.2-2 AC PS —QMS Systems Calculation Sequence. If, for example, a sub-
critical cryogenic reaction control system (ACPS) had been chosen for analysis,
the following would be the sequence of events executed by subroutine CRYC0N.
The values assigned to SYSNUM, SCRIT, and KSUBC (SYSNUM, I) would be:
SYSNUM = 1 (For ACPS)
SCRIT = 1 (Subcritical System)
KSUBC (I/1) (KSUBC for ACPS)
and the preprogrammed Data Statement to be used would be:
DATA (KSUBC (1,1) I = 1, NBRSR)/6, 4, 10, 9, 8, 1, 10, 11, 2/
where "NBRSR" is defined as 9 in PDP-CCNTRL.




Referring to the CRYC0N Flow Chart (Fig. 1.4-3), note that statement 10 sets
1 = 1 for the first pass in the calculation loop. Statement 20 then sets JKM = KSUEC
(SYSNUM, I), or, literally equal to KSUBC (1, I) which is the first of the nine
values defined in the data statement body. Thus JKM = 6 in the first loop pass.
Statement 50 is a "computed" GO TO statement which in this instance literally says
GO. TO the JKM (6th) value within the parenthesis, or GO TO Statement 500,
which calls subroutine C0NSUM. Thus, the order of subprogram execution, in
sequence, by subroutine CRYC0N for a reaction control system analysis would be
as shown in the table below:
Table 1.4-2
CRYC0N EXECUTION SEQUENCE FOR ACPS ANALYSIS
Loop JKM G0 T0 Subprogram
Pass Value Statement Called
1 6 500 C0NSUM
2 4 400 CMPCAL
3 10 800 TSIZEI(l)
4 9 700 TANK
5 8 600 LIQRES
6 1 100 ACCRES
7 10 800 TSIZEI(2)
8 11 900 WTACC
9 2 200 ACQWT
1-26
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The above table holds true for an orbit maneuvering system (subcritical cryogen) as
well, since the only significant differences are larger engines and fewer, but larger,
component parts.
Upon completion of nine loop passes through CRYCON, accomplishing all of the
calculations required by the respective subprograms, the final step is a call to
*
subroutine OTPWSM which extracts from the labeled common storage, the values
needed for a system weight summary and outputs these data in a formatted weight
summary table. Program control returns to subroutine CONTRL for either execution
of a second case (system analysis) or termination. A general flow chart for a typical
reaction control system analysis is presented in Figure 1.4-4.
1.4.2/3 APU S3^stem Calculations Sequence. For the Auxiliary Power System analysis,
two operating system types are possible; a subcritical cryogen fluid supply subsystem
and a supercritical cryogen fluid supply subsystem.
It is therefore necessary to provide a means of altering the preprogrammed values to
accommodate both cryogen fluid supply subsystems. This is accomplished by pre-
programming KSUBC (2,1) for the more likely supercritical fluids case, and modifying
the data statement when considering the subcritical cryogen fluid supply subsystem.
This data statement adjustment is automatically taken care of in subroutine CRYCON
DOG loop as shown in the Flow Chart (Ref. Fig. 1.4-3). The DOG loop will reverse
the second and third values of the data stored as KSUBC(2,1) depending upon the value
assigned to SCRIT. JAPUS (SCRIT, I) is the variable accomplishing the switch in
value. The data statements defining JAPUS are stored in subroutine STODTA.
Subcritical Analysis; For an APU system requiring a subcritical cryogen fluid
supply subsystem, the values assigned, via input, to the variables SYSNUM, SCRIT
and KSUBC (SYSNUM, I) would be
SYSNUM = 2 (For APU)
SCRIT = 1 (For Sub critical)
and KSUBC (2 ,1)
The preprogrammed data statement stored in core is
KSUBC (2 I) I = 1.9)/6 3 4 10 11 2 0 0 O/ which is actually the sequence for a
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supercritical subsystem. Therefore, the first action by CRYC0N is to reset the
second and third values in a two-step loop as follows:
1st; KSUBC(2,2) = JAPUS(l.l) = 4
2nd; KSUBC(2,3) = JAPUS(1,2) = 3
and the reversed data statement becomes:
KSUBC(2,I),F = 1,9/6, 4, 3, 10, 11, 2, 0, 0, O/
Note that only six subprograms are called in an APU analysis. The order of sub-
program execution, in sequence, is presented in the following table.
Table 1.4-3
CRYCON EXECUTION SEQUENCE FOR AN APU SUBCRITICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Loop JKM G0 T0 Subprogram
Pass Value Statement Called
1 6 500 C0NSUM
2 4 400 CMPCAL
3 3 300 APUSUB
4 10 800 TSIZEI(2)
5 11 900 WTACC
6 2 200 ACQWT
7 0 2200 Terminates Loop
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Upon leaving the sequence loop subroutine CRYCON calls subroutine OTPWSM
to output the component and system weight summary. Program execution returns
to subroutine CONTRL which checks to see if another case (same system, or,
new one)-is to be run, or if program termination is in order.
Super-critical Analysis:
For an APU system requiring a super-critical cryogen fluid supply subsystem, the
input values assigned to the variables SYSNUM, SCRIT and KSUBC (SYSNUM, I) would
be:
SYSNUM = 2 (For APU)
SCRIT =2 (For Super-critical)
and KSUBC (2, I)
Assuming, for example, that the supercritical case is run as the second case in a multi-
case run (not necessarily so) the preprogrammed data statement in core would still be,
KSUBC(2, I), 1 = 1, 9)/6, 4, 3, 10, 11, 2, 0, 0, O/. The first activity in CRYCON,
since SYSNUM = 2, will be to reset the second and third value of the KSUBC data in a
two-step loop as follows: (SCRIT = 2)
1st KSUBC (2,2) =3
2nd KSUBC(2,3)=4
and the revised data statement becomes;
KSUBC(2,1), I = 1, 9)/6, 3, 4, 10, 11, 2, 0, 0, O/.
The order of sub-program execution, in sequence, is presented in the following table:
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Table 1:4-4





























Upon leaving the sequence loop CRYC0N calls subroutine 0TPWSM to output the
component and system weight summary, and then return program execution to
subroutine C0NTIIL.
1.4.2.4 Life Support System Calculation Sequence. For the Life Support System
analysis, the cryogen fluid supply subsystem is by definition a supercritical subsystem
with a relatively simple and straightforward plumbing structure. It is also unique
among the other systems, in that the cryogen fluids employed are oxygen and nitrogen.
Because of this fact, and the need to maintain overall program variable storage require-
ments at a level that will fit into core, it was decided not to expand the program variable
arrays to accommodate a third cryogen fluid, but instead, to use those portions of the
arrays normally used for the hydrogen fluid to store the nitrogen fluid parameter values.
Consequent^7, the Life Support subprogram became a fairly large self-contained sub-
program, designated as subroutine ECLSS. Hence, subroutine CRYC0N makes only
one call for the subprogram. In the case of a Life Support System analysis, the
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The preprogrammed data statement stored in core for this system analysis is,
(KSUBC(3,I), I = l,9)/7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O/. And the order of subprogram exec-
ution by subroutine CRYCON is as shown in the following table:
Table 1.4-5


















As stated previously CRYCON calls subroutine OTPWSM, outputs the weight summaries
and returns to CONTRL for a new case, or termination of the program.
1.4.2.5 Fuel Cell System Calculation Sequence. The cryogen fuel cell system as
defined by this study is a fuel cell array fed by a supercritical fluids storage and
supply subsystem. Further, the energy required for conditioning the reactant fluids
and maintaining their super-critical condition in storage is wholly derived from the
reject heat of the fuel cells. The subprogram which characterizes the fuel cell system
is subroutine FUELCL. This rather large sub-program performs the system sizing
calculations based upon the mass and energy transfer requirements of the input
performance and duty cycle constraints.
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The individual fluid circuit components and line segments are sized and weighed by
subroutine CMPCAL which additionally supplys pressure drop calculations for the
main reactant circuits.
For a fuel cell analysis, subroutine CRYC0N has the values assigned, via input




The preprogrammed data statement stored in core for fuel cell system analysis is,
(KSUBC(4,I),I=l,9)/5, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O/.
i
The order of sub-program execution is as given in the following table
Table 1.4-6


















When the internal loop is terminated CRYCON calls subroutine OTPWSM, outputs the
weight summaries and returns to CONTRL for a new case, or termination of the
program.
1.1*.2.6 Orbit Maneuvering System Calculation Sequence The orbit maneuvering
system (OMS) employed in this .study was defined to be a subcritical cryogen fluids
pump-fed system. The OMS and ACPS analysis procedures are quite similar program -
wise, with the principal differences being engine size, component size and the fact
that the OMS has fewer, though larger components.
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The preprogrammed data statement stored in core for OMS analysis is:
(KSUBC(5,1),1= l,9)/6, 4, 10, 9, 8, I, 10, 11, 2/
The order of sub-program execution by sub-routine CRYCON is identical to the order
given in Table l.U-2 , and the subsequent remarks following that table.
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1.5 INPUT DATA
The input data deck structure will vary according to the system to be analyzed and the
type of fluid storage system employed. All input data cards are read within the body of
subroutine CONTRLV The segments of input data to be read are generally divided into
two groups; (1) input data common to all system analyses and (2) input data specific to
a given system analysis. Necessarily a variety of read statement formats must be
used and these are defined in labeled card formats given later in this discussion .
In general, a data input deck, for any system to be analyzed, will be made up of a set
of card groups from the following group list:
(a) User Identification Card (First Header Card)
(b) Case Title Card (Second Header Card)
(c) Table Data Echo Control Card
(d) Add-File Card - To cause loading of "Table Data" file - or - Actual "Table Data"
Deck may be placed here, replacing the Add-File card
(e) System Definition Card
(f) Configuration Definition Data Cards
(g) Duty Cycle Definition Data Cards
(h) Consumer Characterization Data Cards
(i) Fluid Storage Tanks Characterization and Configuration Data Cards
(j) Fluid Accumulator Characterization Data Card
(k) Heat Exchanger Characterization Data Cards
(1) Pump and Turbine Characterization Data Cards
(m) Heat Source Characterization Data Cards
(n) Motor Characterization Data Cards
Cards (a), (b), and (e) are read directly by subroutine CONTRL. Cards (c) and (d)
are read by subroutine INTAB, called by CONTRL. Cards (f) through (n) are read
by subroutine COMPIL, called by CONTRL.
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1.5 1 Input Data - Card Definition and Description
Data definition and input card descriptions for data contained in the fourteen data card
groups are presented in detail in the following subsections. Card data formats are
presented in Subsection 1.2.
1.5.1.1 User I.D. and Case Title Cards.
Gp(a) CarcH
The User I. D. card identifies the analyst making the program run. This card is
required in every run deck. The card contains the following information:
Name, Dept., Bldg., Extension
Gp(b) - Card-1
A case title card is to be provided for every system data deck as a means of providing
run identification for the system being evaluated. Seventy-two (72) spaces are provided
for the title. Short titles are to be centered in the 72 spaces.
1. 5 .1. 2 Table Data Input Cards.
Gp(c) - Card-1
This card is the Table Data Echo control card. The variables contained on the card are:
I FT, OFT, NPRT, NPRT2
I FT = Table Data Input Drum Unit
OFT = Table Data Output Drum Unit
NPRT = Table Data Echo Print Control
= 0, Print All Tables, One Table per Page
= 1, Print No Table Output
= 2, Print All Tables with no page eject - Table Dump
NPRT2 = Control for Table Summary
NPTiT = 1 N.nrtii i \
 prijA Br.ef Table Summary
NPRT2 = 1 '
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Gp(d) -jCaxd-1 (Normal Setup)
If the Table Data has been entered and stored as a DATA File, then the Data File may
be assigned and Card-1 here will be a simple:
© ADD.P FILNAM
where
FILNAM is the Data File nemonic.
If the Table Data is on cards to be read in at this time, then the Gp(d) cards will be
the actual table data card sets as described in detail in Subsection 1. 5.6.
Alternate Table Deck Input: (N-sets)
Gp(d) Card-1
The Table I. D. and Control Card will contain the following information:
Title ~ Table Title (Description)
ND - Number of Dimensions in Table (MAX = 7, MIN = 2)
NC ~ Number of Comment Cards in Table
IP - Plot Option
(O = No Plot, 1 = Plot Table)
NT ~ Table Number
GP(d) Card-2
Table Comment Card - Gives further description of table data and data reference
sources. There rnay be NC comment cards.
Gp(d) Card -3
Table Subset Variable Card - Specifies additional variable and its values for
Table Data Subsets.
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LABV - Variable Label
NP — Number of Values to be used (is also number of data subsets)
TAB - Value, Value , '"Value
z np
There must be (ND-2) of these cards present in Table Set. (ND = Number of
dimensions in Table)
Gp(d) Card-4
Table Plot Control Card - Contains X-axis label, Y-axis label, X-MIN value, X-MAX
value. One card is required for each Table Set.
Gp(cl) Card-5
Table Data Subset Characterization Card - card contains:
NV ~~ Number of Data Point Sets (X,Y) or Number of coefficients
TYPE - Type of Data in Table
=
.. 0, Coefficients of polynomial
= 1, Discrete data points from curve
= 2, Equation
NIP -~ Number of points to be used for data interpolation
< NV
> 1
= 2, Linear Interpolation
= 3, parabolic or hyperbolic interpolation
There must be one of these cards for each data sub-set in the Table Set.
Gp(d) Card-G
Table Data Card - :
For discrete data there are three data sets (X,Y) per card arranged in order of
increasing values of X, for NV sets of points.
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For coefficients; coefficients are arranged in order of power and NV coefficients
are read. (For example: CjX2 + CgX + C^ = 0; Input as Cr C2, C^ and NV = 3)
There are NV/3 discrete data cards required, or NV/6 coefficient data cards
required.
There will be N sets of the Gp(d) table card sets, where N equals the number of Table Data
sets required for the program.
1.5.1.3 System Definition Card
Gp(e) Card-1
The system definition card provides the system identification; specifies whether
the system has a subcritical or super-critical fluid supply subsystem; specifies
whether or not additional systems are to be read in for additional case consideration;
and, specifies which subprogram diagnostic switches are to be activated. The
variables which are read are:
NSYS -^ First three letters of system name
Nl ~ Additional six alpha spaces for rest of system name
NCRIT ~ First tliree letters of subcritical or super-critical
MDTRC ~ Diagnostic switch for eleven subprograms
0, or, blank for NO Diagnostics
1, turns ON Diagnostic switch as defined in PDP-CCNTRL
There must be one system definition card in each system input deck.
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1.5.1.4 System Configuration Definition Data Cards
Gp(f) Card-1
The sj'stem configuration definition data represents the program image of the
system schematic diagram. Only one (1) card format is employed which functions
as a data input card, and as a configuration table END card. The flexibility of
the data format card in providing different kinds of information resides in the
technique of reading the array and changing the variable name to correspond to
the value entered at any point in the array. Since each data card represents a
specific item, such as; fluid, component, or line segment, and their associated
parameters, the data array is conveniently manageable.
The variables which are allocated to the card are as follows:
CFUNCT — Six alpha characters which specify either the fluid, consumer
assembly, or system component item, currently being considered.
The allowable names are defined in DATA (FNAME) located in
subroutine STODTA, and further described in PDP-CCNFIG
CFTYPE ~~ A single, or, two digit number which characterizes the type or
kind of fluid, consumer assembly, or system component item
CNOPER ~~ Single digit number - for number of consumer assemblies, or
component items operating in parallel; or, in the case of a fluid,
the digit specifies the fluid state (i.e. , 1 = gas; 2 = liquid)
CNSTBY — Single digit number - for the number of consumer assemblies or
component items in parallel standby condition (not operating)
CMTYPE — Single Digit Number which specifies the material type for the
'system component item. CMTYPE values are defined in PDP- CCNFIG
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FRCOEF Variable containing the friction coefficient applicable to the system
component item being considered
LOD Length over Diameter Ratio, or, Length applicable to the system
component item under consideration (Real Number)
D1AM Diameter (I.D. or Port) applicable to system component item being
considered
CITYPE ~~ Integer defining Insulation Type employed for system component
item being considered
ITHICK — Insulation thickness (Real Number) for system component item under
consideration
NEAR — Number (Real) of insulation layers per inch of thickness for
component item being considered
CODE — Six alpha character code name for component item under consideration,
(i.e. , PS02, etc.)
There must be one card for; (a) each fluid and fluid state change, (b) each fluid
system consumer, (c) each fluid system component item, and (d) each fluid system
line segment item. The cards are arranged starting with the oxidizer fluid
system side and working from the consumer toward the fluid supply source. This
is followed by the same arrangement for the fuel fluid side of the system. A typical
configuration table is illustrated in the Input Data Deck Example given in Subsection
1.5.5. The very last card in the configuration data set must have END entered
in the CFUNCT field, since this is required in subroutine COMPIL to terminate the
READ loop. (It is also advisable to use card columns 73-80 to number the configur-
ation data cards.)
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1.5.1.5 System IJuty Cycle Definition Data Cards
Gp(g) Card-1
The system duty cycle definition data cards contain the cyclic operating interval
data required for each analysis. The variables employed are as given below. Note
that the variable DCYCLE is in an array in which are stored alternate values of
operating and non-operating time intervals:
DCYCLE (I) ~ Operating Time Interval
DCYCLE(H-l)- Non-operating Time Interval
PSI - Minimum impulse Bit Degradation
NEOP - Number of Consumers Operating (Engines, Fuel Cells, etc.)
HP — Horsepower-Average Value In Interval
PAMB -•— Ambient Pressure-Average Value In Interval
PKW — Power (KW) -Average Value In Interval
RPRTIM ~ Time required per repressurization (cabin or airlock) during a given
duty cycle Interval
There must be one card for each of the defined duty cycle interval periods in total missioj
span considered.
There must be a duty cycle end-card consisting of a negative number (i.e. , -1) in the
DCYCLE (1+1) field
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1.5.1.6 Consumer Characterization Data Cards. The consumer characterization data cards
are specific to the system undergoing analysis and contribute the only significant change in the
input data decks for the respective systems. Aside from the differing input data for the
five kinds of consumer systems further differences occur when a given system has a sub-
critical fluid supply subsystem, or when it has a super-critical fluid supply subsystem. Thus,
there are seven separate consumer characterization data card sets which cover the range of
program analysis capability.
1.5.1.6 1 Engine Consumer Data Cards: (ACPS or QMS).
Gp(h-l) Card-1
The engine consumer data card is utilized for both ACPS and OMS engine data since the
required parameters are identical and the same variable names are used. The
variables employed are defined as follows:
NENG ~ Integer number of engines operating
GITEM.P ~ Fluid Inlet Temperature to Engine(s)
GIPRES Fluid Inlet Pressure to Engine(s)
THRUST - Developed Thrust per Engine
PSUBC -— Engine Combustion Chamber Pressure
EXPRAT - Engine Nozzle Expansion Ratio
MIXRAT Engine Oxidizer to Fuel Mixture Ratio (Real Number)
The single card is usually marked by placing the term ENG in card columns 78-80.
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1,5.1.6.2 APU Consumer Data Cards. The APU Consumer input data requires two cards
for either a subcritical or super-critical fluid fed system. The first card used in both
cases is identical, while the second cards contain different information. The input cards
required are as follows:
Gp(h-2) Card-1 (APU-Basic)
The following' variables are input on the APU-Basic card:
NAPU — Integer lumber of A PUs operating
HPR ~ Horsepower Rating of a single APU (Assumes all are identical)
FMR . ~ Oxidizer to Fuel Mixture Ratio of Gas Generator Driving APU Turbine
PGG ~ Exit Pressure of Gas Generator driving APU Turbine
TIT — Turbine Inlet Temperature (Assumed also to be exhaust temperature
of gas generator driving APU turbine)
TD — Exhaust discharge temperature from fluid conditioning heat exchangers
Gp(h-2) Card-2 (APU-Subcritical)
The variables input on the APU-Subcritical card are as follows:
MRGGCH ~ Oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio for the gas generator driving the fuel
fluid conditioning heat exchanger
MRGGC0 — Oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio for the gas generator driving the
oxidizer fluid conditioning heat exchanger
TDGGH — Discharge temperature of gas generator for fuel conditioning heat
exchanger
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TDGG0 — Discharge temperature of gas generator for oxidizer conditioning
heat exchanger
TVH Temperature of residual vapor in fuel storage tank
TV0 Temperature of residual vapor in oxidizer storage tank
TENV Environment temperature around APU System
Gp(h-2) Card-3 (APU-Supercritical)
The variables entered in the APU Supercritical data card are as follows:
FMRG Oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio for supplementary gas generator
PFH Final fuel tank pressure
PF0 Final oxidizer tank pressure
TFH ~ Final fuel tank temperature
TF0 ~ Final oxidizer tank temperature
TG Exit gas temperature from supplemental gas generator
DELPCP ~ Pressure rise (Delta-P) in tank circulating pump
TENV Environmental temperature around APU system
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1.5 .1. 6. 3 Life Support Consumer Data Cards. The Life Support Consumer Data Input
variables require four input cards in two different card-formats. The variables by
card format are as follows:
Gp(h-3) Card-1 (02 = Oxygen, N2 = Nitrogen)
MDAYS Integer number of days in mission
NCREW — Integer number of crewmen on board spacecraft
NRPRES ~ Integer number of cabin or airlock prepressurization planned for missi<
NDARES ~ Integer number of days of reserve fluids required
02FN0M — Metabolic oxygen requirement (Ibs. per man-day)
GLKRAT ~ Spacecraft atmosphere leakage rate (Ibs. per day)
TLSNQfM ~ Nominal temperature of gases supplied for life support (1) = 0?;
(2) = N2
•
RH0BEG - Loading density at stored life support fluids (1) = 02; (2) = N2
TKFTEM ~ Final fluid tank temperatures
(1) = 02; (2) = N2
TKFPRS ~ Final fluid tank pressures
(1) = 02; (2) = N2
TENVR ~ Environment temperature around life support fluid storage tanks
CABV0L ~ Cabin (or airlock) volume
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Gp(h-3) Card-2
LINDIA — Fluid line diameter entering fluid conditioning heat exchanger
(1)=02; (2) = N2
HTRFLX - Heater rating (BTU/HR-sq. in. ret. temp.)
(1) For heaters in conditioning heat exchanger
(2) For fluid tank heaters
PLSN0M ~ Nominal pressure of delivered gaseous life support fluids
(1) = 02;(2) = N2
HTRDIA Fluid tank heater diameter
(1) = 02; (2) = N2
HTRLNG ~ Fluid tank heater length
( l j=02 ; (2) = N2
PSET1 ' ~ Lower pressure limit setting for 02 storage tank
PSET2 - 'Lower pressure limit setting for N2 storage tank
1.5.1.6.4 Fuel Cell Consumer Data Cards. The fuel cell consumer data input variables
require four data cards in three different card formats. The variables arranged by card
format are as follows:
Gp(h-4) Card-1
MRFC — Oxygen to hydrogen reactant mixture ratio for fuel cell
SRCFC " Specific reactant consumption (Ibs/KWH © rated power output)
QDTFC Fuel cell heat rejection rate (BTU/KWH C; rated power output)
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SPWTFC Fuel cell specific weight (LB/KW © rated power output)
TFCNOM ~ Nominal fuel cell gas fired temperature
01)= 02; ( 2 ) = H 2
TF21IN "~ F21 coolant fuel cell exit temperature
TF210U ~ F21 coolant fuel cell inlet temperature
TF0FC - Final 02 reactant tank temperature
TFHFC - Final H2 reactant tank temperature
PF0FC ~ Final 02 reactant tank temperature
PFHFC
RH0FIL
Final H2 reactant tank temperature
Reactant tank fill densities
(1)=02; (2 )=H2
W0VENT - Estimated 02 vent quantity
WHVENT - Estimated H2 vent quantity
DELTCP Pressure rise in reactant tank circulating compressor
TENV Environment temperature around fuel cell system
PRFC0P ~ Fuel cell operating pressure
P0WN0M ~ Nominal fuel cell operating power level
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Gp(h-4) Card-2
NFC0P ~ Integer number of fuel cells operating
NFCSTB -— Integer number of fuel cells on standby
PLSET1 — Lower limit pressure setting for 02 reactant tank
PLSET2 ~ Lower limit pressure setting for H2 reactant tank
VJANUL ~ Vacuum jacket annulus spacing (inches)
(1) = 02; (2) = H2
TKMXDI T Maximum tank pressure vellel diameter permitted
(design constraint - inches)
(I) =02; ( 2 ) = H 2
Gp(h-4) Card-3
FCV0LT ~ Nominal fuel cell voltage
PRGRAT ~ Nominal fuel cell purge rate
(1)=02; (2) =H2
PRGTIM ~ 'Nominal fuel cell purge time (duration each purge)
(1)=02; (2) = H2
PRGINT ~ Purge interval in ampere hours
(1)=02; ( 2 ) = H 2
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1.5.1.7 Fluid Tank Data Input Cards. The fluid tankage characterization data cards are
common to systems encompassed in the major program. Variations which may occur in
some systems are accommodated by simply entering zero values for the variables not used
by the particular system considered. Tank geometry considerations are provided for in
the program, with subprogram capability for calculating: spherical, cylindrical, cylindrical
with hemispherical ends, cylindrical with conical ends, and combination tankage with a
common bulkhead, hemispherical bottom and conical top with a hemispherical cap (such as
the cryogen shuttle orbiter drop-tank). For special tank shapes having predetermined
dimensions, the program will read in the dimensions and do the necessary calculations for
volume and siu-face area. For simple spherical tanks, or, simple cylindrical tanks with
hemispherical ends, the program skips the special geometry input cards, and they must
not be present in the input deck. The conditions controlling this branching option are
specified in the tank geometry characterization sub-paragraph.
1.5.1.7.1 Fluid Tank Characterization DATA CARDS. The variables which characterize
the fluid tank conditions and constraints are as follows:
Gp(i-l) Cards 1-4
N0P -— Number of tanks operating on line (same fluid)
SATYPE - - Fluid acquisition device type
SITYPE Tankage insulation type
SMTYPE Tank construction material type
SPTYPE ~ Tank pressurization system type
SITEMP "-Tank initial fluid temperature
SIPRES ~~ Tank initial pressure
SPGTEM ~ Pressurant gas temperature (inlet condition)
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Tank vent pressure setting
SHFL11X - Heat leak flux into tank (BTU/HR-Sq. Ft.) (Optional)
SITHIK ~ Tank insulation thickness (inches)
FLDL0D ~ Wgt. of fluid loaded into tank (optional)
SULGPC ~ Percent ullage (initial value for tank)
SMDIAM - Maximum tank diameter (f t . )
SH0TEM Tank conditioning heat exchanger cold fluid outlet temperature
SHDELP ~ Tank conditioning heat exchanger cold fluid pressure drop (psi)
SPDELP ~ Tank circulating pump pressure rise (psi)
SG0TEM ~ Tank conditioning heat exchanger gas-generator outlet temperature
SGGPC ~ Tank conditioning heat exchanger gas-generator chamber pressure
(outlet pressure)
SGMRAT ~ Tank conditioning heat exchanger gas-generator mixture ratio (0 /F).
SNBAR ~ Number of layers per inch of tank insulation material,
(multilayer insulation only)
Two sets of the above cards are read; the first set contains the data for the oxidizer
tankage, and the second set contains the data for the fuel tankage. Two sets (S-cards)
must be present in the data deck, even if one set is blank.
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1.5.1.7.2 Fluid Tank Geometry Data Cards.
Gp(i-2) Card-5
Tank Option Card - Provides branching option to tank geometry subprograms
when required for special tank shapes.
IW0P — Integer number specifying tank geometry option
N0SHAP ~ Integer number specifying number of tank shape cards to follow
Option pefim'tions
If IWOP = 1 Subprogram will compute tank volume for a spherical tank.
If diameter of spherical tank exceeds value of SMDIAM, subprogram
will add a cylindrical section between hemispheres with diameter
equal to SMDIAM to accommodate tank volume required. Subprogram
prints out requirement for cylindrical tank giving length of cylinder
and diameter.
If IW0P = 2 Subprograms will compute ail parameters for a "Specific
General Tank Configuration" - to be specified on input cards
c
following this card.
If IW0P = 3 Subprograms will compute all parameters for a "Fitted General
Tank Configuration" in which all tank segments are specified
except the length of the major cylindrical section. This "Length"
will be-computed by the subprograms to "fit" the required tank
volume generated by system fluid consumption computations.
If, IW0P < 2, and NOSHAP = 0, the IW0P = 1 Option is executed automatically, and
there are no tank shape cards following the option card. If, IW0P^ 2, then N0SHAP
must specify the number of tank shapes involved and that many "shape cards" will
have to be present following the Tank Option Card.
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Gp(i-3) Card-6
Tank shape card(s) - the tank shape cards specify the geometric shape(s) involved
in the tank structure in their order of consideration, the fluid contained by the tank,
and the dimensions associated with each shape segment. The variables input in this
card are as follows:
JTKTYP — Integer value which specifies tank segment shape (see notes)
JFLTP — Integer value which specifies fluid contained in tank segment shape
XD — — Shape "X" dimension (see notes)
YD — Shape "Y" dimension (see notes)
ZD - ~ Shape "Z" dimension (see notes)
Notes; Variable Specifications
JTKTYP = 1, for cylinder
= 2, frustrum of cone
= 3, hemi-ellipsoid
= 4, cylinder plus hemi-ellipsoid
= -2, inverted frustrum of cone
= -3, inverted hemi-ellipsoid (bulkhead)
JFLTYP = 1, oxidizer fluid
=: .2, fuel.fluid
= -1 oxidizer at common bulkhead
= -2, fuel at common bulkhead
For JTKTYPr= 1,
XD = Height (ft)
YD = Radius (ft)
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For JTKTYP = 2 , or, .-2,
XD = height (ft.)
YD = radius of top (ft .)
ZD = radius of bottom (ft .)
For JTKTYP = 3, or, -3
XD = radius along axis of rotation (ft.)
YD = radius perpendicular to axis of rotation(ft.)
For JTKTYP = 4,
XD = radius (and cylinder height) along axis of rotation (ft .)
YD = radius perpendicular to axis of rotation (ft .)
One card is necessary for each tank segment shape and the order of input is
from the tank "Bottom1.1 to the tank "Top".
1.5 .1.8 Accumulator Data Input Cards. For those systems requiring an accumulator tank
for the storage of gaseous fluid, provision is made for inputing the required accumulator dat
The branching function permitting the reading of data specified in this and the following-
subsections is controlled by preprogrammed data statements called "INBLK", defined as
DATA ((INBLK(SYSNUM, I, J), 1 = 1,5), J = 1,2). The five data statements, one for each
major system, define which of five sets of major component input data cards are to be
read for any given system. The five INBLK data statements will be found in subroutine
ST0DTA, INBLK is defined in PDP-CCNTRL. If INBLK(SYSNUM, 1, J) is set equal to
one (1), the sj-stem requires and will read in accumulator data; conversely, if INBLK
(SYSNUM, 1, J) equals zero, no accumulator is required and the accumulator input cards
will not be present in the input data deck.
The variables which are input in the accumulator data input cards are as follows: six cards
(two sets) are required since the variables for each fluid accumulator are entered separately
The variables for the oxidizer accumulator are entered first, followed by the variables for
the fuel fluid accumulator.
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Gp(j) Cards 1-3'
NA0P — Integer value for number of accumulators operating for one fluid
AITYPE — Accumulator insulation type
AMTYPE — Accumulator structural material type
ATEMP — Operating temperature for accumulator
APRES — Operating pressure for accumulator
AH FLUX ~ Heat leak rate into accumulator (Btu/hr-ft )
AITHIK - accumulator- insulation; thickness (inches)
AV0L ~~ Accumulator volume (cu. f t . )
ADIAM -~ Accumulator maximum diameter (ft.)
ANDELP ~ Pressure drop swing allowed in accumulator (psi)
ANBAR -— Number of insulation layers per inch of thickness
(multilayer insulation only)
Note that if INBLK (SYSNUM, 1, J) is zero, then there will be no accumulator data
cards in the input data deck.
1. 5,1.9 Heat Exchanger Data Input Cards. A requirement for heat exchangers of one form
or another usually exists in most of the cryogen systems-one can envision, except for the
liquid fed QMS system. And, (as described in subsection 1.5.1.8) if INBLK (SYSNUM, 2,J) = 1,
then heat exchangers are required and input data cards must be present, otherwise they are
deleted.
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Heat exchangers in z. two fluid system usually occur in pairs, except for the case whore a
single supplementHi-y heat exchanger might be required to make up for a potential energy
deficiency re suiting .from a limited heat source capability. For purposes of uniformity,
heat exchanger data will always be input for pairs of exchangers even if one of the pair
does not exist. In this case, the non-existent exchanger is represented by a dummy (or
blank) data card.
The heat exchanger variables required for input employ only two card formats. The
second card is repeated for each exchanger in sets of two. The first card contains data
for the first oxidizer heat exchanger occur ing upstream of the system consumer, and the
second card contains data for its fuel side equivalent. Additional data sets are inpui. for
other heat exchangers encountered as the schematic layout progresses toward the fluid
supply tanks. The variables which are input on the Heat Exchanger Data Input Cards are
doubly subscripted and are stored in a double array.
For example, "HXCODE (4,1) = HX07" is the heat exchanger schematic code symbol for
the oxidizer (4, 1) heat exchanger of the fourth (4. 1) set of heat exchangers occurring up-
t t
stream of the cryogen consumer.
The variables employed as input are as follows:
Gp(k) Card-1
NUMIIEX ~ Integer value for number of pairs of heat exchangers being considered
One card is required if heat exchanger data is to be input.
•Gp(k) Card-2
HEXHIT -•- Hot fluid inlet temperature (°R)
HEXH0T — Hot fluid outlet temperature (°R)
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HEXCIT ~ Cold fluid inlet temperature (°R)
HEXC0T - Cold fluid outlet temperature (°R)
HEXIIIP — Hot fluid inlet pressure (psia)
HEXH0P - Hot fluid outlet pressure (psia)
IIEXCIP - Cold fluid inlet pressure (psia)
IIEXC0P - Cold fluid outlet pressure (psia)
HXHDLP - Hot fluid pressure drop (psi)
HXCDLP - Cold fluid pressure drop (psi)
HXMRAT - Heat exchanger gas generator 0/F mixture ratio
HXC0DE - Heat exchanger identification code symbol
Two cards are required for each pair of exchangers; oxidizer unit first followed by fuel
side unit, when data is to be input.
1.5 .1.10 Pump and Turbine Data Input Cards. The requirement for pump, or turbine
data for any of the systems considered is preprogrammed in the stored INBLK data. If
INT3LK (SYSNUM, 3, J)' = 1, then either pump or pump arid turbine data are required to
be input, otherwise the data cards are deleted. The pump data input cards contain three
separate sets of information; (a) Pump data (high pressure); (b) Transfer pump data; and
(c) Turbine data.
The six cards which make up the pump and turbine data card set consist of two pump data
cards (one for each fluid), two transfer pump data cards (one for each fluid), and two
turbine data cards (one for each fluid). All six cards must be present if any of the data
are required. Non-pertinent variables are simply left blank.
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The variables required as input are as follows:
Gp (]) Cards 1-2
PTYPE ~ Interger value for pump type
'PTYPE = 1, for pump only
PTYPE = 2, for turbopump assy
PEFF — Pump efficiency
PNPSH — Pump net positive suction head (psi)
PSSPED - Pump speed (rpm)
EPDELP ~ Estimated pump pressure rise (psi)
Gp (1) Cards 3-4
TPEFF — Transfer pump efficiency
TPNPSH ~ Transfer pump net positive suction head (psi)
TPDELP ~ Transfer pump pressure rise (psi)
TPWD0T ~~ Transfer pump flow ratef (Ib/sec)
Gp (1) Cards 5-6
TEFF -~~ Turbine efficiency
TITEMP ~ Turbine inlet temperature (°R)
T0TEMP — Turbine outlet temperature (°R)
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TMRAT0 ~ Turbine gas generator 0/F mixture ratio
TGGPC ~ Exhaust pressure of turbine gas generator (psia)
Note: For high and medium pressure pumps subroutine PARPMP will calculate
purnp speed and net positive suction pressure required. Thus input values
need only be nominal.
1.5 .1.11 Heat Source Data Input Cards. The requirement for heat sources, usually in
the form of gas generators, for any given cryogen system is usually associated with a
requirement for heat exchangers and turbines where waste heat is not available, or,
insufficient for the energy needed. For the defined cryogen systems, accommodated by
the Math Model Program, the heat source requirements are imbedded in the stored
INBLK data. Thus, if the value of INBLK (SYSNUM, 4, J) = 1, the heat source data are
required, otherwise the data cards are deleted from the input deck.
,• .
Heat sources in a two fluid system usually occur in pairs, except for the case where a
single supplementary heat source might be required to make up for an energy deficiency.
For purposes of uniformity in data handling, heat source data is always arranged such
that data for a heat source in the oxidizer side of the system is input first, followed by
the same data for the equivalent heat source in the fuel side of the system (i.e. , paired
sources). If one of the sources does not exist, then a dummy (or blank) card is entered
in its place. The first pair of input data cards will contain data for the first pair of
heat sources closest to the cryogen consumer. Additional data sets are then input for
each pair of heat sources encountered while going through the system schematic toward
the fluid supply tanks. As with the heat exchanger data, the variables are doubly sub-
scripted and match the heat sources to the heat exchanger by position and fluid index.
The variables employed in heat source data input are as follows:
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Gp (in) Card-1
NUMHS0 Integer value for number of pairs of heat sources being considered
One card is required if heat source data is to be input.
GP (m) Card-2
HSTYPE ~ Integer value for heat source type
HSTYPE = 1, for gas generator only
HSTYPE = 2, for waste heat input only
HSTYPE =3, for gas generator and waste heat combination
HSMRAT ~ Heat source 0/F mixture ratio
HS0TEM — Heat source outlet temperature (°R)
HSAEE ~ Heat source available energy (BTUs)
HSPRES Heat source outlet pressure (psia)
Two cards are required for each pair of heat source units; oxidizer side unit first followed
by fuel side unit —when data is to be input.
1.5.1.12 Electric Motor Data Input Cards. The requirement for motor driven pumps,
transfer pumps, or compressors exists in some of the smaller cryogen systems where
pumping horsepower needed is small, or the duty cycle is light. For the cryogen systems
considered in this program, the requirement for using electric motor data has been
embedded in the preprogrammed-stored INBLK data. If, for any specified system.
the value of INBLK (SYSNUM, 5, J) = 1, the electric motor data are required; if
otherwise, the data cards do not appear in the input data deck.
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The variable employed for input at the electric motor data are as follows:
Gp (n) Card-1
MTYPE - ~ Integer value for motor type
MEFF ~ Motor efficiency
MSS ~ Motor speed (rpm)
PDNSTY ~ Power density of battery driving electric motors
One card is used if motor data is required. If not required the card is deleted from the
input deck.
1.5.2 Input Data Card and Card Format Description
The input data cards which make up the program input data deck are defined by the
Read Statements located in Subroutines C0NTR0L, INTAB, and C0MPIL. This
subsection presents a graphic description of each input card as an aid in visualizing
and arranging the individual system input data decks needed for the analytical operation
of the program. Included as aids, are several tables which explain and define the
construction and insulation material types employed by the various subprograms.
Included also as aids in program data setup are several tables which define and explain
important variables that occur repeatedly. Table 1.5 .2-1 presents the variable
names empk>3'ed for control, branching and switching purposes. Table 1.5 .2-2
presents the configuration variable names and definition. Following the tables are
the data sheets which present the input data card formats.
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Table 1.5.2-1
VARIABLE NAMES EMPLOYED FOR CONTROL, BRANCHING,
AND SWITCHING PURPOSES




























Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)
Life Support System (EC/LSS)
Fuel Cell .System (Fuel Cell)
Orbit Maneuvering System (0MS)














Controls Selection of Subprograms for AC PS
Controls Selection of Subprograms for APU
Controls Selection of Subprograms for ECLSS
Controls Selection of Subprograms for Fuel
Cell
Controls Selection of Subprograms for OMS
Specifies Subcritical Fluid Supply
Specifies Supercritical Fluid Supply
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Table 1.5.2-1 (Cont'd)
3. Branching and Switching Variables;











Diagnostic Trace Switch for CRYC0N (OFF = 0)
1 Turn on ACCRES
1 TurnonACQWT
1 Turn on APUSUB or APUSUP
1 Turn on CMPCAL
1 Turn on FUELCL
1 TurnonC0NSUM
1 Turn on ECLSS
1 Turn on LIQRES
1 Turn on TANK
1 Turn on TSIZEI
1 TurnonWTACC
MDTRC(l) is Card Column 70,— MDTRC(ll) is Card Column 80 of the System
Specification Card
INBLK - Controls input data selection in subroutine C0MPIL via preprogrammed
set of switches.













































1 = 1, Read Accumulator Data - IflNBLK = 1
= 2, Read Heat Exchanger Data - If INBLK = 1
= 3, Read Pump Data - If INBLK = 1
= 4, Read Heat Source Data - If INBLK = 1
= 5, Read Motor Data - If INBLK = 1
KSUBC — Preprogrammed Branching Variable for specified system analysis program
selection -Used in subroutine CRYC0N. Defined in ST0DTA.




DATA (KSUBC (1,1), I =
DATA (KSUBC(2,1), I =
DATA (KSUBC(3,1), I =
DATA (KSUBC(4,1), I =
DATA (KSUBC(5,1), I =
1, NBRSR) /6,4,10,9, 8,1,10,11,2/
1, NBRSR) /6,3,4,10,11,2,0,0,O/
1, N B R S R ) / 7 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 /
1, NBRSR) 75 ,4 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,07
1, NBRSR) 76,4,10,9,8,1,10,11,27
JAPUS — Switching variable which reverses order of subprogram selection for APU
subcritical or supercritical analysis. Used in subroutine CRYC0N, values
defined in subroutine ST0DTA.
. Fluid Subsystem Type
_.:..._ Subprogram Reordering Index
JAPUS (SCRIT, I)
DATA STATEMENT DEFINITION;
DATA JAPUS(l.-l), JAPUS (1,2) /4,3/
DATA JAPUS(2 ,1), JAPUS (2 ,2) /3,4/
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Table 1.5.2-2
CONFIGURATION VARIABLE NAMES AND DEFINITIONS
(Used by Subroutine C0MPIL, CMPCAL and LSSCMP)
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Table 1.5.2-2 (Cont'd)
2. Configuration Variable Definitions:









ENGINE CFTYPE-1 - HI-PRESSURE
2 = HYDROGEN
2 = LO-PRESSURE
LINE CF1TPE - 10A FIXED NUMBER
CONTROL .USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
IDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1 ,2 , etc.)
IDV = 10 FOR LIGHT WEIGHT CONTROL
= 20 FOR'MEDIUM WEIGHT CONTROL
= 30 FOR HEAVY WEIGHT CONTROL
= 40 FOR EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT CONTK
CFTYPE = 1 FOR VALVE
= 2 FOR REGULATOR
= 3 FOR ORIFICE
= 4 FOR FLOW METER
CFUNCT = 5, FITTING USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
LDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNIT DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
LDV = 10 FOR USE IN LINE ONLY
= 20 FOR 4-WAY TEE
= 30 FOR 3-WAY TEE
CFTYPE = 1 FOR TEE
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Table 1.5.2-2 (Cont'd)
CFUNCT = 6, TAP USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
LDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
LDV = 10 FOR USE IN LINE ONLY
= 20 FOR 4-WAY TEE
= 30 FOR 3-WAY TEE
CFTYPE = 1 FOR TEE
CFUNCT = 7, TEE
CFUNCT = 8, ELBOW
USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
LDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
LDV = 10 FOR USE IN LINE ONLY
= 20 FOR 4-WAY TEE
- 30 FOR 3-WAY TEE
USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
LDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
LDV = 10 FOR.USE IN LINE ONLY
= 20 FOR 90 DEC ELBOW
= 30 FOR 45 DEC ELBOW
CFTYPE = 1 FOR ELBOW
CFUNCT = 9, VALVE USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
IDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
IDV = 10 FOR LIGHT WEIGHT CONTROL
= 20 FOR MEDIUM WEIGHT CONTROL
= 30 FOR HEAVY WEIGHT CONTROL
= 40 FOR EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT CONTROL
CFTYPE = 1 FOR VALVE
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Table 1.5.2.2 (Cont'd)
CFUNCT = ,10, REGULATOR USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
IDV = TENS DIGIT (10, 20, etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
IDV = 10 FOR LIGHT WEIGHT CONTROL
= 20 FOR MEDIUM WEIGHT CONTROL
= 30 FOR HEAVY WEIGHT CONTROL
= 40 FOR EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT CONT
CFTYPE = 1 FOR REGULATOR
CFUNCT - 11, ACCUM NO OPTIONS
CFUNCT - 12, TANK
CFUNCT = 13, PUMP
(SEE TANK ROUTINE)
USES TWO DIGIT INDEX AS FOLLOWS,
JOPTN .= TENS DIGIT (10 ,20 , etc.)
CFTYPE = UNITS DIGIT (1, 2, etc.)
JOPTN = 10 FOR. MINIMUM POWER PUMP
= 20 FOR MINIMUM WEIGHT PUMP
CFTYPE = 1 FOR HI-PRESSURE PUMP
CFTYPE = 2 FOR LO-PRESSURE PUMP
CFUNCT - 14, HEX CFTYPE = 1 FOR HI-PRESSURE
= 2 FOR LO-PRESSURE
CFUNCT = 15, TURBINE NO OPTIONS
CFUNCT = 16, FUEL CELL NO OPTIONS
CFUNCT = 17, ECLSS NO OPTIONS
CFUNCT - 18, END NO OPTIONS
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Table 1.5.2-2 (Cont'd)
CMTYPE - CONFIGURATION MATERIAL TYPE
CMTYPE = 1, 321/347 STAINLESS STEEL
= 2, 2219-T87 ALUMINUM ALLOY
= 3, 6061-TG ALUMINUM ALLOY
= 4, INCONEL-718 ALLOY
= 5, TITANIUM T1-6A1-4V ALLOY
= G, CRES VACUUM JACKETED LINE
= 7, 2219 VACUUM JACKETED LINE
CITYPE - CONFIGURATION INSULATION TYPE
CITYPE = 1, DOUBLE ALUMINUM MYLAR/SILK NET
= 1, DOUBLE GOLD MYLAR/SILK NET
= .3, DOUBLE ALUMINUM MYLAR/TISSUE GLASS
CITYPE = 4, CRINK DOUBLE ALUMINUM MYLAR
= 5, NRC-2 CRINKLED ALUMINIZED MYLAR
= 6, SUPERFLOC
= 7, MICROSPHERES (104-135 MICRON)
= 8, POLYURETHANE FOAM
= 9, FIBERGLASS BATTING (JM)
CNOPER - NUMBER OF OPERATIONAL UNITS (CFUNCT)
CNSTBY - NUMBER OF STANDBY UNITS (CFUNCT)
CONFIG - CONFIGURATION TABLE
COLUMN 1 CONTAINS THE ABOVE SIX (6) VARIABLES PACKED ONE PER
. .. BYTE IN THE ORDER THEY ARE LISTED FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT IN THE WORD.
COLUMN 2 CONTAINS THE FLOW FRICTION COEFFICIENT
COLUMN 3 . CONTAINS THE LENGTH OF A LINE OR THE EFFECTIVE
L/D FOR OTHER COMPONENTS
COLUMN 4 CONTAINS THE DIAMETER OF A LINE
COLUMN 5 CONTAINS THE INSULATION THICKNESS FOR A LINE
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I .5 .Z. 1
CARD TYPE - G (a) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - User Identification Card
READ BY - Subroutine C0KTRL
CARD FORMA.! (2AC, 2XAU, 3XA3, IXA?)
o o o o o o o o o o o o
t ! l i i I i I I tin i:
00 0 D 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
i: ii » is it )i ii 11 « «i«: 1} «
CARD TYPE - G (b) CARD-l
CARD FUNCTION - Case Title Card
READ BY - Subroutine C0NTRL
CARD FORMAT - (12AC)
CTITLE
I O O O O O O O O O O O O O D 3 0 C O O O O O O O O O O D C O O O O O O O O O O I I D O O O O O O O O O D t O D I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l l O O O O
I J 1 I i t ' I I •:•!:::; :i :) if :: II :i i! :t
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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TABLE DATA CARTS
(FOR STORED TABLE FILE) Report No.
1.5.2.2
CARD TYPE • - G (c) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - TABLE DATA ECHO CONTROL CARD
READ BY - SUBROUTINE INTAB
CARD FORMAT . - (51?)
H O O D 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 8 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o om-Mj) o 6 g






- G (d) CARD-1
P





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 3 0 ! 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B C C 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Date T i t l e
ALTERNATE TABLE DATA INPUT
... -TAL3L.il- DA1A DK*lib-Uolo





FUNCTION • - TABLE DATA DECK ECHO CONTROL CARD
3Y - SUBROUTINE INTAB
FORMAT - (515)
w "S"
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000~9>e~OJ 0 0 0 0
i !Mi *i :: ii n r ii n r. ii u n ii ii i: ii M 1} ii ii it n u v u mi « u u u n u It 17 u u 11 1!
TYPE - Gp(d) CARD-1
FUNCTION - TABLE I.D. AND CONTROL CARD
BY - SUBROUTINE INTAB
FORMAT - (4AL, Me)
TITLE
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
t f 1 4 1 1 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9




ND NC IP NT ^X.
: II U H It U U ii li ii;T-T«jj^
O O O O O O O O O O O O O D O O O O O O O O O I O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O oihr-OJ 0 0
TYPE - Gp(d) CARD-2
FUNCTION - TABLE COGENT CARD
FORMAT - (13AL, A2)
ao o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o e o o c o o o o o o o o o c o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o c o o o





0 0 0 0 0 0 0
: I 1 1 • 1 !
0 0 C 00 0 0 000 C
1 1 •; -i i: -i ii u :i ii ••:
; ti :i ;j ;i :> :• :\ r- n n n n •>: n >< n if r- :i 11 n «« •: *) •< o » ti u M « n j? -j n » » ji ji n o c i> c u '.> u .' u n 13 n n n H n u ') n :i i:
TYPE - Gp(d) CARD-3
FUNCTION - TABLE SUBSET VARIABLE CARD
FORMAT - (3AL, IT, 5E10.0)
NP
3 0 0 0 0 0 C
i .: n :; ,: :•• :
TAB TAB TAB TAB
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B O O O O O O O O G 9
i :i :i :i » r .: n j« i. .f :: 'J l' :: «• i: n " i: it •• •• M i: i' i; :: y 11 .1 IT 11 M i: 11 1: u '-• *• •-•
_ ~
TAB \
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
ii u n i: ii 17 :i ii : •'. '• •! 'i i\
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ALTEKI-r/VTE TABLE DATA INPUT









- TABLE PLOT COKTROL CARD
- SUBROUTINE IKTAB
- (3AL, 3AL, 2E12.0)
LABX LABY XMIN
1 1 Q fl 0 0 1 B B 6 fl 0 fl 0 B 0 B B ) fl 0 0 B B 0 0 fl B B B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C B B 0 0 B B 0 I fl 0 0 0 0 fl B B 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 fl B fl B B B B 0 B oVo 0





- G (d) CARD-5
- TABLE SUBSET DATA CARD
- (3IC)
/NV TYPE
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 ( 1 ( 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 . 0 0 0
NIP:
3 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I D O O O O O O O O O I I O O O O O I





- G (d) CARD-6
- TABLE DATA CARD (POLY NOMIAL COEFFICIEIWS)
- (CE12.0)
XTAB XTAB XTAB XTAB XTAB
6 0 0 C 0 0 D 0 D 0 0 0 : 0 0 D C 0 D Q 0 D 0 0 ) 0 0 0 D 0 0 D 0 0 P 0 ] D 0 0 D 0 0 D D 0 0 0 ) D P 0 D 0 D D 0 0 D P C 0 C D 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 0 0 fl 0 D 0 H






TABLE DAT,\ CARD (DISCRETE DATA)
(6E12.0)
XTAB
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
: J I t i I : I 1 u -1 1
XTAB
; s e o e c e o 0 B o p
XTAB
; 'i 0 C 0 0 0 G 0 0 3 C
XTAB
] ! i1 B 3 0 fl 0 0 B 0 C
XTAB
: c o o o c B B o 0 a 5
XTAB
i] 0 B 0 0 C B 0 fl 8 fl 0
.• i: u u >i ii it u n •::. :i
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- SYSTEM DEFINITION CARD
- SUBROUTINE C0NTRL
- (A3, A6, 3X, A3, lUx, A3, 37X, nil)
O D D 1 0 0 0 0 0
i i i i i
C 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
II I) 11 11 i! II 77 71 It I) II 71 M>
I C O C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01
!1 » !1 U 1' II a I] It II II « «J « II tt « U II i: i] i* il W H U i) U II tl t] tl ti 1
MDTRC
I i
- THIS IS A BLANK SPACE -
GO TO NEXT PAGE
o o o o o r ojj-c-fl-nTcl O O O O O O O G O O O O O O G O O O O C O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O I I O O I I I H O O O O O O O O O O







« K 1 1
K r! *;Q«. rrt
0 0 ° °
g o o o o i D o o o H o o o o o o o B
t 1 } I 1 1 ' 1 1 :; I ti il it i) '( H H 11 ()
' END
0 C 0 D C C ) C 3 C 0 0 C S C i 5 B F 5
i : j • i i ' i J • • • • ; -i :. i : • • ) • : . :
)ote Pog« Itmi*- r- 'm-






CARD TYPE - G (f) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - CONFIGURATION DATA CARD
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
CARD FORMAT - (A6, Ik, 315, 3F5.0, 15,
2F5.0, 5X, A6)
E & K g \ \
id ^ o § | H M § \ W \
S f C - i s i . M M E H S X ' S k \
o E p R O M S \ O \
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C ; 0 0 0 0 1 0 1) G 0 ] 0 0 0 0 j 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0\ 0 0 0 11 0 0 B C 0 0 0 0 0 fl 1) 0 0 D\0
i i; i\ 71 2: :( ii :i n :: • \t :i n i: E n 21 11 'i • >i '< " t^ i «' 'i o ^ M •• w )< ): ') i' H 'i >\ > " ^ « (i (;. " " fi n n 'I 'i 11 n i ;.' -i ;i \y
CARD TYPE - Gp(f) CARD-2
CARD FUNCTION - - CONFIGURATION DATA END CARD
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
FORMAT - (A6, Ik, 315, 3F5-0, 15,
2F5.0, A6)
.! (T UL-jiJ ' • • \ • • • ^ >
; 5 o o 0 ; o o 0 r ; 3 j G o o o o c i a o o ; ) o o c o 3 3 o c c : a o o\ • o c c E c 5 o c o o o j j £ ; •; r\:
•: :- :. :: • :: :i :• :. • ;: :t •• :: ' !' 71 :: r • •: i: " i- :- >• •• ', >: • i: !: » i- 1 1- u •.' i\ • i. ": !;•;!• 11 u n •> :i -| n « • • i . >.
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- G (g) CARD-1
- DUTY CYCLE DATA CARD
- SUBROUTINE C0MPIL






I O O O O O O O O O J O O O O O O O O O B O O O O O O O O O ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 ( ^






- G (g) CARD-1
- DUTY CYCLE DATA END CARD
- SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
- (3F10.0, 15, 3F10.0, FT.O)
I.'OT
USED'
G 0 0 00 0 3 0 0 0
i I i i 1 I : i I ••
-1
0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D C ! 0 00 0
NOT
USED
to o o oo o o or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i: (I l< i: :< ::
3 0 0 0 0 0 t\1
It ^ :[ ;' :: ". l\
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ENGINE CONSUMER DATA CARDS






- G (h-l) CARD-1
P
- ENGINE CONSUMER INPUT DATA CARD
- SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
- (15, 6F10.0)
o o o o o
GITEMP
D 0 000 0 00 0
1
 I 1 I] II It !] It
GIPRES
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii it it ii it ;i n t! ii i*.
THRUST
0 0 000 0 0 00 0
t ii :i n 11 ii it 11 u i;
PSUBC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f n ii n t) ti ii i; u ti
EXPRAT
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
41 II II U il IT U U n
MDCRAT
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H II U il U II II II II Ii
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0\0
il ii ii n ii ii n » n n i: u in
* - :- : - _ - - - THIS CABD HOT - ; - •- = - 5
USED
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 C O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O C O O O t l
i: r i- '• '> !M' »: x v » '.I i' it \- v. <• i: » n I- it 11 ti I- 1 1. 1 il '« :*. -i "
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LOCKHUtO MISSILES 6r SPACE COMPANY. INC. °S'
.lie Model
AFU COiffiUi-IER DATA CARDS
Report No.
1.5.2.9
CARD TYPE - G (h-2) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - APU CONSUMER INPUT DATA CARD - APU BASIC
DATA
RFAD BY - SUBROUTINE CrfMPIIi-
"\
100 00 0 0 0 0\
1 t 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 A
HPR
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t II '1 II t) l| I- II !1 X
P _ (IS. -5X. 5F]0.0)
FMR
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
: :i » ii ;i :i r :i :i ::
PGG
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•i 11 11 ii n ii ii 11 n i:
TIT
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• ii ii ii ii ii ii ii r. v
TD
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
! !: 11 M 11 S VI « M 11
\^
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o oVoo
i li i] ii it ii ii u it ti :t t: n n n u n n fiSt^
CARD TYPE - Gp(h-2) CARD-2




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 t
MRGGC0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii n <i ii ij ii ii >i i-j ;'
TDGGH
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
ii 11 11 ii n ii it ii it :
TDGG0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 11 11 11 ll » IT 11 11 :S
TVH
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii ii ii ii ii li ii ii i: K
TV0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•J '.i il >.i 11 ll ii » it i:
TENV
0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii ll u li 11 ii ii ii n it
\
0 0 P G 0 0 0 D\a
n n n u 11 tt n ii n f^
CARD TYPE - Gp(h-2) CARD-3
CARD FUNCTION - APU CONSUMER INPUT DATA CARD - APU SUPERCRITI-
CARD FORMAT - (TF10.0) CAL DATA
FMRG
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i i i i j 5 i i » •:
TEKV
C C 00 C 0 G 0 C 0
• ,' > I ; i '• 1 i ••
PFH
I 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 D
•} D C C 0 0 0 0 0 C
• V •: i -i •; -•: t -I .:
PF0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 00 t C C
TFH
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NOT
USED
3 o o c o o s o : c
TF0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• i: 11 II 1: 1- II 11 !! u
; o oo o D o oc o
TG
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
' !.; 11 M li » » 11 11 1:
; o o o o o o o o :
DELPCP
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; ll ii i; i! u IT ii H T:
0 0 0 00 0 000 t
\
1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0\
\
\
o c o o o o e c\j
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LIFE SUPPORT INPUT DATA CARDS
SUBROUTINE C0>TIL
(415, 5F10.0/(7F10.0)
0 0 0 0 0
OH
P
) 0 0 0 0
a<
&
0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0
-i.
•8L
I 0 00 Q 0 00 0 0
u n M is n i! 11 n ::
CJ
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:; i: ii <i » )i 11 it u
) 0000 0 00 0 0
n n o <t ti i( i; i;
s
•€>2;
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii v. 11 u n ii « u i) t:
uffl
D O O O O O O O O O
« H H H R (i fl M >1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0\




DO 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0
I 1 I « i I > I 1 19
W
K
o o o o o p o o o o o o o o o o o o o o D o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
ii ;i ii it :l 11 il fl;: :i )l :i li it Ii it n ;t i: n n u n ij u it 11 n i: n n u u it n i' n t't:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
il '.I il tl ti U tl il tl I it » » u ii » ti u n '





- LIFE SUPPORT INPUT DATA
- (TF10.0/5F10.0)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 0
Kl
1 J O 0 0 0 0 0 O S ) ! 0 O 00 0 0 0 0 ; o o o o o o o o o
• i: IT ji :i i};: :i n 11
f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t: D M ti u ti ti ti t:
0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
"i: i: ti u ii r ti u ~
00 0 0 00 0 0 0 C
CJ
S
J C 0 S O O O D OC
OJ
"o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0
:.' i: Ji:. n 11:» »
S
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o t l - 4 0 0 t
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CARD FUNCTION - FUEL CELL IKPUT DATA CARDS
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
CARD FORMAT - (lOFJ.O)
/
1
o e o o o o t
/
•1
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 ) 1 1 1
E
CO
1 0 0 0 0 0 0







" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i ii ii it n x I; : n n ;s ir D n :j :» u 11 1: ii i;
cy
. •z.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 )
I U IS 41 II It I'.
H
 §i f i
0 0 0 0 0 0 D O D O 0 9 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1MM1 M 11 it :' « i) H 11 II |< tJ It U H H il r;
\
\
i ii ii ii ii ii ii ii n i^
I





3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
J O 0 0 0 0 0
1
a
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l i t
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
\
\
0 P 0 0 0 0 0\0
i t ii » ii u ;i ii :i\
CARD TYPE - G (h-U) CARD-2
CARD FUNCTION - FUEL CELL INPUT DATA




0 0 0 0 0 9
i i i i t t
CO E
1 1
0 0 0 3 0 0 0
t t •: :j •: •» 0 0 0 0 0 0•i .; " 'i »; ::
n§




il 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 9 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 t\l
CARD TYPE - G (h-M CAKD-3
CARD FUNCTION - FUEL CELL INPUT DATA




0 0 0 0 0 0






0 C 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0




D o o o o a o o o c
:: :: n :t :; :i :-• :i -'I .'
0 0 0 0 0






0 0 C 0 0
OJ
i
300 0 0 00 II 0
ti §J
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TANK CHARACTERIZATION
INPUT DATA Report No.
1.5.2. 12
CARD TYPE - Gp(i-l) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - VAKK CHARACTERIZATION INPUT DATA CARDS
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
CARD FORMAT - (51?)
CO
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l i l t
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
i| 1' tt H it
00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
•; I- ;i ?i a ii i: n H » K )' u n i» n « »l M tui *i «• « » n IMI w H w 11 « « H n n ll u ft tt i' [I;» n u u n u







0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> I I « l f I i I i:
CO
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i; n n n if ir ii -i n
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
II Jl II 71 !i 71 7' 71 71 "
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii 17 1] II ft It IF II II II
CO
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0








0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t I l i t I i i I i:
CO
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 00 0 0 0 0 00 OC 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000000.0




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:: I? H ii Ii K t' u n i:
O
CO
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0







o o o c o o o o o e • o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o G o o o o o o o e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o e o o i
:. .'i." :f :i ";•..:: ^  !i :• r u n t: i- « n « <i •• <• if « :: v s: j: \4 u :i j- :i n i: f i: u it 11 *> » u n f: i' n :i
nCreiO: TivO SE'PG OF TIE AJIOVE CARDS AFffi REQUIRED
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TANK GEO:-:ETRY INFJT DATA CARDS
Modal











0 0 0 0 0
i
0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 000 00 00 0
II II u II II II II :t >:
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NOT
USED
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 H If il U H It
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I U II H It U II II il II
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




- Gp(i-3) - CARD-6
- TANK SEGMENT SHAPE CARD
- (215, TF10.0)
00000
I I I < I
0000
I 1 II i n n » n n 71 n » i :; » u u » n n 11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 1 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NOT
USED
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i) u i) [i i) u i] it ii it n il u it ii ii h a
o o o o o iipju-8-nrTo o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o oim-iuuuj) o o o o o
f i t i :t ii u u u !i it u :i ;i.-] :i i: ii :t:: :i " n ;i:) r ^ » :i :i u i: :i n u n i: »i n <i u <• « :i i: ji JM: M « « :i » u « it t! t: £i i: n t' u n rj n :: u ;i '•.
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ACCUMULATOR CHARACTERIZATION
INPUT DATA CARDS R.port No.
1.5.2.14
CARD TYPE - Gp(j) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - ACCUMULATOR DATA INPUT CARDS
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
CARD FORMAT - (315) ,
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 l O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O t H O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 0UTTM-LHOi0 0 0





- ACCUI^ JLATOR DATA
- (F10.0)
0000 0 000 OC
1 t ] i l I i i I i:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
II :l ii IVII I' II It <]
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii ir ?i :> :\n v n n i:
I
H
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
;i n M ii it ii 31 n
f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:i »it u u u u ii i;
0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O C 0 0







0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g 0 0 0 0 0 0 OT-MUIJD1 0 0 0
? i i i i i i i i: • ii M 11 :i ii " ti u i! :i ;i;: :i:; :i;: ;< n u u i: u ;< » it t- :i n u 41 u 4) 44 u 4- 4 : 4 t n t: >< 1:11 u u u n u » a i: u i; 14 <i ii r u » n n '! u 14 rT?T> -^
NOTE: TWO SETS OF THE ABOVE CARDS ARE NEEDED IF ACCUMULATOR DATA IS
REQUIRED.
0 0 0 0 0 0
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HEAT EXCHANGER CHARACTERIZATION
DATA IIIFUT CARDS Report No.
1.5.2. 15
Heat Exchanger Data Input (when required) will always be in pairs. Use
duircny blank card if one heat exchanger does not exist. Oxidizer side
unit will be entered first followed by fuel side unit.
CARD TYPE - Gp(k) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - HEAT EXCHANGER DATA INPUT CARDS
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
CARD FORMAT - (15)
7-
00000 ) 0 0 fl 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 00 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fl 0 0 0 0 I
i ii i ii n ti n ii ivn i> -I D ii n i; n it » n n n » n j: i? D n r. n v n n « •'«» « « « « « UHJu ti u » y u « « ;i n u n 11 ij u u K u u n n n i; n :«






(11F6.0, 6x,A6) (OXIDIZER SIDE)
c o o t e c 0000 3 J C O I O 30 DC tO C 00000
i









0 0 000 P : o o o o o o o o t t 0 0 0 I! C
X
u
t C ! 0 0
X
t:
3 0 0 0 0 C 7 C O O O C J 0 o 0 0 0 D D O O O O 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
'.: :: ;'• I: : K I! U (! i:
I
I
s o o c o \! o o o o n ' . - c
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Pump and turbine input data (when required) will always be input in pairs.
Six cards (3 pair sets) are always required. Non-pertinent variables will
be left as blanks. If no data are required, then till cards are omitted from
Input data deck.
CARD TYPE - G (l)'CARD-1-2
CARD FUNCTION - POT-IP AND TURBINE INPUT DATA CARDS
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL 1. OXIDIZER SIDE
2. FUEL SIDE
CARD FORMAT - (15, UF10.0)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I ; 1 ! it -i i: -.) n ir
e
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E
'. V !! It il It !! Jl 14 j;
O O O D 3 0 E O O C
u 11 if n u il 11 o u n
0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
ii 11 u it u » v n 11 u il u H ii i? 12 it M it fi il ii n n n it t« n n i: i
CARD TYPE - Gp(l) CARES 3-1*
CARD FUNCTION - TRANSFER PUMP DATA
CARD FORMAT - (4F10.0)
3. OXIDIZER SIDE
U. FUEL SIDE
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
wI
0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 » 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
r n 11 ;i n n u n «









o o o o o o o o o o : o o o o o o o o
• .: -i u n -i 11 •; •«
0 3 0 0 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Heat source data input (when required) will always be in sets of two cards,
one each for oxidizer and fuel sides of system. Use durcry (blank) card
when one unit does not exist. Oxidizer side unit will be entered first
followed by fuel side unit.
HEAT SOURCE INPUT DATA CARDS
CARD TYPE - Gp(m) CAED-1
CARD FUNCTION - HEAT SOURCE DATA
READ BY - SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
CARD FORMAT - (15)
g o o n o o o o o o o o o o o i i o o o o t i o o o o o o t i o o o o o o o o o o o o o o G o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
i i i i ii n ii •! ii ii 'u ii ii ii ,i n n n !i ;i :c it ;i :i u n r n u ii » r » n a " « '"< "i « " « « a v « a M » i •-' « " n » i: i) ii a u u un 11 n n n M
o o o o o
CARD TYPE - Gp(m) CARD-2
CARD FUNCTION - HEAT SOURCE DATA
CARD FORMAT - (I5,5X, (OXIDIZER SIDE)
B B O O O g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g 0 J D O O B O U O t l 11 o 11 e o o 81 3 g 0 1 0 g 8 0 0 g
CARD TYPE - G^dn) CARD-2
CARD FUIiCTION - HHAT SOURCE DATA
CARD FORMAT - (15, 5X, UF10.0) (FOEL SIDE)
a
0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0
I
10 0 t 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 000.00 00
• i::: u a a :• a :• <•
30 C 000 0 0 0 0 a o o o o o o e o o o o o c o o o o o o o o o o o i^
• i: 1! M i: -.! !' :! i' »: II i: O ii ': li i: I! I; T I' U 1 II -: 'E
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MOTOR CHARACTERIZATION
. DATA INPUT CAKD Report No.
1.5.2. 18
•Electric Motor Data (when required) is input currently with a single card. If
additional notor types end characteristics are to be added, the data input will
need to be expanded. When adding variables, take care to insure proper dimen-
sioning is accomplished in the appropriate PDF.






- MOTOR INPUT DATA
- SUBROUTINE C0MPIL
- (15, 5X, 3F10.0)
o o o o o 0000' 0 000 0000 0 0
II I] U 11 II !' !l II <!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G
i) ii h it n n it x
e
li 11 II 1: )( II 11 11 I'.
I 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 D D 0 0 D 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fl>CJ 0 D 0
I H II U I) <l » <1 11 5! 1M7 il M U » II SI Jl U II I) II H ti U (t U ft C II H IJ 14 O tt li T**i
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1. 5. 3 Table Data Cards
The use of serni-permanent table data and the general means of acquiring such data has
been previously discussed in subsection 1. 2. 2 '., and graphically outlined in Fig.
i, 2-2. • However, the use of an actual example will serve better to illustrate, and
demonstrate, the procedure to be used in setting up tables for the users own specific
applications.
The example chosen is the Electrical Heat Exchanger Heat Transfer Performance
Data for Hydrogen Gas utilized in Data Table 20 of the current program table set.
The data (Ref. 1.5-1) is presented in graphic form in Figure 1. 5 3-1 and represents
a typical data source obtained from study reports. The heat transfer coefficient as
a function of hydrogen gas mass velocity, over a given range, is given for four
pressures. The data is given for a one inch square section of a specific flow
element diagram which is described in detail in the referenced (Ref. 1.5-1).
In translating curve data to table data, the limitations of computer data array manipulation
must be kept in mind. Normally, if a computer independent variable is slightly off the
end of a curve, the analyst simply takes a ships curve, or straight-edge and fits the
curve to extend the graphic function. But a computer table look-up program will only
see the first or last value in the curve point data array and (if programmed) states that
the value currently considered is out of range for the table. This problem is avoided
by extending (extrapolation) each curve in the set (both ends) to insure that the resulting
table is adequate for the data range required in the planned analysis. For the example
it was determined that the range for the independent variable (mass velocity) should be
0.1 to 6.0 Ibs/hr-sq.in. The resulting points taken from the curve are given in the
following table.
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ELECTRICAL HEAT EXCHANGER - HEAT TRANSFER




































































Translation of the data from Table 1.5 .3-1 into the table data card format then consists
of assigning the program variable names and values in the order illustrated in
Fig. 1.5.3-2.
Taking the variables as they appear for each of the table cards shown in Figure 1.5.3-2,
the following assignments are made:
Card-1, Title Card
Title = HEATXFER.COEFF.-H2
ND = 3 (Number of variables in table)
NC = 4 (Number of command cards)
IP = (Blank) (Table will not be plotted)
NT = 20 (Table I.D. number)
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Prepored by: Dot* LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY. INC.
Checked by: Date Title
Approved by: Oat*
TABLE DATA INPUT CARD FORMAT
Figure 1. 5. 3-2
Mode
Report No.
CARD TYPE - Gp(d) CARD-1
CARD FUNCTION - TABLE IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL CARD
TITLE
0 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ND
(16)
0 0 O O O C
:i 7i ;• n n ::
NC
(16)
0 0 0 0 0 0
:> u n n i» H
IP
(16)
0 8 8 0 8 8
NT
(16)




- TABLE COMMENT CARD
COMMENT ».
(13A6.A2)
t O t t O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O J O O O f l O f l O O O O O B O B B O B O O B O O f l O B J f l O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O C O O O O O B O O O O B O O O B O




- TABLE SUBSET VARIABLE CARD
' LABV
(3A6)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i 7 l i ) I ; I 1 il ii 11 I) Ii li U il ri tl
HP •
(17) (EIO.O)
3 0 0 8 8 8 0 0 0 0
i n n H » 11 ini 11 li
TAB2
(EIO.O)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii u n n « it 111] u 11
TAB-
(EIO.O)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
ii 11 it n u ii u si u ii
TAB^
(EIO.O)
1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
ii ii u a ii li 11 11 M w
TABNP(EIO.O)
0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 8
1 u u D n n n n n n
y
0 8 8 0\
'i n n n A
CARD TYPE ' - GT,(^ ) CAKD-U
CARD FUNCTION - TABLE DATA PLOT CONTROL CARD
LABX
(3A6)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
LABY
(3A6)
0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
'i.} n 11 n ;t it n r » n u it j? ti n ii it
XMIN
(E12.0)
8 8 0 8 0 0 8 8 8 0 8 0
n !! u 11 ii i] 11 it a 11 it
XMAX
(E12.0)
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
n i: ii u ii ii u u w w H K
0 0 0 000 00 000 0 00 OIH^ 00
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Card-2, Command Card
Four Command Cards are used (NC = 4). Three cards contain description
of table and 'source data reference, while the fourth card is simply used
as a spare card.
Card-3, Table Subset Variable Card
This card contains the names of the third variable in Table 1.5.3-1, the
number of values the variable can take on, and the values themselves.
LABV = Pressure (psia) (Third variable)
NP = 4 (Four pressure values)
TABj = 14.7 (First value)
TAB0 = 100 (Second value)
&
TABg = 500 " (Third value)
TAB4 = 1000 (Fourth value)
Card-4, Table Plot Control Card
This card is used to enter the X-AXIS and Y-AXIS labels and the X value
minima and maxima for plot output of table data.
LABX = MASS VELOCITY (X variable)
LABY = HEAT TRANS. (Y variable)
COEF.
XMIN = 0.1 (if used)
XMAX = 6.0 (if used)
Card-5, Table Subset Data Card
There will be a subtable of X and Y values for each value that LABV can
assume. Since NP = 4, there will be four subtables arranged in the
increasing order of TAB.. Each subtable will have a Card 5 giving the
number of X, Y sets of points in the subtable, the "type" of data, and the
number of points to be used for interpolation.
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NV = 11 (Eleven sets of X,Y values per table subset)
TYPE = 1 (Discrete data points from curve)
NIP = 3 (Use 3 points for interpolation since curve is
somewhat parabolic)
Card-6, Table Data Card
Use 4 data cards per table-subset, entering three sets of X,Y data per
card with the last card having two sets of X,Y data (NV = 11). Thus, the
first table-subset card starts with Mass Velocity and Heat Transfer




YTAB2 = 0.70 .
XTAB3 = 0.50
YTAB3 = 0.96
The completed Table 20 is illustrated as a card listing in Table 1.5.3-2.
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1.5.4 Use of Program Files and Data Files
i *
In the use of the Math Model Program as an operational analysis tool, it can be quite
inconvenient to have to load the entire program, data tables, and problem deck each
time a run is to be made. It is therefore recommended that the program and data
tables be maintained on stored files in the facility FASTRAND drum or DISC storage.
1.5.4.1 Program File. The Math Model Program as currently structured contains
approximately 16,000 source cards including the thermodynamic properties sub-
programs. The program therefore is usually maintained on a master tape which takes
quite awhile to read into core. It is considerably more convenient to maintain the
program file on FASTRAND Drum or DISC storage and simply call in the file and
copy it for use in a run.
For the UNIVAC-1108, the procedure in setting up a mass-storage file and using it
are generally as follows:
Creating a Program File
Assume that the mnemonic TCIMM is used as the program file name, then the file creation

































@ FIN or @ E0F
TPF$. ,TCIMM. (Creates program file)
TCIMM. ,TCIMM TAPE. (Makes tape label)
TCIMM.,TCIMM TAPE. (Writes tape)
TCIMM TAPE. (Frees tape)
TCIMM. (Frees TCIMM file)
(Ends run)
A run is made and the Program File and Program Master Tape are created and
logged in the Facility Program Library. The user is now protected in the event of a
system crash which causes the loss of the stored program file since the Master Tape
is a backup file.
Using the Program File










(Copy file to user free of core)
(Free file to storage)
(Reference Figure 1.5.4-1)
1.5.4.2 Data Table File. Similarly, for the DATA TABLES which currently require
approximately 1,300 source cards and could reach several thousand cards for newer
systems, it is advisable to maintain a stored file and backup tapes. In this case a
DATA file is preferred for the storage mechanism since file editing can be easily done
from a DEMAND terminal, if the facility is so equipped.
The creation of a data file in the UNIVAC-1108 (EXEC-8) is accomplished as follows:
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Creating a DATA File
Assume TNUMBAG. will be the file name chosen for TABLE DATA DECK.
@ RUN CARD \
y Varies with facility operating procedures@ LID CARD /
@ DELETE,C TNUMBAG. (Deletes slot file
@ ASG,UP TNUMBAG., FO4 (Disc storage)





@ FIN or @ EOF
A run is made and is listed by the Data Processor. File is now stored on disc or
drum. i
Using the Data File
The stored data file (TNUMBAG.) may be called in for use by placing an ASG card just
before the program execution card and an ADD file card after the third card in the
problem data input deck, as follows:
@ ASG,A TNUMBAG.
@ XQT
DATA DECK USER CARD
TITLE Header Card
TABLE ECHO CONTROL CARD
@ ADD TNUMBAG.
SYSTEM DEFINITION CARD
(Rest of data deck)
© FIN or E0F
(Reference Figure 1.5.4-1)
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/@FIN
/ DATA DECK - INPUT DATA CARDS
/ DATA DECK -SYSTEM DEFINITION
/ ADD,P TNUMBAG.
/ DATA DECK - TABLE ECHO .CONTROL"
/ DATA DECK - TITLE CARD











FIG. 1.5.4-1 TCIMM RUN DECK SET UP TO USE PROGRAM
FILE AND DATA TABLE FILE
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1.5.4.3 Input Deck Data File. For the case where a group of analyses are desired for
a given cryogen system and the "run to run" changes in the data deck are relatively
few, it is often advantageous to place the input data deck into a data file and simply
use change cards to alter the file when it is called in. Or, if the facility has a
DEMAND system with terminals, it is possible to use the system EDIT0R processor
and alter the data file prior to calling it in for a run.
The use of change cards to alter the data deck is a simple procedure however, and the
original Input Deck Data file can be preserved for repeated use simply by creating a
temporary file containing the changes. Assume the nemonic ACPSDATA. to be the
file name for the ACPS Data Input Deck file. It is desired to change the value of NPRT2
to zero to suppress all table output on the TABLE ECHO CONTROL CARD. This
requires a zero in column 20 of the card. The new file will be temporary for one run
only and for this purpose use TAG PS DATA, on the temporary file name.
The procedure and deck setup to be used, follows:






(b) After the XQT card, and in place of a data input deck, insert this card:
@ADD,P TACPSDATA.
The program will now run using the temporary TACPSDATA. file, and, will list
TACPSDATA. as a record of the temporary input data used in the run. The temporary
file vanishes and the original unchanged file is still available for use.
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1.5.5 Sample Input Data Deck Listing .
As an aid in following the information presented in subsections 1.2.1 through 1.2.4,
a listing of a typical Math Model data input deck is provided. The listing presented
is the Attitude Control Propulsion System test problem which will be discussed in
depth in Section 2.0 of this manual. Table 1.2.5-1 contains the complete test
problem data input deck.
1.5.6 Data Table Deck List
The Data Tables currently employed in the program were set up to permit development
»
and checkout of the subprograms required for the basic five types of system analysis.
It, therefore, must be recognized that for systems which are more advanced, new data
tables will probably be required. Direct substitution of tables is easily accomplished
provided the table contains .the same number of variables, arranged in the same order
as used in the original table.
As an aid to future users of the program, a complete listing is presented of the current
table to illustrate the diversity of table forms accommodated by the Math Model.
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TABLE 1.5.5-1
ACPS INPUT DATA DECK LISTING
USERS NAME 6213 104 30235
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- TABLE 1.5.5-1


















































































1 .018 120. 2.0 4 2.0 30,
1 .016 5.6
1 .016 12. 2.0 4 .2.0 30.
1 .018 5.6
1 .016 24. 2.0 4 2.0 30,















170. 26.7 .31.7 .2
2
40. 19.1 :24.1 .3
,1 2. 2.5
.2 2, 72.5
, 2«5, 215. 2030, 2000. 30
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1.5.6.1 LISTING OF THE DATA TABLES
DATA TABLE -1
KCS-THRUSIEK WEIGHT 14 5
HIGH PKEbSURE APS TIIHU5TER
f:EOEN. SLOT TYPE CU. CHAMBER
UUAD fvtUUIIDANT VALVES, RAD. NOZZLE
1
EXPANSION HATIO SET TO MO FOR THIS DEMONSTRATION TABLE
To = TF (R) 2 200. 500.
PC ( P S I A ) 3 100. 300.
THRUST (UB-F) TCA WEIGHT (LB.M)
« 1 2
100. ' t 9 . | 300, 29.
IOOU. 5M. ISOO. 70.
600U.U 234,0 InOOO.O 475.0
8 1 2
100. 'IS, 9 300. 20.9
iOOU. 33.5 1500. 41.
60UU.O 118,0 InOOO.O 218.0
B 1 " •' .2
100. "15. 300, 18.9
"IOOU. 28.2 I5CC. * 33.9
600U.O 8|.0 10000.0 131.0
8 1 " 2
100, 19,1 300. 29,
JOOO. SM. 1500. 70.
600U.O 234,0 IOOCO.0 475.0
8 1 2
100. " IS. 9 300. 20.9
IOOU. 33,5 1500. Ml.
600U.O 118,0 InOOO.O 218.0
e r 2
100. '15, 300, 18.9
iOOU. 2S.2 1500. 33.9
600U.O 81.0 10000.0 131.0
DATA TABLE -2
K<.S-VAC. bP. IMPULSE 3 4

























THtUMETICAL PERFORMANCE FOR GASEOUS HYDROGEN/GASEOUS OXYGEN
EXPANSION HATIO SET TO MO FOR THIS DEMONSTRATION TABLE
PROHELLAiil TF.I1P, 3 100. 250.
MiXIUKC RATIO(0/F)ISP(LBF-SEC/LBMJ
9 1 3
1, 360, 1.5 392.
iSS M35.5 3. 4M5.5
Mi M5i|i 5. M55.
' 9 1 ' 3
1, 398, 1,5 - - M25.
2i5 M5 i ; 3, 457. 5
Mi M63.5 S. M63.5
9 1 " 3
1. M29. 1,5 MM7.
2i5 Mf.7. 3, M72.
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DATA TABLE -3
SPEC.HT/Lb OF C2 REMOVED 14 1
SPECIFIC HEIAT PER LB. OF 02 WITHDRAWN
(SPEC. HEAT) VS (DENSITY) AT A GIVEN PRESSURE








































































































































SPEC.HT/Lb OF H2 REIiOVED 14 H
' SPECIFIC HEAT PER LB, OF H2 WITHDRAWN





































































































































































































































OF 02 pEMOVEO 3 H
lEMPtRATURK (OfIG"R) PER LB. OF 02 WITHDRAWN
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DATA TABLE -6
TEMP. /LB. OF Ha REMOVED 3 ' M 6
" lEflPbRftTURE (DEG-R) PER LB. OF H2 WITHDRAWN
(TtilP) VS (DF.NSITY) AT A GIVEN PRESSURE
DENSITY = r(PCT.WITHDRAWN,PF/UF*TF))
PLOT LABEL
(PSIA) 300, SOO, 700, 1000, ISOO.





































tRR) VS (PO.l'.P.) AT A

































































































































































































DATA TABLE -8 .
KK VS PGG,H/R,PAMniPCHP S 14 8
(KK) HtrF.RKNCE Rr.ACTANT AT T.l.T. s 2060 DEO R
kK — CUflVrF.SJON FACTOR TOR REFERENCE KEACTANT WR









































































































CMS fcnf.INt WEIGHT '1 H 9
ADiAFiATic WALL ENGINE
EfcPAKMUN RATIO FIXtD AT MO.
REFERENCE - AEP.U-JET PARAHETP.K DATA FOR LIQUID BIPROP, ENGINES.6-2-6<».
PC <PSI*) 3 100. 2SO. SOO.
THRUST (Lb-F) EHG.WGT. (LB-11)
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DATA TABLE -10
OIIS VAC. SP. IMPULSE 1 »» 10
FtD ENGINE
RATIO FIXED AT MO.
- AT.ROJET PARAMETRIC DATA FOR LIQUID B1PROP. ENGINES, 6-2-69,
PC <FSIA) 1 IPO. 250. 500.
M1XIUKK RATIO (0/F) ISP (LBF-SEC/LBM)
9 I ' 3
1.0 ' 390.0 1.2 296.2 I.H 300. M
l.h 300.5 1.8 298, 5 2.0 296.0
2.2 292,0 2.M 287. S 2.6 ?.fl2,«;
9 1 3
t.O ' 2<53,S «.?. 302,0 m 30B.O
1.6 309.7 ».fi 310, 5 2.0 30S.S
2.2 306.0 2.4 301.2 2.6 299. S
9 I 3
1.0 ' 297,0 1.2 ^06. S |.H 3l2.fi
J.6 3J6.S 1.8 318,0 2.0 3JB.5
2.2 315.8 ' 2.M 310.8 2.6 3IM.I
DATA TABLE -11
HEX MOf GAS FLCH; - L02 S 8 |l
HEAT EXCHflNOCH LOT OAS FLOW TO PROVIDE CONDITIONED OXYGEf) . HIGH PRESSURE
SCALtP FRCI-; AEHOJET PRESENTATION DATA OF 1/30/70
HOT GAS SIDE COLD GAS SIDE
TIN 2000 R 175 R
TOUT 700 R AS SHOWN
PIN ISO-2SO PSIA PARAMETER
PIN COI.U IPSIA) i» 2cO. 4SO. 6SO. 1200.
TOUI HOT (P) 2 SCO. 1000.
TOUl COLD (fi) 3 200, 300. HOO.
t.02 FLOW
 (LB/SEC) G.G. FLOW (LB/SEC) 0. IM.
2 9 " .
,00'>928 '0.




' 2 0 '
.OOSV28 '0.
" 2 0 "
,0MB '0.










































































HEX HOJ GAS FLOW - LH2 S 8 |2
HKAl tXCHAfiGPK HOT GAS FLOW TO PROVIDE CONDITIONED HYDROGEN - HIGH PRESSURE
SCALtD FROt-! AEROJET PRESENTATION DATA OF 1/30/70












































































G A S GENtRftTOR HEIGHT 4 7 I I
GAS GENERATOR ASSEMBLY HEIGHT AS A FUNCTION OF GAS GENERATOR FLOW RATE
GAS GENERATOR ASSEMBLY WEIGHT CONSIDERS -
i. BIPROPELLANT PCPPET VALVES AND ACTUATORS WITH IGNITER
' ASSEtlBLY ANP EXCITER BOX AND CABLE.
2. MIXTURE KATlO CF I.I AND FUEL INLET TEMPERATURE OF 150 R.
TOUT (H) 2 1000, 3000.
PC (PSIA) *> 100. 200. 250.0 300.0 500.





























































































































































































UOa THAMSKR f'Ui'.P WEIGHT S


































































































THIS. DATA IS AN APPROXIMATION ONLY
tFFlCIF.NCY
NrSH (Pbl)
























































































































30. U +034. '19
100. 0 +034.20
' 12 i ' i
E.O +0134.2 '
IO.U + OV.S, I •
10. 0 +03RH.9
foO.U + Crj£2.0










































































































VACUUM JACKET WF.IC-HT AS A FUNCTION OF VACUUM JACKET DIAMETER FOP.
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DATA TABLE -18
Cf'l - HYDhOGEN 3 4 18
ENEKGY DERIVATIVE (PSIA-CU.FT./BTUJ FOR HYDROGEN
(PHI) VS (i)EliSTY) AT A GIVEN PRESSURE












































































































OK N2 VS F.HO F(P) 3 5 19
TtHPF.HAIlJRE OF KITP.OQEN AE A FUNCTION OF DENSITY AND PRESSURE.
T VS KHO AT GIVF.N PRESSURE
REF - ThF.RMO.Fr.OPS.OF 0?. AMD M2 - PART | (N2)» STEWART,JACOBSEN.MYERS*

















































































































































































. . . . - H ? 3 H 20
-OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR H2 ELECTRIC POWF.RED HEX AS A
FUNCTION OF HASS VELOCITY AMP FLUID INLET PRESSURE.
RtF. AR-7I-7S3S.
PHESSURh (PSIA) M IM.7













































































M . O O
.SO
I .SO
M . O O
.SO
I . S O
M . O O
.SO
I .SO















HT.XFKR.CUCF.-02-1:2 3 M 21
'OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR 02 AND N2 ELECTRIC POWERED HEX
AS A HINCTION OF MASS VF.LOCITY AND FLUID INLET PRESSUUE.
RtF. AR 71-7535
PKKSSURt (PS lA) M IM.7












































b.O . ,59«» 12.0
2U. 1.14 25.
IS 1 . ' 3
.2 ' .175 .4
.8 .27 1.0
£.0 .3ft H.O
b.O .700 12.0 •
2U. 1.35 25.
I S 1 3
.2 ' .26 ..4
.H .39 1.0




f - fU OF 321/347 ST. STEEL 2 3
EFFtCT OF TEf'PEFATUHF. ON THE TENSILE
KtF. SfX.B-LMSC A 9 8 l 6 U 8 f P A G E B..I.I-8
TLflHERATUKE (R) ULT. STRENGTH (PSl)
" 14 ' 1 2
36.7 " 266500. 59.7
2SV.7 173000. 359.7
55V. 7 108000. 659.7
105V. 7 TOOOOi 1259.7
165V. 7 SOOCOJ 1859. 7
DATA TABLE -23
FTU «F'22«9-T37 AU'K. 2 3
tFFtCT OF TENPERATUKE ON THE TENSILE
KLF. SF.C.B-Lf'-SC A98 l608 f FAGE 8,1.1-8
TEMHtRATLlHE (R) ULT. STRENGTH (PSI)
16 1 2
36.7 ' <?4000. 100.0
2UU.O 72000; ?.5C.O























































































K t u O F 606I-T6 ALi'MINUM 2 3 2 4
bFFtCT OF TEMFrFATUHE ON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF 606I-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY
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TEH^ERATUhE (R) ULT.STRENGTH (PSD
13 I 3














F T U O F 1NCONEL-7I8 - 2 1 2 5
KFFhCT OF TENFEFATUHE ON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF 1NCONEL-7I8






F T U O F TI-6AU-MV 2 3 2 6
tfFtCT OF TEf1Pf:p:ATU«E ON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF TITANIUM TI-6AL-MV
























HEAD COLFhlClEHt VS'IlS 2 3






































ADIABATK EFF, VS HS 2 3
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DATA TABLE -29
EFFlC. UUUT.VS IHP. D1AM 2 3 2 9












































LINE STAGE WT VS DI 2 3 30




























r.ATURATtP STt-An, T.VS P. 2 3 31SATuHATtD WATER VAPOR .SATURATION PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE TABLE GIVING
TEMPtKATUHE AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE.













































SP.hT. OF 0-H CCIiB.PROD. 3 3 32
0/f RATIO FKOi: SP.HT. OF OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN COMBUSTION PRODUCTS AS A FUNCTION





















































































INiERNAL ENERGY AS A FUNCTION OF VApOR





























































































































































INTERNAL ENERGY 1 2 1 4
HYDxOGEN INTERNAL ENERGY AS A FUNCTION OF VAPOR PRESSURE ALONG ISOCHORES













































































































































































































IHIERMAL EIIERGY ~t i 15












































**S3 • 4 1 3
































































































OXY6EN VAPOR PRESSURE AS
in:»«>iTY.<LB/Cu FT)
IflT.ENEKGV(BTU/LB) VAPOR
16 1 . 2






17 " 1 ~ 2













































1 IV, 461 500.
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-1 •>,<;. B 13 ' |.
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DATA TABLE -39
fcfiTHALPY OF L02 2 2 19

















































































HELIUM AS A FUNCTION OF VAPOR PRESSURE ALONG .CONSTANT
400. 600,
F.EF, NRS REPORT 9762» AUG. I 970
(R) ' 5 30. 100.
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DATA TABLE -42
OXYtjtf l tNlHAl-FY (GAS) 3 3 H 2
tNTMALPY OF OXYOr.ll GAS AS A FUNCTION OF VAPOR PRESSURE FOR SPECIFIED
KF.F. NBS-TN-IBMuJl'LY 1971 AND N'fJS OXYGEN COMPUTER PROGRAM,
(LB/Cil FT) * .25 .60 1.0 1.6 2.0
























































































HYDM(X,F.N f c l l T H A L F Y ( G A S ) 3 3 H 3
Ef.'THAI.PY OF hYDPCGtfJ GAS AS A FUNCTION OF VAPOR PRESSURE FOR SPECIFIED
F.EF-KBS REPORT 9288 AND 971 I.
(LB/CU FT) 5 .05 .20 .50 1.0 2.0
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DATA TABLE -44
.-ACTOR FOR PHUKO IN H^-OS-NS ELECTRIC POHERER HEAT
































FOR IT.xELC 3 M MS








































































































































































T» vALUtf, FOp 112 3 M M6
VOLIlfit t X P A N S l V I T Y (BETA) f OS HYDROGEN AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE AND
TtHf'EKAiUF.E.
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1.6 INPUT DECK SETUP
The Math Model Program has a built-in capability to process either a single system
analysis run or multiple system runs. The multiple system runs can be several runs
of the same system or different systems. Average system run times will vary from
approximately 90 seconds (UNIVAC-1108, Exec 8) for an ACPS run to approximately
180 seconds for a fuel cell analysis.
1.6.1 Single System Deck Setup
For a single system setup the input deck setup is of the same general form as given
in Fig. 1.5 .4-1, where the system definition card continues the phrase, "LAST CARD"
beginning in Field 4.
1.6.2 Multiple System Deck Setup
For a multiple system deck setup several adjustments are made to the input decks.
First, since the Data Tables are only to be read-in once, only the first data deck
will contain the'ADD Card calling for Data Table input. Secondly, the System
Definition card in each input deck, except the last one, will omit the phrase, "LAST
CARD" (Field 4). This phrase must appear in the last deck in order to provide
proper run termination. A typical multi-run deck setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. 6.2-1,
showing the card requirements. The illustration assumes the program and Data
Tables are stored in files.
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@FIN
/INPUT DATA CARDS (DECK-2)
/FUEL CELL SUPERCRIT LAST CARD (SYS DEF.C)































FIGURE 1.6.2-1 MULTI-SYSTEM DATA DECK
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1.7 MATH MODEL PROGRAM MACHINE REQUIREMENTS
The program as it is currently configured requires in excess of 65,000 words of
core storage for both the instruction and data banks. It is, therefore necessary,
to either chain or overlay the program in order to avoid core overflow and truncation.
Since the machine for which the program is intended is also a UNTVAC 1108 multi-
processor, operating under the EXEC-8 system, the option chosen is the use of a
mapped program segment overlay. A third choice, of course, is to break the
large program into two or three small programs which could each process one or
two of the cryogen system analyses. For specialized analysis which concentrated on,
for example, the life support and fuel cell systems, it would be preferrable to use
only those subprograms required and reduce both core loading requirements and
program run time.
The procedures required for developing a program segment overlay are documented
in the UNTVAC manuals (Reference 1.7 -1), describing the COLLECTOR processor.
The discussion given in this manual will be limited to the program segment overlay
employed for the Math Model Program.
»
1.7.1 Segmented Overlay Procedure
The construction of a segmented overlay for a program is accomplished by manipula-
tion of the order in which relocatable elements are collected by the computer operating
system for the production of an executable absolute element. Under the EXEC-8 operating
system, this function is accomplished by the COLLECTOR, a system processor
designed to provide a user with a means of gathering relocatable elements from many
sources (programs) which may then be used in the construction of overlay segments
in order to produce an absolute element ready for execution. Optionally, the
COLLECTOR can be used to produce one relocatable element from a collection of
relocatable elements. The COLLECTOR may be called explicitly by the .@1AP
executive control statement, or, implicitly as a result of the user requesting execution
(@XQJT) of a program which is not in the absolute form. Only absolute elements
procued by the COLLECTOR can be executed.
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The procedure for structuring the overlay segments involved the use of the following
control statements and directives:
(1) Setup the Entry Point Table (@PREP)
(2) Invoke the COLLECTOR with a @4AP control statement.
(3) Use the SEG directive to define each program segment in its
preselected order.
(4) Use the IN directive to call explicitly the main or subprogram assigned
in each segment.
(5) Use IN directives to call in BLOCK DATA elements where required in
a segment.
(6) Use the END directive to define the end of source language statements
to be processed.
The SEG directive, or control statement is used to define the relationship and contents
of segments within a program. The format employed is SEG, NAME 1, NAME 2 -
where NAME 1 is the name of the segment and must be specified. NAME 2 gives
the names of other segments to which the segment NAME 1 is being related. The
first segment named in the source input is called the main segment and is not
overlayed by other segments.
The IN directive, or control statement, allows the user to include any, or all,
elements from any member of files in his collection specifically in the segment named
by the preceding SEG statement.
The structured collection of source statements which make up the map for the Math
Model Overlay is given in Table 1.7-1-1.
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When the COLLECTOR processor is invoked by means of a gMAP • control statement
followed by a set of source statement mapping instructions, the collector will provide,
as output, the starting addresses of all subprograms and common blocks in the
order defined by the SEG and IN directives. An abbreviated illustration of segment
lr»j>Hincr uHHrpsspR is crivp.n in Tnhlft 1 .7. 1-2.
— •— - • — —o ~" — — — —— &~- • —- — —— — — ' ' • ,
Additionally, the collector presents a graphic representation of the segment MAP
generated giving the quantity of work contained in each segment. The graphic
representation generated for the Math Model Map is presented in Table 1.7.1-3.
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TABLE 1.7.1-2
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Program restrictions for the current version of TCIMM are largely self-imposed by
the range of the data used in cryogenic system evaluation. Array size for many of the
program variables can be conveniently changed by adjustment of the PARAMETER
definition statements found in each of the Procedure Definition Processors which define
the common arrays. The array dimensions as currently defined, however, are adequate
for current system concepts.
1.8.1 Program Analytical Range
The program currently accommodates the use of four cryogen fluids: oxygen, hydrogen,
helium, and nitrogen.
Temperature ranges extend to 800°R for O2> Hg, and He and to well over 1000°R
for N2- Pressure ranges extend to 2500 psia for O2, H g . a n d N g . In this respect
all table data ranges can be extended by simply enlarging the tables.
The configuration table will currently accommodate one hundred components and can
be extended by changing the appropriate PARAMETER statement in PDP-CCNFIG.
1.8.2 Table Data Limits
Current Table Data capacity is limited to 50 tables containing a total of 7000 words.
The number of tables can be changed by altering the value of the NTBN in PDP-CTAB
from 50 to the desired number of tables. The total number of table words can be
changed by alterning the value of MXWRD in PDP-CTABA to the value desired. If
MXWRD is changed, then the "error message" in FORMAT statement 6170 of sub-
routine INTAB should also be changed.
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1.8.3 TAPE AND DRUM ASSIGNMENTS
For those facilities which have limited or no mass storage capability in the
form of FASTRAND or DISC program storage,, tape operation will be required
for Program file and Data Table file loading only. The making of the files
on tape will follow whatever local procedui-eS are useu couipatiule »ritli local
machine requirements. The program uses no scratch or intermediate tapes or
drums for data storage, hence, there will be no requirement for -mounting
extra tapes.
1.8.4 Data Table Tape Preparation
Provisions have been made in the program to produce and use a binary data
table tape, where this is preferred over Data Table Card input, or because
of mass storage limitations.
A binary data table tape can be produced in the course of a normal program
run utilizing existing coding in subroutine INTAB which is controllable
from the input data, "Table Data Echo Control Card" (Ref. Gp(c) CARD-1,
Sub.sec. 1,5 .2.2).
9
The variables IPT and 0FT which occupy the first two fields of the Table
Data Echo Control Card are utilized for the tape preparation and tape utiliza-
tion functions.
The defined values to be used in the variables are as follows:
IF: IFT = 0 Table Data Input is from Source Cards,
or Mass Storage.
IFT - 1 or 2 Table Data Input is from Binary Tape ' .
- - - - - . _ . . - loaded from Tape Unit-15.- - - -
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IPT>2 Table Data Input is from Binary Tape
loaded from Tape Unit IFT. Where IFT
specifies tape unit number (Example:
IFT = IT)
IF: 0FT =0 No binary data tape is to be made.
0FT = 1 or 2 Binary Data Table Tape will be pro-
duced on Tape Unit - 15.
0FT > 2 . Binary Data Table Tape will be made
on Tape Unit 0FT. Where 0FT speci-
fies Tape Unit Number (Example:
0FT = 16)
To make a binary data tape of the Data Tables, the simplest procedure is
as follows:
(a) Assign a blank tape to be loaded in Tape Unit 15, to be reserved.
(b) Set IFT = 0 in Table Data Echo Control Card.
(c) Set 0FT = 1 on Table Data Echo Control Card.
(d) Set NERT = 1 Summary
NPRT2 = 1
(e) Load data Table Cards immediately following Table Data Echo Control
Card.
The program will generate a binary data trap and those proceed with the
execution of the run.
1.8.5 Data Table Tape Utilization
To use the binary data tape produced by the program, the following procedure
applies :
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(a) Assign the Data Table Tape to "be read in on Tape Unit 15.
(b) Set IFT = 1 on Table Data Echo Control Card.
(c) Set 0PT = 0 on Table Data Echo Control Card.
(d) Set NPRT =1 I To Print Table Echo Summary
NFRT2 = 1 J
(e) Omit Data Table Cards from Input Deck.
The program will now load in the Data Tables from Tape and precede to execute
the run.
1.8.6 Drum and Disc Utilization
Where a facility is equipped with Drum arid/or Disc file storage hardware,
both the program and the Data Tables may be conveniently stored as files in
mass storage. Assigning and calling in the files becomes a simple matter
involving only a few control cards.
Detailed procedures for program file generation as well as DATA file generation
are adequately described in the UNIVAC-1108 manuals.
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1.8.7 ERROR MESSAGES . • - , . . . -
I ' • " ' •-- -• " V • • ' . . -
The size and relative complexity of the Math Model Program is such that the user
must have some means other than the standard computer disgnostics and error
messages to indicate and flag run problems.
Accordingly, several means of detecting run problems and error causing input values
have been incorporated into the program itself. The two main techniques employed
are out-of-range warning messages and built-in error termination. Troubleshooting
the program is simplified by providing within the more sensitive subprograms, a
built-in diagnostic trace technique which will output and flag intermediate values for
the intermediate calculations not normally shown in the program output.
Normally, if no changes have been made in the subprogram coding, an error will
usually be the result of an input data error, either as a wrong input value or the
omission of the value. Since the input data decks are sometimes rather large, new
decks should be very closely checked for keypunch errors and card omissions.
1.8.7.1 Built-in Diagnostic Trace
The built-in diagnostic trace technique consists of a set of diagnostic flag indices, a
subprogram which verifies the flag and sets the "switch" position, and a set of
diagnostic write statements placed in sensitive subprograms. The diagnostic flag
index permits either single or multiple subprogram diagnosis as desired by the user.
1.8.7.2 The Diagnostic Flag. The diagnostic flag for any of the using subprograms
is controlled through the variable "MDTRC" defined in Procedure Definition Processor
CCNTRL. Input values for MDTRC are placed on the System Definition input data card
described in subparagraph 1.5.2.4.
MDTRC may have a value of either zero or one, and is placed in specific system
definition card positions to activate the diagnostic write statements in any of eleven
(11) subprograms. The card columns utilized for MDTRC are as follows:
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Card .. «
Column MDTRC ( ) = DIAGNOSTIC TRACE SWITCH FOR CRYC0N (OFF = 0)
(70) • (1) = 1 TurnonACCRES
(71) (2) = 1 TurnonACQWT
(72) (3) = 1 Turn on APUSUB or APUSUP
(73) (4) = 1 Turn on CMPCAL
(74) (5) = 1 Turn on FUELCL
(75) (6) = 1 TurnonC0NSUM
(76) (7) = 1 Turn on ECLSS
(77) (8) = 1 Turn on LIQRES
(78) (9) = 1 Turn on TANK
(79) (10) = 1 Turn on TSIZEI
(80) (11) = 1 TurnonWTACC
MDTRC(l) is Card Column 70, —MDTRC(ll) is Card Column 80 of the System
Definition Card.
The values for MDTRC are read in the main driver routine C0NTRL and are stored
in C0MM0N/CCNTRL/ for later use in the executive sequencing subroutine CRYC0N.
1.8.7.3 Diagnostic Control Subprogram. The flag MDTRC is tested in subroutine
CRYC0N as each of the analytical subprograms are sequenced. If MDTRC is not
zero then subroutine CRYC0N will turn ON the diagnostic switch for the subprogram
being sequenced. Any other routines or functions called by this subprogram will also
yield diagnostics if equipped to do so.. When the diagnostic switch is ON. a function
routine called DIAG is also activated and prints as output the name of the subroutine
being entered and states that a diagnostic trace is in progress. Each time in the sub-
program that a diagnostic write statement is encountered, DIAG is tested and if
found to be activated the write statement is executed. Upon leaving the subprogram
the function DIAG again states the subprogram name and the fact that the subprogram
has been exited.
An illustration of the diagnostic trace output is given in Fig.i;8-i: for a short trace
used internally in the APU subprogram. The diagnostic trace was setup to be activated
for an APU supercritical analysis, to examine the process of looking up ultimate
strength values in Data Table 22.
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Since the only subprograms having diagnostic write statements within subroutine
APUSUP were subroutines FINTAB, L0CAT and the function MIPE, the table look-up
procedure examination was straightforward.
As noted in Fig. 1.8-1, DIAG caused the notation DIAGNOSTIC TRACE to be printed
as subroutine FINTAB was called in. DIAG noted that FINTAB was entered and Data
Table-22 was found and copied. FINTAB was exited and a summary of the X-array
printed out. Function MIPE was then entered followed by a call to L0CAT which was
entered to locate the X,Y subtable which bracketed the desired value of 500°R. The
array subtable limits were output and L0CAT was exited. Function MIPE then per-
formed a linear interpolation of the X and Y arrays to obtain an ultimate stress value
of 115761 psi at the desired temperature of 500 R for the stainless steel oxygen
accumulator tank material. MIPE was then exited with the required data. The sequence
was repeated a second time for the hydrogen accumulator and since operating tempera-
ture and material selection was identical to the first accumulator, the answer obtained
was the same as before. In this instance, the diagnostic output was not labeled by
variable name, however, in other subprograms the diagnostic data appears in
variable labeled format.
»
Diagnostic write statements will be easily recognized in the various subprograms since
they all start with an IF statement, for example:
IF(DIAG(0,6HFL0RAT))WRITE(I0T,6020)WD0TI, etc.
which says, if the diagnostic switch is turned ON, write out that FL0RAT was entered
and writeout the subroutine input variables starting with flowrate, etc.
1.8.8 Error Diagnostics
In addition to the diagnostic trace for checking out program computation procedures,
there are a number of Error Diagnostics built into the various subprograms which
give a warning if ranges are exceeded, or if things show up but of'order. For example,
subroutine CMPCAL computers pressure drops and keeps track of the required system
pressure as the analysis proceeds to work its way toward the supply tanks. If, upon
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arriving at the tank, the subprogram finds the input tank pressure lower than the
required pressure, it will reset the tank pressure equal to the calculated required
pressure and print the following message:
"DIAGNOSTIC* TANK INPUT PRESSURE IS LESS THAN THE REQUIRED
PRESSURE. TANK PRESSURE SET = REQUIRED PRESSURE. TANK
INPUT PRESSURE = . REQUIRED PRESSURE = .
Similar messages warn of the failure of data to converge, or the failure of data to
match preset convergence ranges.
1.8.9 Preset Error Terminations
A number of preset error terminations are provided in the program, in order to
prevent the generation of meaning less data and expenditure of costly run time.
Typical conditions causing error terminations are as follows:
Errors in naming the system on the System Definition Card will always abort
the run. The system name must begin with the three alpha character mnemonics
specified in DATA NAMSYS given in subroutine ST0DTA.
A negative temperature or pressure value will terminate the program in a
number of subprograms.
A temperature or pressure out of preset ranges will terminate the program
in several of the thermodynamic property subprograms.
1.8.10 Errors in Reading Table Data
Subroutine INTAB is provided with a specific set of diagnostic messages in order to
permit rapid isolation of problems in the DATA TABLE input. Usually the
trouble occurs during table update or replacement, however, simple card juxta-
position can also cause a lot of trouble.
The following is a list of Table Data error messages and the table data cards to
examine:
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THE -NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS IS WRONG. ND =
(See Gp(d) CARD-1).
THE NUMBER OF POINTS IS WRONG. NP =
(See Gp(d) CARD-3).
THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IS WRONG. NV =
'See Grtfch GAP.D—5V
THE TABLE TYPE IS WRONG. TYPE =
(See Gp(d) CARD-5).
THE NUMBER OF INTERPOLATION POINTS IS WRONG.
NIP = . NIP IS SET EQUAL TO = .
(See Gp(d) CARD-5).
THE ABOVE TABLE NUMBER IS LESS THAN 0 AND GREATER
THAN 50.
(See Gp(d) CARD-1 (NT)).
THE ABOVE TABLE HAS ALREADY BEEN INPUT. THIS TABLE
SHALL REPLACE THE PREVIOUS TABLE. (Check table
numbers-NT.)
THE TOTAL SIZE OF THE TABLES HAS EXCEEDED 7000.
THE REQUIRED SIZE IS . RUN TERMINATED.
Any of the foregoing messages requires action by the user to correct the Table
Data Deck or File.
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1.9 SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS
This subsection of the manual contains descriptions of the major subroutines employed
in Program TCIMM. The program currently contains one hundred and twenty-six (126)
subroutines and function subprograms in addition to thirty (30) FORTRAN Procedure
Definition Processors (PDP's). Of the one hundred and twenty-six subprograms, sixty-
eight are required for computing fluid thermodynamics properties for Oxygen, Hydrogen,
Helium and Nitrogen in either the liquid or gaseous states over the range of temperature
and pressure covered by the cryogen systems considered. These five, only the more
important major subprogram and a selection of the supporting subprograms have been
included in this manual. The descriptions are arranged alphabetically by subroutine or
function name.
1.9.1 Breakdown of Subprogram Description
SUBPROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Each subprogram is described and defined using the following format:
Description
Description briefly describes the subprogram.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR SUBPROGRAM ,
Indicates whether a math model is supplied for the subprogram.
!
CALLING SEQUENCE
Calling Sequence will contain a description of the manner in which the subprogram is
called, its calling arguments and pertinent comments regarding data transfer.
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SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant Variables will contain the following elements:
Name Type I/O Dimension Description
Name is the name of the significant variable in the subprogram.
Type indicates the type of the variable; I - integer, R - real, or L - logical.
I/O indicates if the variable is input (I) to the routine through the calling sequence,
output (O) from this routine through the calling sequence, or I/O if both; (C) indicates
that the variable is computed, and (D) indicates that the variable is derived from a data
statement.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED IN THIS SUBPROGRAM
Name Type Reference
Name is the name of the subprogram
Type includes the elements S for subroutine, and F for function.
Reference is the page number where the referenced subprogram description can be
found.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCING THIS SUBPROGRAM
Name Type Reference
The elements of Subprograms Referencing this Subprogram will be categorized as
described under Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram.
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
The page number of the Appendix-B Listing where the subprogram may be found.
FLOW CHART
Flow Chart references the figure number of the applicable flow chart. Appendix A
illustrates and explains the flow chart symbols.
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The subprogram descriptions follow.
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FUNCTI0N AFUNC
For a description of AFUNC see the writeup for "TKGE0M." Page B-299
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The subroutine provides the starting point for APU subcritical and supercritical system
analysis. The computation of pertinent APU parameters common to both subcritical
and super-critical systems is accomplished including the following:
(a) % APU Power - Each Duty Cycle Point
(b) Propellant Temperature at APU Gas Generator Inlet
(c) Coefficients for Reference Propellant Flow Rate
(d) Reference Propellant Flow Rate (Ibs/min)
(e) Propellant Flow Rate for Each Time Interval and Total Duty Cycle
(f) APU Exhaust Temperature during Each Time Interval
(g) Specific Heat of Combustion Products through Duty Cycle Intervals.
Input data to APUFL0 is read-in by Subroutine C0MPIL and stored in the Procedure
Definition Processors, CAPU and CDCYCL, under labeled common statements
/CIAPU/, /CVAPU/. Output data from APUFL0 is stored in the following labeled
common statements; /CIAPU/, /CVAPU/ and /CENG/. Selected parametric values
are output with appropriate titles in the analysis printout.
APUFL0 Mathematical Model
The equations, mathematical procedures, and necessary tables and constants required
are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
APUFL0 is initiated by a simple call from Subroutine CRYC0N with no calling variables.
Data transfer to APUFL0 is accomplished through INCLUDE statements as shown in the
subroutine listing. Upon completion of its computations APUFL0 returns sequential
program control to subroutine CRYC0N.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables processed in APUFL0 are as follows:
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Rated HP of APU
HPR*NAPU
nTT.TTl T-\_ — ~_J _ « _ U /"<. .„•!,,
Turbine Inlet Temp
Prop Temp into APU-G. G.
Fuel Mixture Ratio - APU
Gas Gen. Op. Pressure
Ambient Pressure
Total (02+H2) Flow Each Cycle
Total (02+H2) for APU Turbine
Flow Rate - Each Fluid (Ib/sec)
Max. Flow Rate - Each Fluid (Ib/sec)
Nom. Flow Rate - H2 (Ib/min)
Nom. Flow Rate - 02 (Ibs/min)
Total Propellant Including Pressure
Turbine Exhaust Temperature
Heat in Turbine Exhaust
H.P. Required each Interval
























to Printer Page B-234
Sequential Control of Analysis - Page B-85
PAGE
The APUFL0 listing will be found in Appendix B, Page 5
FLOW CHART
A flow chart for APUFL0 is presented In Figure 1.9-1.
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The subroutine contains the equations and computational techniques required
to perform an AFU sub-critical system analysis. The subroutine accomplishes
-hVic* r*rtnrniTho+.'i rm r\-f Tr*oY»'h'T non-f-. en"K_/p»>*-T-h-T r»o"l a^re+.om -r»o>*OTna+.£»<v»a Ti^mi-f>»o*^ -PX-v*
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the analysis and presents the calculated values in formatted output. The follow-
ing are the principal computations contained in the subroutine.
(a) Sizes the heat exchangers between the accumulators and the APU gas generator.
(b) Establishes temperatures of exhaust gases from H2 and 02 conditioning gas
generators.
(c) Sizes the H2 and 02 heat exchangers between the pumps and accumulators.
(d) Computes the total weight of 02 and H2 needed to operate the conditioning gas
generators.
(e) Cumputes the volume of the 02 and H2 storage tanks.
(f) Computes the Weight of the 02 and H2 storage tank.
(g) Computes the weight of the O2 and H2 accumulator residual fluids.
System component weights and pressure drops for the max-flow conditions are calculated
separately by subroutine CMPCAL.
Input data to AFUSUB has previously been read-in by subroutine C0MPIL. This data,
along with the values generated by subroutines APUFL0 and FL0RAT, are stored in
labeled C0MM0N assigned storage defined by a set of Procedure Definition Processor











The equations, mathematical procedures, necessary tables, and constants required
are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
APUSUB is initiated by a simple call from subroutine CRYCON with no calling
variables. Data transfer to APUSUB is accomplished through INCLUDE statements as
shown in the subroutine listing. Upon completion of the APUSUB computations, se-


























































20 H2-HEX QJD0T for APU-G.G. Feed
20 02-HEX QDOT for APU-G.G. Feed
20 Hot Gas Flowrate for H2-HEX-APU
20 Hot Gas Flowrate for 02-HEX-APU
1 G.G. Exhaust Temp for H2-Cond. HEX
1 G.G. Exhaust Temp for 02-Cond. HEX
20 H2-HEX QD0T for H2 Conditioning
20 02-HEK QD0T for 02 Conditioning
20 Total H2 Flowrate for Conditioning Fluids
20 Total 02 Flowrate for Conditioning Fluids
1 Total H2 Wgt For Conditioning Fluids
1 Total 02 Wgt for Conditioning Fluids
1 Volume of 02 Storage Tank
1 Volume of H2 Storage Tank
1 Surface Area 02 Storage Tank
1 Surface Area H2 Storage Tank
















































































Total 02 in Storage Tank
Total H2 in Storage Tank
Wgt of Residual H2 in Tank
Wgt Residual 02 in Accurnulator
Wgt Residual H2 in Accumulator
Wgt. Residual 02 in Accumulator
H2 Accumulator Temp
02 Accumulator Temp
Temp of Stored H2
Temp at Stored 02
Pressure of Stored H2
Pressure of Stored 02
Gas Generator Pressure - APU
Prop Temp at Gas. Gen. Inlet - APU
, Heat in Turbine Exhaust
H2 Conditioning Gas Gen. Mix. Ratio

































S Calc Thermal Conductivity-
Insulation
S Calc Fluid Compressibility
S Calc Fluid Compressibility












Sequential Control Of Analysis Page B-85
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
The APUSUB listing will be found in Appendix B, Page 8
FLOW CHART
A flow chart for APUSUB is presented in Figure 1.9-2.
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This subroutine contains the necessary equations and computational procedures required
to accomplish an AHJ super-critical system analysis. The subroutine follows proce-
dures setup in a logical math model sequence to permit computation of the pertinent
super-critical system parameters required for this analysis. The calculated values
are presented in formatted print output for the analytical considerations. The follow-
ing are the principle computations presented in the subroutine:
(a) Sizes Heat Exchangers located between fluid gas accumulators and AFU gas
generator.
(b) Determines initial fluid tank temperatures.
(c) Computes percent usable fluids withdrawn from tanks for all duty cycle intervals.
(d) Computes fluid densities as function of $> withdrawn for all duty cycle intervals.
(e) Computes fluid temperatues in tanks for all duty cycle intervals.
(f) Computes specific heat input (THETA) of fluids in tanks for all duty cycle-inter-
vals .
(g) Computes required flow rate of exhaust gases and sizes heat exchangers located
between the fluid tanks and accumulators.
(h) Computes energy derivative (PHI) for fluids in tanks as for all duty cycle
intervals.
(i) Tests adequacy of APU turbine exhaust products for conditioning of fluids:
(1) If adequate - subprogram proceeds to (j).
(2) If inadequate - subprogram computes supplemental heat required and readjusts
all fluid flows to compensate for additional fluids required to run supple-
mental gas generator for extra energy requirements. Subprogram computes
corrected total 02 and H2 flowrates to the accumulators, and computes the
total Enthalpy increment supplied by the supplementary gas generator.
(3) If subprogram cannot provide sufficient energy from a supplementary gas
generator to makeup for the deficiency in APU exhaust heat it will auto-
matically recycle the program and reset the APU fuel mixture ratio as
follows: FMR = PMR +0.1
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(j) Computes the weight at the fluid tank heater circulating compressor (pump)
and the maximum fluid flowrate the compressor must handle.
(k) Computes the fluid tank venting requirements and quantity of fluids vented.
(l) Computes volume, surface area, diameter and weight of fluid tanks.
(m) Computes weight of fluid residuals in tank at end of mission.
(n) Computes weight of fluid accumulators and weight of fluid residuals in accumu-
lators .
(o) Sums total fluid requirement for mission.
(p) Presents pertinent data for analysis in formatted output.
(q) Computes weight and pertinent characteristics of all heat exchangers and
heat sources in the system and presents data in formatted output.
(r) Returns sequential control to subroutine CRYC0N, which calls subroutine
CMPCAL to compute system configuration component weights and pressure drop
data.
Input data for APUSUP has previously been read in by subroutine C0MPIL. This
data along with information generated by subroute APUFL0 are stored for use in
labeled common storage areas defined by a set of Procedure Definition Processor












- - - - C0MM0W/TABL0K/ . - . . - . . - - -
APUSUP MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The equations, mathematical procedures, necessary tables and constants required
for the APU super-critical analysis are presented in Appendix C.
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CALLING SEQUENCE
APUSUP is called from subroutine CRYC0N with no calling variables. Data transfer
to APUSUP is accomplished through INCLUDE statements as shown in the rubroutine


























































20 H2-Hex QD0T for APU-Gas Gen. Feed
20 Hot Gas Flow R te in H2 HEX for APU-GG
20 02-HEX QD0T for APU - Gas Gen. Feed
20 Hot Gas Flow Rate in 02-HEX for APU-GG
1 Initial Temp. In 02-Tank
1 Initial Temp. In H2-Tank
20 Percent H2 withdrawn Each Duty Cycle
20 Percent 02 Withdrawn Each Duty Cycle
20 02 Density f(/o WD, Press) Each Duty Cycle
20 H2 Density f($ ¥D, Press) Each Duty Cycle
20 H2 Tank Temp f. (% WD, Pres) Each Duty Cycle
20 02 Tank Temp f (% WD, Pres) Each Duty Cycle
20 Spec Heat Input - H2 as f (DENS, Pres.)
20 Spec Heat Input - 02 as f (DENS, Temp)
20 H2-HEX QD0T for H2 conditioning
20 H2 Conditioning Hot Gas Flow Rate
20 02-HEX Qd0T for 02 Tank Conditioning
20 02-Conditioning Hot Gas Flowrate
20 H2-HEX QD0T for H2 Tank Conditioning
20 H2-Tank Conditioning Hot Gas Flow Rate
20 02-HEX QD0T for 02 Tank Conditioning
20 02 Tank Conditioning Hot Gas Flowrate
20 Energy Derivative for Stored 02
20 Energy Derivative for Stored H2
















































Change in WDB Required to Balance Hot Gas
Available
Corr. H2 Flowrate Accounting for Suppl.
Gas Gen.
Corr 02 Flowrate accounting for Suppl.
Qoo flon .
Total Fluid (02 + H2) flowrate each Duty
Cycle
Reference H2 Flowrate to Suppl. Gas. Gen.
Corr. Hot Gas Flowrate for H2 Conditioning
Corr. Hot Gas Flowrate for H2 Tank Cond.
Corr. Hot Gas Flow Rate for 02 Conditioning
Corr. Hot Gas Flowrate for 02 Tank Cond.









































































Corr. Total H2 Flow to Accumulator
Each Duty Cycle
Enthalpy Increment Supplied by Suppl. Gas
Gen.
Corr. QD0T in H2-HEX for H2 Conditioning
Corr.QD0T in H2-HEX for 02 Conditioning
Corr. QD0T in H2-Tank HEX for Tank Cond.
Corr. QD0T in 02-Tank HEX for Tank Cond.
Suppl HEX Fluid Inlet Temperature
APU Fuel Mixture Ratio
Subprogram Recycling Index
02 Max. Spec. Heat Input Value
H2 Max. Spec. Heat Input Value
02 Max. Flowrate to Accumulator
H2 Max. Flowrate to Accumulator
Heat (BTU's) into 02 Tank at Max 02 Flow
Rate
Heat (BTU's) into H2 Tank at Max H2 flow
Rate
Final H2 Density in H2 Tank
Final 02 Density in 02 Tank
02 Tank Circulating Compressor Flowrate Reqd
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H2 Tank Circulating Compressor Flowrate Rei
Wgt of H2 or 02 Circulating Compressor
Wgt H2 Reqd for Suppl Gas Generator
Wgt 02 Reqd for Suppl Gas Generator
Wgt 02 Reqd for Suppl Gas . Generator
Volume of H2 Tank
Volume of Q2 Tank
Surface Area of H2 Tank
Surface Area of 02 Tank
Wgt Vented H2 to Cool 02 Tank
Wgt Vented H2 to Cool H2 Tank
Weight of Vented H2
Diameter of 02 or H2 Storage Tank
Weight of H2 Storage Tank
Weight of 02 Storage Tank
Wgt Residual H2 in H2 Storqg e Tank
Wgt Residual 02 in 02 Storage Tank
Wgt of H2 Accumulator
Wgt of 02 Accumulator
Wgt of H2 Ac emulator Residuals
Wgt of 02 Accumulator Residuals
Total Weight of :H2 or 02 Fluid
Total H2 Fluid Weight
Total 02 Fluid Weight
Heat Exchanger Weight
Heat Exchanger I.D. Code
02 Max. Flowrate to APU
H2 Max. Flowrate 'to APU
Temp of APU Exhaust Gases
Temp of Hex Hot Gas Discharge
Pressure out of APU Gas Generator
Minimum Inlet Temp to Suppl Gas Gen.
Accumulator Operating Pressure
Max. Corr. H2 Flow through H2 Cond. HEX
Max. Corr. 02 Flow through 02 Cond. HEX
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I 1 Pressure of
I 1 Pressure of.
Conditioned 02
Conditioned H2
I 10,2 Cold Fluid Pressure Drop in HEX






























Calc. Cy For Fluid
Calc. Compressibility at Fluid
Calc. Compresibility at Fluid
Calc. THETA For Fluid
Gal. PHI for Fluid
Calc. Cp for Exhaust Products
Calc. Cp for Fluid
Finds Max. Value of 2 Values
Calc. Density of 02 or N2
Finds Fluid Gas Constant
Calc. Cube Root of Value
Calc. Thermal Conductivity jfor
Insulation
Calc. Square Root of Value




















Calc. HEX Weight and Characteristics Page B-177
Calc. Gas Gen Weight and Characteris- 'Page B-172
tics
Find Min. Value of 2 values







NAME TYPE PURPOSE REFERENCE
CRYC0N S Sequential Control of Analysis Page B-85
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
The APUSUP listing will be found in Appendix B, Page 12.
FLOW CHART







































































For a description of ARACYL see the writeup for "G0MTRY." Page B-175
FUNCTION AREAFR
For a description of AREAFR see the writeup for "G0MTRY. " Page B-175
FUNCTION ARSPHR
For a description of ARSPHR see the writeup for "G0MTRY. " Page B-175
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The routine contains the equation for computation of weights for control devices
such as pressure regulators, flow valves, check valves and pressure relief valves.
The equations employed were developed from empirical data files assembled by
AiResearch Mfg Company (Reference 1.9-1) covering a wide range of sizes and
types of fluid handling devices. The data were reduced to a set of general curves
from which the reference equations were developed. The control devices were
categorized by the designations light, medium, heavy and extra heavy, based
primarily upon the pressure range in which the devices are designed to operate.
The derived equations are based upon the weight being a function of the diameter2
cubed (WT = f(D ) ) for devices larger than 1 in. diameter, and the weight being
a function of the diameter to the first power (WT = f(D) ) for devices having a
flow diameter of 1 in. and smaller. The general form of the equations are
respectively:
WT = K (D3) + C
and
WT = K (D) + C
where K and C are constants based upon actual device weights.
The constants developed from the Airesearch data and the categories to which they
apply are as follows:
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*(Diameters less than 3.5 inches.)








































Check valves, quick disconnects of poppet and
flapper types, and orifice assemblies.
Butterfly and poppet type, modulation, shutoff,
fill, vent and isolation valves.
Butterfly and poppet type, pressure regulators, flow
controls, pressure relief and mixer values.
Solenoid butterfly type valves, solenoid poppet
type valves, solenoid actuated ball valves.
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The function routine is self-contained with the necessary input variables being
brought in via the calling statement:
WGT = CFTW(D,P,IDV)
where
D = inlet port diameter (inches)
P = fluid inlet pressure (psia)
IDV = flow device category index (Reference PDP-CCNTRL)
All required constants and dimensioned variables are self-contained in the routine.
CFTW MATHMATICAL MODEL
No model is presented. Referenced data curves are to be found in Reference 1.9-1.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Function CFTW is called, with its specified input variables, each time the computa-
tions involve a flow control device, from subroutines CMPCAL and LSSCMP. Upon
execution of the required computation program control returns to the calling
subroutine.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables are as follows:
D — Inlet Port Diameter (inches)
P — Inlet Pressure (psia)
IDV - Category Index (see PDP-CCNTRL)
CFTW - Flow Control Device Weight (Ib)
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CMPCAL S Component Weights, Pressure Drops
and Flow Conditions
LSSCMP S Component Weights, Pressure Drops
and Flow Conditions
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE








The subroutine CMPCAL is designed to perform sizing and weight analysis for all
of the component units which makeup the system configuration. The system configura-
tion being defined as the computer image of the system main flow schematic diagram
wherein all compoents and line segments are arranged in the normal logical sequence.
The subroutine requires that each system or subsystem fluid segment begin with a
data entry which flags the fluid kind and state and further requires that when a
fluid state changes (i. e., gas to liquid), a second data entry must be available.
The subroutine currently will process systems which employ 02 and H2 as the cryogen
fluids. The logic employed requires that the configuration data be entered start-
ing with the cryogen consumer and working back to the fluid storage tanks, thus
permitting the accumulation of pressure drop data in an orderly fashion.
Subroutine CMPCAL is normally employed for the evaluation of a two fluid system and
normally processes the oxidizer side of the system fluid, followed by the fuel
side. It can, however, process either side, or, just one side, depending upon the
setting of the input fluid flag variables. The program calls- in required sub-programs
as needed for the sizing and weighing of the individual components and line segments
as they are encountered in the configuration sequence. The CMPCAL analysis proce-
dure is based upon accomplishing a one-by-one analysis of the sequential component
stream defined by the configuration table as read-in by subroutine C0MPIL. Based
upon the input data, the subroutine accomplishes the computation of the individual
component sizing, weight, pressure drop and flow constraint data and presents the
calculated values in tabular formatted output as a "Summary of Computed System Con-
figuration Parameters."
The principal computations accomplished in subroutine CMPCAL are as follows:
(a)~ Upon being called, the subroutine first initializes a set of flag and
summation variables. It starts the configuration loop by calling for the
decoding of first branching variable as entered in the first configuration
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data card. The primary branching control variables employed are CFUNCT
and CFTYFE as defined in subroutine C0MPIL and PDP-CONFIG. The branching
variable CFUNCT contains the coding for (in successive data entries), the
fluid identification, consumer identification and, in turn, each component
unit sequentially considered in the system. The secondary branching control
variable CFTYPE successively contains the coding for, the fluid state, the
consumer characteristic type, and, in turn, the controlling characteristics
of each component unit sequentially considered in the system. Subroutine
branching to the specified analysis region of the coding is accomplished via
a computed G0 T0 statement, controlled by the variable CFUNCT.
(b) The subroutine identifies the fluid to be considered and identifies its state con-
dition and then initializes the sequential indices.
(c) Identifies the cryogen consumer and sets up the consumer fluid flowrate, fluid
pressure and fluid temperature with their respective sequential indices. At
this point the actual configuration analysis has begun.
(d) The subroutine then processes a line segment (whenever called for by CFUNCT)
through the sequence of the line analysis to compute - flow conditions, pressure
drop and line weight. Fano-flow, compressible-flow, velocity effects, as well
as minimum wall thickness are all taken into consideration in the analysis.
(e) Processes a control unit (valve, check valve, orifice, regulator, or flowmeter)
through the sequence of the control analysis to compute flow conditions, pressure
drop, and control weight. Mass characteristics as a function of pressure re-
quirements for the control unit are specified in the "tens" digit of CFTYPE.
Selection of the type of control unit is made via the "units" digit of CFTYPE,
as defined in PDP-CCNFIG.
(f) The subroutine processes a fitting or tap in much the same fashion as for the
line segment analysis, taking into account the flow geometry effects. Computes
the flow conditions, pressure drop and fitting or tap weight.
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~\T£V—:J-i—trie-'system' requires an accumulator, "the" subroutine sets up the accumulator
pressure, temperature and flowrate. The accumulator weight is computed
separately by subroutine WTACC which has its own output, therefore the weight
of the accumulator is not reported by CMPCAL.
(h) Processes a heat exchanger, sets up the fluid conditions, inlet and outlet
cold fluid temperatures and pressures and heat source mixture ratios; then
calls subroutine HEATEX to essentially design the heat exchanger and calculate
pressure drop, hot fluid flowrates, and heat exchanger weight. If the heat
source is a gas generator, CMPCAL calls subroutine GASGEN to size and
weigh the unit. If the heat source is waste heat from another unit, the
heat source characteristics are calculated elsewhere.
(i) If the system requires a high pressure pump, the subroutine searches ahead
to locate the fluid tank and then works backwards to the pump, so as to pro-
vide both inlet and outlet pump pressures. The subroutine then calls sub-
routine PARPMP to essentially design the pump and permit computation of
flow conditions, pressure drop and pump weight. The subroutine checks
PTYPE and if the assembly is a turbopump, it calls TUKBN to essentially de-
sign a turbine and compute the turbine hot gas requirements and turbine
weight. The subroutine then computes the turbine gas flow rates and then
sizes a gas generator to fit it and computes a gas generator weight. The
pump, turbine and gas generator weights are summed to yield a weight for the
complete assembly.
(j) If the system requires a low-pressure pump, the subroutine searches ahead
to locate the fluid storage tank and then works backward to the pump, so as
to permit the calculation of both inlet and outlet pump pressures. The
subroutine then computes the low pressure pump weight (via table lookup)
and precedes to look up a weight for an electric motor to drive the pump.
The weights are summed to^yield a combined motor-pump assembly weight.
(k) The subroutine then processes a fluid supply tank, first setting up the tank
temperature and pressure. The actual tank weight for each fluid tank is
calculated elsewhere either within a given system sub-program (i.e.,PUELCL)
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for which subroutine CMPCAL simple retrieves the weight value from storage,
or, the tank weight may be calculated in subroutine TANK, in which case CMPCAL
simple records the tank weight as zero and the weight and tank dimensions are
found in the TANK output. CMPCAL does check to see if the tank pressure is
adequate for the system pressure drop total at the tank outlet.
(l) CMPCAL then outputs the computed configuration component data in a tabular for-
matted output with all components identified and in the same sequence as given
in the original system schematic.
Input data for use in subroutine CMPCAL is read-in at program initiation time via
subroutine C0MPIL from the configuration data cards . Data from each card is stored
in a packed array by subroutine ST0C0N using equivalenced array variables defined in
the Procedure Definition Processor CCNFIG. Retrieval of the data is accomplished in
CMPCAL via repeated calls to subroutine GETC0N which unpacks the data as needed.
The input data and computed parameter values are stored in various regions of the
labeled C0MM0W storage defined by PDF elements. The labeled common storage employed
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CMPCAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL
-^ c—uia-ol-i-mouc-I-fox-ou"ux-uutrrae-ci»ircH:£rpresen'cing T;ne equations, math logic, and
procedures are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine CMPCAL is initiated by a simple call statement with no calling variables
from subroutine CRYC0N. The order in which CMPCAL is called relative to system ana-
lysis sub-programs is determined by the DATA statements labeled KSUBC found in sub-
routine ST0DTA.
Data transfer to and from subroutine CMPCAL is effected through the use of INCLUDE
statements which bring in the appropriate PDF element defining the required labeled
C0MM0N storage areas. Upon completion of the CMPCAL computations, the program con-
trol returns to subroutine CRYC0N.
SIGNIFICANT VAEIABLES
Significant variables employed in, and processed by, subroutine CMPCAL are defined


































































Number of configuration data cards input
Configuration item index
Analysis directional index
Integer Corresponding to Configuration Item
Function
Integer Corresponding to FunctibnType
Integer Corresponding to Material Type
Integer Corresponding to Insulation Type
Number of units operating
Number of units on standby
Characteristic Friction Factor for Flow Region
Length over Diameter, or, Length
Diameter
Insulation Thickness
Number of Layers of insulation per inch
Identification Code for Config. Unit
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Integer Corresponding to Fluid Kind
Integer Corresponding to Fluid State
Fluid Peessue at Each Point in -System
Fluid Temp at each point in System
Fluid Flowrate at each print in system
Input Fluid Max. Flow Rate at Consumer
Input Fluid Pressure at Consumer
Input Fluid Temperature at Consumer
~FT
-jj- for Configuration Unit Considered
Integer Pointer for Control Mass Characteristic
Integer Pointer for Fitting and Tap Configuration
Fluid Density when a gas
Fluid Pressure Drop across Component
Cross Sectional Area of Flow Region
Weight of Configuration Component Considered
Accumulator Pressure (if used)
Accumulator Index (if used)
Fluid Tank Index-Set to IDX
Fluid Tank Initial Pressure
Fluid Tank Initial Temperature
Fluid Tank Weight
Fluid Heat Exhanger Flow Rate
Fluid Heat Exchanger I.D. Code
Fluid Heat Exchanger Cold Inlet Temp
Fluid Heat Exchanger Delta-P
Fluid Heat Exchanger Weight
Fluid Mach No.
Fluid Mach No. Flag
Option for Minimum Wgt or Minimum Power Pump
Pump Fluid Inlet Temperature
Pump Fluid Inlet Pressure
Pump Fluid Outlet Pressure
Pump DELTA-P (each fluid)
Pump Flow Rate (each fluid)
Pump Inlet Fluid Density
Pump NPSH for Each Fluid
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Calculated Pump Efficiency (each fluid)
Calculated Pump Volume (each fluid)
Calculated Pump Power (each fluid)
Calculated Pump Speed (each fluid)
Calc. Number Pump Stages (each fluid)
Calc. NPSP Required (each fluid)
Calculated Pump Weight (each fluid)
Calculated Turbine Weight (each fluid)
Turbine Inlet Temperature (each fluid)
Turbine Outlet Temperature (each fluid)
Turbine Gas. Gen. Mixture Ratio (each fluid)
Fluids Required to Run Turbine Gas Generator
Weight of Gas Generator Assy (Each fluid)
Transfer Pump Delta-P (each fluid)
Transfer Pump Efficiency (each fluid)
Transfer Pump NPSH (each fluid)
Transfer Pump Flow Rate (each fluid)
Transfer Pump Weight (each fluid)






Weight Fluid Circulating Pumps
Fluid Tank Weights (from Tank, etc)
Cold Fluid Flowrate - Heat Exchangers
Heat Exchanger I.D. Code
Input Heat Exchanger I.D. Code
Fluid Heat Exchanger Cold Inlet Temp
Fluid Heat Exchanger - Delta P
Fluid Heat Exchanger Weight
Fluid Mach Number
Fluid Mach Number Flag
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NAME TYPE PURPOSE
PAGE F Controls Pagination and Line Count
GETC0N S Unpacks Configuration Data Records
AMINI F Finds minimum of Two Real Values
GSDNST S Computes Density of Desired Gaseous Fluid at
Stated Conditions
C0MFL0 S Solves Compressible Flow Equations for Desired
Gaseous Fluid at Stated Conditions for Pressure
Drop and Mach Number
RH0LIQ S Computes Density of Desired Liquid Fluid at
Stated Conditions
VGVS S Computes Mach Number for Desired Fluid at
Stated Fluid Density using Velocity of Sound
Equations
LWEGHT S Computes Weight of a Line Segment Considering
Minimum Wall Thicknesses
CFTW F Computes weight of a Control Unit, Fitting, or
Tap as specified
EXIT S Causes Program Termination - Used to Terminate
from Error Condition
ffiS F Computes Absolute Value of defined variable
PARPMP S Computes Weight and Characteristic Properties
of a Pump--given Fluid, Delta P, Flowrate,
Fluid Density and Estimated Net Position Suction
Pressure
TURBN S Computes Turbine Weight given Fluid and Pump
Characteristics
CSUBP1 S Computes Cp for 02-H2 Combusion Products, given
Temperature and Mixture Ratio
FINTAB S Table Location and Look-up
MIPE F Table Data Extraction
HEATEX S Computes Heat Exchanger Weight and Characteris-
tic Properties give luid, HEX index, Flowrate,
Inlet and Output Temperature and Pressures, and
Hot Gas Mixture Ratio
0TPPMP S Outputs Pump Data in Present Format























DATA TABLES REFERENCED IN CMPCAL
TABLE NUMBER TITLE
13 Gas Generator Weight
lU L02 Transfer Pump Weight
15 LH2 Transfer Pump Weight
16 Motor Weight
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCING CMPCAL
NAME ' . TYPE PURPOSE REFERENCE
CRYC0N S Sequential Control of Program Analysis Page B-85
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
The subroutine CMPCAL Listing will be found in Appendix B, Page 50.
FLOW CHART
































































































































































































































































































































































The subroutine solves the compressible through equations for the
determination of pressure drop of gaseous fluids flowing in long
ducts. Adiabatic flow is assumed.





MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR COMFL0
A math model for subroutine COMFL0 is presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
COMFLjD is called with eight calling arguments, seven of> which are
input values with the eigth argument returning the pressure drop
value to the calling subroutine. The Mach number is sent to CCNFIG
common storage via an INCLUDE .statement.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
- j
Significant variables processed by COMFL0 are:
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1 = 0 ; 2. = H-, I? = Ge;







= FLDMAX + —•
Value
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SUBROUTINES REFERENCING COMFL^
NAME TYPE PURPOSE . REFERENCE
CMPCAL S Configuration Analysis Page B-50
LSSCMP S Configuration Analysis Page B-208
LISTING REFERENCE
A listing of subroutine COMFLjtf will be found in Appendix-B, page 62.
FLOW CHART
No flow chart is presented for subroutine COMFL^ .
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Program C0NTRL is the initialization and driver routine which sets up TCIMM for
any of the five cryogen system analyses. The routine initializes the data storage sub-
routines, establishes the date, reads in the data tables via subroutine INTAB and
reads in the program data deck via subroutine CCfMPIL. In so doing, C0NTRL sets
up a number of index value relating to system type and kind and whether the input data
deck is for a single case or multiple case run.
C0NTRL then calls subroutine CRYC0N and initiates the specified system analysis.
Input data for C0NTRL is read from the first several cards of the input data deck.
This data is used and transferred to storage in labeled common areas defined by
Procedure Definition Processor elements. The labeled common areas used by
C0NTRL are:
C0MM0N/CCNTRL/






C0NTRL is the TCIMM driver routine and as a main program it is not called.
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Finds Date System Routine
Loads Data Tables Page B-198
Loads Input Data Page B-64
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
A listing of subroutine C0NTRL will be found in Appendix B, page 75.
FLOW CHART
The flow chart for subroutine C0NTRL is presented in Figure 1.4-1.
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This subroutine, when called, provides access to subroutines ENGINE, APUFL0 and
FL0RAT. It is essentially a switching subroutine used by subroutine CRYC0N.
Data transfer to C0NSUM is provided through the Procedure Definition Processor













C0NSUM is initiated via a simple call from subroutine CRYCON with no calling argu-
ments. Data transfer to C0NSUM is accomplished through an INCLUDE statement.
SUBROUTINES REFERENCED IN C0NSUM
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE








This subroutine performs the major branching functions of calling in the various
subprograms needed for each specified type of CRYOGEN system analysis. A detailed
description of CRYC0N and its functions is given in subsection 1.4.2.
Input data transfer to CRYC0N is effected by the use of labeled common storage. The






CRYC0N is called from C0NTRL with no calling arguments. Data transfer to CRYC0N
is accomplished through INCLUDE statements as shown in the subroutine listing.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables processed by CRYC0N are:
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Tank Propellant History Calculations
Tank Sizing Analysis
Accumulator Weight Analysis




A listing of subroutine CRYC0N is given in Appendix B, page 85.
FLOW CHART
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SUBROUTINE CYLHED
For a description of CYLHED see the writeup for "SPHSEG". Page B-263
SUBR0UTINE CYMSPH
For a description of CYMSPH see the writeup for "SPHSEG." Page B-263
FUNCTION CYLNDR
For a description of CYLNDR see the writeup for "G0MTRY." Page B-175
FUNCTI0N CYLSPH
For a description of CYLSPH see the writeup for "G$MTRY." Page B-175
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Function DIAG will print when a subroutine was entered or exited for diagnostic
purposes. This routine is turned on by setting a value of MDTRC (I) equal to one (1)
on the "System Definition Card" of the program input data deck.
CALLING SEQUENCE







If NOPT = -1, DIAG will print the
name of the routine exited.
If NOPT = 0, no trace will be made.
If NOPT = 1, DIAG will print the





SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED IN THIS SUBPROGRAM
None
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCING THIS SUBPROGRAM
All major subprograms
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
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SUBROUTINE ECISS
The ECISS subroutine contains the system analysis logic, mathematical expressions
and equations, and computational techniques required for a super-critical life-
support system. The subroutine is structured to be nearly self-contained due to the
fact that it considers a cryogenic oxygen and nitrogen supply system and nitrogen
is not employed in the other five cryogen systems considered by the main program.
Based upon the input ECISS data package, the subroutine accomplishes the .computation
of pertinent system parameters and presents the calculated values in tabular formatted
output. The following are the principal computations accomplished in the subroutine:
(a) Computes quantity of fluids consumed for life support, vehicle leakage, airlock
or cabin repressurization, and total fluid requirements.
(b) Computes the contingency reserve fluids required for the mission, and usable
fluid consumables by species.
(c) Computes nominal fluid flow rates, repressurization flow rates, quantity of
fluids consumed each duty cycle interval, and maximum flow rate of fluids
for system sizing.
(d) Computes initial fluid tank conditions.
(e) Computes for each duty cycle interval; weight of fluids withdrawn from tanks,
percent fluids withdrawn from tanks, density of fluids remaining in tanks,
specific heat input required for fluids remaining in tanks, energy derivative
for fluids remaining in tanks.
(f) Sizes fluid conditioning heat exchanbers (BTU's required), and, computes power
required to provide energy for fluid conditioning heat exchangers.
(g) Sizes heat sources required for fluid tanks (BTU's required) and computes tank
heater ratings based upon input heater diameter and length. Computes power
required to provide energy needed in fluid tanks.
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(i) Computes volume, surface area, and heat leak into fluid tanks. Computes quan-
tity of fluids vented during mission duty cycle intervals and total fluids
vented for mission.
(j) Computes total quantity of fluids to be loaded for mission.
•f
(k) Computes fluid tank insulation weight,.fluid tank pressure vessel weights,
fluid tank vaccum jacket weights, and total weight of fluid tank assemblies.
(l) Computes weight of electrical fluid conditioning heat exchangers.
(m) Computes the individual fluid tank energy histories and the electrical heater
OFP-ON duty cycle history in detail for ten-minute intervals of each major syste
duty cycle interval.
System component weights and pressure drops for the maximum-flow operating conditions
are computed by subroutine ISSCMP.
Input data for use in ECISS is read in at program initation time via subroutine
G0MPIL. The input data are stored in various regions of the. labeled C0MM0N storage
previously defined by Procedure Definition Processor (PDP) elements. The labeled














The ECLSS Math Model consisting of analysis logic, equations, necessary tables
and constants, procedures and the techniques required are presented in Appendix
C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine ECLSS is initiated by a simple call from subroutine CRYC0N, with no
calling variables. Data transfer to ECLSS is accomplished through the use of
INCLUDE statement as shown in the subroutine listing. Upon completion of the re-
quired ECLSS computation, sequential control of the program is returned to
subroutine CRYC0N
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables considered in, and processed by subroutine ECLSS
are defined in the following list:
DESCRIPTION
Number of days in mission
Number of personnel on board
Number of repressurizations planned
Number of days reserve fluids required
Metabolic Oxygen Consumption Rate
Vehicle Atmosphere Leakage Rate
Nominal Gaseous Fluid Delivery Temp
Initial fluids loading densities
Allowable Fluids Tank Final Temperature
Allowable fluids Tank Final Pressure

















































































































































































Cabin or Airlock Volume
Line Diameter entering Heat Exchangers
Heater Rating (BTU/HR-Sq In.) @ TR
Nominal Pressure of Delivered Gaseous Fluids
Tank Heater Diameter
Tank Heater Length
02 Tank Lower Pressure Limit Setting
N2 Tank Lower Pressure Limit Setting
Fluid Tank Insulation Type
Fluid Tank Wall Material Type
Initial Temp Fluids in Tank
Fluid Tank Operating Pressures
Fluid Tank Vent Pressures
Estimated Heat Leak Flux - Fluid Tanks
Fluid Tank Insulation Thickness
Number of Insulation Layers per Inch Thickness
Duty Cycle Operating and Non-Operating Time
Intervals - in sequential array
Repressuri zation Period Duration - (NRPRES
values entered in duty cyle array)
Total Wgt Metabolic 02 - Consumed in Mission
Metabolic 02 Wgt Consumed each duty cycle in-
terval
Metabolic 02 Wgt of Leakage - each duty cycle
interval
N2 Wgt lost by leakage - each duty cycle intei
val
Total Wgt N2 Leakage - lost in mission
Weight of atmosphere lost in one depressuriza-
tion
Wgt 02 required for all repressurizations
Wgt N2 required for all repressurizations
Wgt 02 (metabolic + Leakage + Repressurizatior
Wgt N2 (leakage + repressurization)
Wgt 02 (for metabolic reserve)












































































































































Wgt N2 for Leakage Reserve
Wgt of Reserve 02 for Contingency
Wgt of Reserve N2 for Contingency
Wgt of Total Usable 02 on board
Wgt of Total Usable N2 on board
Norn. 02 Flow Rate - each duty cycle interval
Norn. N2 Flow Rate - each duty cycle interval
02 Repressurization Flow Rate - each duty
cycle interval
N2 Repressurization Flow Rate - each duty cycle
interval
Total 02 Flow Rate - each duty cycle interval
Total N2 Flow Rate - each duty cycle interval
Total Wgt 02 used each duty cycle interval
Total Wgt N2 used each duty cycle interval
Max. 02 Flow Rate in any Interval
Max. N2 Flow Rate in any interval
Max. Fluid Flow Rates in Ibs per second
Saved values of WD0TI for other use
Initial Temp of 02 in Tank
Initial Temp of N2 in Tank
Cum Wgt 02 removed from tank as f(time)
Cum Wgt N2 removed from tank as f(time)
Percent 02 removed from tank as f(time)
Percent N2 removed from tank as f(time)
Density of 02 in tank-end of each interval
Density of N2 in tank-end of each interval
Temp of 02 in tank-end of each interval
Temp of N2 in tank-end of each interval
Spec Heat Input to 02-end of each.interval
Spec Heat Input to N2-end of each interval
Energy Derivative for 02. - end of each interval
Energy Derivative for N2-end of each interval
Enthalpy of 02 at end of each interval








































































































































Heat Rate to Condition 02 at end of each interval
Max:. Heat Rate for Conditioning 02
Heat Rate to Condition N2 at end of each interval
Max. Heat Rate for Conditioning N2
Energy Required for Heat to 02-end of each interv
Max. Energy Reqd for Heat to 02-any interval
Total Energy Reqd for Heat to 02-all intervals
Energy Reqd for Heat to N2-end of each interval
Max. Energy Reqd for Heat to N2 - any interval
Total Energy Reqd for Heat to N2-all intervals
Heat Rate to Condition 02 Tank - each interval
Heat Rate to Condition N2 Tank - each interval
Heater Rating for 02Tank at Max. Heat Reqmt
Heater Rating for N2 Tank at Max. Heat Reqmt
Energy Reqd for Heat Input to 02 Tank - each
interval
Max Energy for Heat Input to 02 Tank-any interval
Total Energy for Heat Input to 02 Tank-all interv
Energy Reqd for Heat Input to N2 Tank-each interv
Max. Energy for Heat Input to N2 Tank-any interva
Total Energy for Heat Input to N2 Tank-all interv
Max. Energy Rqnrt all heat sources
Total Energy Reqd - all heat sources -all interval
Total Power Rqrats (KW-HRs)
Fluid Densities at end of mission
Wgt Residual Fluids in Tanks
Volume of Fluid Storage Tanks
Surface Area of Fluid Storage Tanks
Heat Leak into 02 Tank - each interval
Cum. Heat Leak into 02 Tank - each interval
Heat Leak into N2 Tank - each interval
Cum. Heat Leak into N2 Tank - all intervals




















































































































































Cum. Wgt of Vented 02 - all intervals
Wgt of Vented N2 - each interval
Cum. Wgt of Vented N2 - all intervals
Total Weight of each Fluid Loaded
Diameter of each fluid tank
Tank Insulation Wgt - each Fluid Tank
Diameter of each Tank Vacuum Jacket
Tank Material Dens ity /Ultimate Stress
Weight of Pressure Vessel - each tank
Weight of Vacuum Jacket - 02 Tank
Weight of Vacuum Jacket - N2 Tank
Total Tank Assy Wgt - Each Tank
Fluid Flov Rate Into Heat Exchanger
Heat Exchanger I.D. Code
Cold Fluid Inlet Temperature
Cold Fluid Outlet Temperature
Cold Fluid Inlet Temperature
Heat Source Energy Required
Electrical Energy for Heat source
Heat Exchanger Index (Counter)
Fluid Index
Heat Exchanger-Heat Dissipation Fins Switch
Heat Exchanger Calculated Weight
Cold Fluid Pressure Drop through HEX
Heat Exchanger Heat Transfer Coefficient
Heat Exchanger Diameter
Heat Exchanger Length
Time Increment defined as unity
02 Tank Pressure at Sub-interval time point
N2 Tank Pressure at Sub-interval time point
Duty Cycle Operating Time interval
Duty Cycle Non-Operating Time interval
Number of sub-intervals in duty cycle interval
02 Gas Flow during Sub-Interval












































































































































Major duty cycle Index (counter)
Index to locate repressurization interval
Index for resetting sub-sub-interval examination
of repressurization event back to leakage event
sequence
Time Point of pressure history event (min)
Cum. 02 Tank Depletion at each time event
Cum. N2 Tank Depletion at each time event
Time Point of Repressurization History Event (mil
Percent 02 withdrawn as function of time
Percent N2 withdrawn as function of time
Density of 02 in Tank at end of Sub-Interval
Density of N2 in tank at end of sub-interval
Temp of 02 in Tank at End of Sub-Interval
Temp of N2 in Tank at.End of Sub-Interval
Spec Heat Input to 02 - at end of sub-interval
Spec Heat Input to N2 - at end of sub-interval
Energy Derivative of-'02 - at end of sub-interval
Energy Derivative of N2 - at end of sub-interval
Heat Rate to Condition 02 Tank - For sub-interva]
Heat Rate to Condition N2 Tank - for sub-interval
Cum. Heat Rqd to condition 02 Tank
Cum. Heat Reqd to condition N2 Tank
Volume Expansivity of 02 in Tank-at end of sub-
interval
Volume Expansivity of N2 in Tank-at end of sub-
interval
Spec Heat of 02 in tank-at sub-interval
Spec Heat of N2 in tank-at sub-interval
02 Tank Pressure Drop - sub-interval depletion
N2 Tank Pressure Drop - sub-interval depletion
02 Tank Heater Output (BTU/MTN)
N2 Tank Heater Output (BTU/MIN)
02 Tank Heat Req'd (BTU)
Time 02-Heater is ON to provide QELCI
N2 Tank Heat Req'd (BTU)
Time N2-Heater is ON to provide QELC2
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Controls Pagination and Line Count
Finds Designated Table of Data
Table Data Extraction
Compute Cv for Desired Fluid and Conditions
Compute Compressibility for Desired Fluid
and Conditions
Computes Specific Heat Input (THETA) and
Energy Derivative (PHI) for Desired Fluid
Conditions
Computes 02 Enthalpy at Stated Conditions
Computes N2 Enthalpy at Stated Conditions
Finds Maximum of Two Real Values
Computes Density for Desired Fluid at Stated
Conditions
Compute Thermal Conductivity for Specified
Insulation at Stated Conditions
Computes Heat Exchanger Weight and Characteris-
tics
Compute Cp for Desired Fluid and Conditions
Output Subroutine for Electric Heat Exhanger
Data
Output Subroutine for ECLSS Power Summary
Computes Pressure drops and component weights



























A listing of subroutine ECLSS will be found in Appendix B, Page 122
FLOW CHART
The flow chart for subroutine ECLSS is presented in Figure 1.9-5
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SUBR0UTINE ELIPSG
For a description of ELIPSG see the writeup for "SPHSEG." Page B-263
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Subroutine FINTAB is called just prior to an interpolation on any table. This routine
looks up the number of dimensions (ND) of the designated table and if it is greater
than two. The routine transfers the (ND-2) "independent" variables from the master
table array (TABLE) to a small two dimensional array TAB (6,5) . Then the routine






Mathematical Model for FINTAB
None
Calling Sequence
FINTAB is called from any subprogram which uses table interpolation (or polynomial fit).
It has one variable - the table ID# in its calling sequence. All other data is transferred










0 1 Points to first location of subtables
0 6,5 Contains the (ND-2) independent
variable
1 7000 Main storage array for table data
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Table ID of designated table
Equivalent to ITAB
Equivalent to ITABLE
Contains location in TABLE of 1st
word for each table
Subprograms Referenced by FINTAB
Name Type Purpose Reference
DIAG Prints diagnostic trace Page B-ili
Subprograms Referencing FINTAB
All routines which do table interpolation. Same as function MIPE. See MIPE Page
Listing Reference
A listing of FINTAB can be found in Appendix B, Page 147
Flow Chart
For flow chart of FINTAB see Figure 1.9-6
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This subroutine computes the flow rates for the support gas generation required by
the system heat exchangers and turbopumps. The individual flow rates are stored
in assigned variables and the total flow rate by fluid species is computed and stored
for later use.
The following are the principal computations performed in the subroutine:
(a) Computes flow rate required for each gas generator in system main
stream by fluid species.
(b) Sums flow rate by fluid species for heat exchanger gas generators.
(c) Sums flow rates by fluid species for turbopump gas generators (if
required).
(d) Computes total flow rates by fluid species for cryogen consumer and
all gas generators.
(e) Outputs flow rate data in predetermined format as part of analysis
output.
Input data for FL0RAT has previously been read in by subroutine C0MPIL. This
data, and data that has been computed by subroutine C0NSUM is available to FL0RAT
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FL0RAT MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The equations and computational procedures required in subroutine FL0RAT are
presented in Appendix C. •
CALLING SEQUENCE
FL0RAT is called from subroutine C0NSUM with no calling arguments. Data transfer
is accomplished through INCLUDE statements as shown in the FL0RAT listing. Upon
completion of the calculations, program control is returned to subroutine C0NSUM.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables processed in FL0RAT are as follows:














































Heat exchanger hot inlet pressure
Heat exchanger mixture ratio
Heat exchanger hot outlet temperature
Heat exchanger hot inlet temperature
HEX hot gas specific heat
HEX cold fluid inlet enthalpy




HEX gas generator 02 flow rate
HEX gas generator H2 flow rate
Turbopump GG — C-2 flow rate
Turbopump GG — H2 flow rate
Total flow rate each fluid
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SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED IN FL0RAT
Name Type Purpose
DIAG F Diagnostic Print
CSUBPI S Specific heat at 03 — H£ Combustion
Products
ENTH0H S Computes enthalpy of 02 or H£ . (Entry
point into subroutine MATHAX.)
RH0LIQ S Computes density of liquid O2 or H2-
OPTFLT S Output turbine gas generator data
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCING FL0RAT
Name Type Purpose










A listing of subroutine FL0RAT will be found in Appendix B, page 149.
FLOW CHART
Simple structure requires no flow chart.
 ;
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FUNCTI0N FRC0NE
For a description of FRC0NE see the writeup for "G0MTRY." Page B-175
SUBR0UTINE FRHEAD




The subroutine contains the equations and computational techniques required
to perform a super-critical fuel cell system analysis. Based upon the input
fuel cell data, the subroutine accomplishes the computation of pertinet
system parameters and presents the calculated values in formatted output.
The following are the principal computations contained in the subroutine.
(a) Computes the total electrical power supplied for themission.
(b) Computes the quantity of reactaut consummed for power production for the
mission (total and by species).
(c) Computes the flbwrate of each reactant for each duty cycle interval in
the mission. Determines maximum flowate for each reactant for system
sizing calculations.
(d) Computes total heat rejected and heat rejected for .each operating interval
(duty cycle) by the fuel cells.
(e) Computes initial reactant storage tank temperature as a function of fill den-
sity and operating pressure.
(f) Computes percent of usable reactant withdrawn from tanks and resultant
density for each mission interval defined by duty cycle.
(g) Computes for each reactant, the readout temperature, specific heat input
(theta) and, the energy derivative (phi) for each operating duty cycle inter-
val.
(h) Computes the 02 tank and H2 tank heat requirements and hot fluid flow rates
for each duty cycle interval.
(i) Computes the 02 and H2 conditioning heat exchanger heat and hot fluid flow-
requirements for each duty cycle interval.
(j) Performs a heat balance to assure adequate supply-of fuel cell reject heat
to operate heat exchangers during each interval.
(k) Computes the maximum heat flow rate required for each reactant tank and
_ _ .worst tank .circulating compressor conditions. Computes weight of circulating
compressor for each reactant tank.
(l) Computes reserve reactant quantity required and weight of residual reactants
at end of mission.
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(m) Computes weight of H2 vented during the mission, if venting is required.
(n) Computes total reactants required for the mission. The reactant tank
volumes, surface areas, and diameters.
(o) Computes tank insulation weights, tank pressure vessel weights, tank vacuum
jacket weights, and total reactant tank weights. Flags tank diameters when
maximum allowable diameter is exceeded.
(p) Computes the weight of the on-board fuel cells.
(q) Computes the weight of all system heat exchangers and their respective
characteristic parameters .
(r) Additionally, the subroutine computes the individual reactant switch duty
cycle history in detail for each duty cycle interval.
System component weights and pressure design for the max-flow conditions are
calculated separately by subroutein CMPCAL.
Input data to FUELCL has previously been read-in by subroutine C0MPIL. The input
data are stored in various sections of labeled C0MM0N previously defined by a set
of Procedure Definition Processor (PDP) elements. The labeled C0MM0N areas used by
















The quations, mathematical logic, and procedures, necessary tables, and constants re-
quired are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine FUELCL is initiated by a simple call from subroutine CRYC0N, with no
c'alling variables. Data transfer to FUELCE is accomplished through INCLUDE state-
ments as shown in the subroutine listing. Upon completion of the FUELCL computations,









































































1 Fuell Cell Mixture Ratio
1 Specific Restart Consumption
1 Fuel Cell Heat Rjection Rate
1 Specific Weight for Fuel Cell
2 Nominal Fuel Cell Gas Feed Temp
1 F21 Coolant Inlet Temperature
1 F21 Coolant Outlet Temperature
1 Final 02 Tank Temperature
1 Final H2 Tank Temperature
1 . Final 02 Tank Pressure
1 Final H2 Tank Pressure
2 Reactant Fill Densities
1 Estimated 02 Vent Quantity
1 Estimated H2 Vent Quantity
1 Tank Circulating Compressor Delta-P
1 Fuel Cell System Environmental Temp
1 Fuel Cell Operating Pressure
1 Norn. Fuel Cell Operating Power Level
1 Number of Fuel Cells Operating
1 Number of Fuel Cells Standby
2 Reactant Tank Operating Pressures
















































































































































Constant Power Levels for Operating Intervals
02 Tank Lower Pressure Limit Setting
H2 Tank Lower Pressure Limit setting
Fluid Tank Vacuum Jacket Annuli (inches)
Fluid Tank Maximum Diameters .(inches)
Total Electric Power Supplied for Mission
Wgt Reactants Consumed for Power Mission
Wgt Reactants Consumed for Power Each Interval
Wgt 02 Consumed for Power - Mission
Wgt H2 Consumed for Power - Mission
Wgt 02 for Power - each duty cycle interval
Wgt H2 for Power - each duty cycle interval
02 Flow Rate - each duty cycle interval
H2Flow Rate - each duty cycle interval
Max. Power drawin in any interval
Max Flow Rate Reactants - in any interval
Max. Flow Rates per Second for Component Sizir.
Mean Temp of F21 Hot fluid available
Specific Heat of F21 Hot Fluid
Heat Value of F2L Hot Fluid per Ib.
Heat (BTU's) available from F21 Hot Fluid.
Flow Rate of F21 Hot Fluid
Total BTU's available from F21 Hot Fluid .
Operating Pressure 02 Reactant Tank
Initial Temp of 02 Reactant in Tank
Operating Pressure H2 -Reactant Tank
Initial Temp of H2 Reactant in Tank
02 Reactant Withdrawn - each duty cycle inters
H2 Reactant Withdrawn - each duty cycle inter-v
Percent 02 Withdrawn - each duty cycle intervs
Percent H2 Withdrawn - each duty cycle .intervs
Density of 02 in Tank - each duty cycle inters
02 Temp in Tank - each duty cycle interval




































































































































Heat Input (BTU/lb) to 02 - each duty cycle inter-
val
Heat Input (BTU/lb) to H2 - each duty cycle inter-
val
Heat Red_'d for $2 Heat Exchanger-each interval
F21 Flow Rate for H2 Heat Exchanger-each interval
Heat Req'd for H2 Heat Exchanger-each interval
F21 Flow Rate for 0 Heat Exchanger-each interval
Heat Required for 02 Tank Heat Exchanger-each
interval




Tank Heat Exchanger -each
F21 Flowrate for H2 tank heat exchanger - each
interval
Energy Derivative for 02 In Tank - each interval
Energy Derivative for H2 In Tank - each interval
Sum of all Heat Reqmts - each interval
Difference between Available Heat and Heat Reqd
Total Heat Reqd over mission span
Difference Between Total available and total
required
Max. Flowrate of F21 hot fluid
Minimum value of D0ANET
Maximum value of 02 Tank Temp
Maximum value of H2 Tank Temp
Max. Heat Reqmt for 02 tank
Max. Heat Reqmt for H2 Tank
Minimum Reactant Tank Pressures
02 Tank Recirculation Max. Flow Rate
H2 Tank Recirculation Max. Flow Rate
Weight of-02 Tank Circulating Compressor
Weight of H2 Tank Circulating Compressor
Variable which saves Circulating Compressor Wgts
10C$> Power over Mission Span
Reactant Based upon 20$ of P0WMAX
























































































































































Total 02 Reserve Reactant (ibs)
Total H2 Reserve Reactant (ibs)
Residual Reactahts in Tanks - end of missioi
Volume of Reactant Tanks
Surface Area of Reactant
Heat Leak into 02 Tank -each non-oper inter1
Heat Leak into H2 Tank - each non-oper inte:
Total Heat Leak into 02 Tank
Total Heat Leak into H2 Tank
Number of Insulation Layers per Inch Thick
Insulation thickness in inches
Wgt Vented H2 Req'd to Cool 02 Tank
Wgt Vented H2 req'd to Cool H2 Tank
Total Wgt of Vented H2
Total Wgt of Reactants Loaded in Tanks
Diameter of Reactant Tanks
Tank Insulation Weights
Diameter of Tank Vacuum Jackets
Tank Material Designation
Tank Material Density /Ultimate Stress
Wgt of Tank Pressure Vessels
Wgt of Tank Vacuum Jackets
Total Weight of Each Tank Assy
Total Weight of Fuel Cells
Cold Fluid Flow Rate
Heat Exchanger Code Designation
Hot Fluid Inlet Temp
Cold Fluid Inlet Temp
Hot Fluid Outlet Temp
Cold Fluid Outlet Temp
Cold Fluid Outlet Pressure
Cold Fluid Inlet Pressure
Heat Source BTU's Required
Heat Source Specific Heat
Total Heat Trim Heat Source
Heat Exchanger Weight
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TYPE I/@ DIMENSION 
-
R PI 1 
R jd 1 
R 16 1 
R jd 1 
R (d 12 
R (d 1 
R (d 1 
I (d 1 
DESCRIPIlION 
Lower Limit $2 Tank Pressure Se t t ing  
Lower Limit H2 Tank Pressure Se t t i ng  
(d2 Tank Pressure a t  Sub-Interval Time Point 
H2 Tank Pressure at Sub-Interval Time Point 
Time Duration of a Duty Cycle In t e rva l  
Subdivided (d2 Flowrate f o r  10 min Period 
Subdivided H2 Flowrate f o r  10 min Period 
Number of Time Sub-intervals i n  duty cycle 
i n t e r v a l  
Time Sub-intervals i n  minutes 
(d2 Tank Depletion ( l b s  ) 
H2 Tank Depletion ( l b s  ) 
Percent (d2 withdrawn from Tank 
Percent H2 withdrawn from Tank 
Density of Remaining $2 i n  Tank 
Density of Remaining H2 i n  Tank 
Temp of remaining @2 i n  Tank 
Temp of remaining H2 i n  Tank 
Heat Input t o  Remaining (d2 i n  Tank 
Heat Input t o  Remaining H2 i n  Tank 
Energy Deviation of (d2 remaining i n  Tank 
Energy Derivation of H2 remaining i n  tank 
Cumulative Heat Reqd i n  $2 Tank 
Cumulative Heat Reqd i n  H2 Tank 
Volume Expansivity of jd2 i n  Tank 
Volume Expansivity of H2 i n  Tank 
$2 Tank Pressure Drop i n  I n t e r v a l  ITIM 
H2 Tank Pressure Drop i n  In t e rva l  ITIM 
Time (min) f o r  Heat Source t o  be ( d ~  during 
ITIM period 
Time (min) f o r  Heat Source t o  be $N duringITIM 
period 
Equals QlCUM (used t o  Calc. HTR(~NI) 
Equals @CUM (used t o  Calc. H T R ~ N ~ )  
(d2 Heater Cycle Counter 
H2 Heater Cycle Counter 
, SUBPROGRAM RF;Fl3FmTCED I N  FUEWL 











































Controls Page & Line Count-Output 
Calculates Cp f o r  3'21 Hot Fluid 
Calculates jd2 Enthalpy 
Calculates EEnthalpy 
Finds Designated Table of Data 
Table Data Extraction 
Calculates Cv f o r  Desired Fluid 
Compute Compressibility f o r  H2 
Computes Compressibility f o r  $2 
Computes THEPA and PHI f o r  $2 
Finds Minimum of two REAL values 
Finds Maximum of two REAL Values 
Calculates Density f o r  @2 and N2 
Calculates Gas Density f o r  H2 
Calculates Cp f o r  Desired Fluid 
Computes thermal Conductivity f o r  Insulation 
Computes Square Root of Variable 
Computes Heat Exchanger Weight f o r  Desired 
Fluid 




Output Subroutine f o r  Freon Heat Exchangers Page B-22t 




Sequential Control of Analysis 
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE 
A l i s t i n g  of subroutine FUEUL w i l l  be found i n  Appendix B, Page 152. 
F L O W  CHART 







































































































































































Subroutine GASGEN computes the weight of a gas generator employed on a primary
heat source for a cryogen heat exchanger. The routine additionally considers the
cases where all or a part of the thermal energy required may be derived from waste
heat rejected from another system.
The principal computations performed by GASGEN are as follows:
(a) Computes the weight of a gas generator functioning as the only heat source
for a cryogen heat exchanger.
(b) Computes the thermal energy required by a heat exchanger where waste
heat is the only heat source.
(c) Computes the weight of a gas generator which supplies makeup thermal
energy to satisfy a deficit in available waste thermal energy.
The basic gas generator weight equations employed in GASGEN were derived from
Reference 1.9-3.
Input data for use in GASGEN is derived from on-going calculations performed in the
subprograms which call GASGEN through the labeled C0MM0N storage blocks. The






GAS GEN MATHEMATICA MODEL
The GASGEN math model presenting the equations and pertinent data is presented in
Appendix C.
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CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine GASGEN is called with two argments, JX and IGAS. Argument JX is the
heat exchanger position-in-array index which directs all related data to the proper
array position reserved for a particular heat exchanger.
Argument IGAS specifies the fluid processed by the heat exchanger under consideration.
Input data, as stated above, is transferred through C0MM0Nby the use of INCLUDE
statements to bring in specific common blocks.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES






























1 Heat exchanger data array index
1 Index of fluid under consideration
1 Summed thermal energy required
over mission
10,2 Thermal energy available from
waste heat over mission
10,2 Thermal energy to be supplied by
gas generator
10,2 Gas generator weight
11,2 Gas generator plus heat exchanger
weight
10,2 Waste thermal energy available
10,2 Specific heat of waste hot fluid




CMPCAL S Configuration Analysis
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE








Subroutine GETC0N unpacks the word in the first column of the configuration array
C0NFIG designated by the cabling variable IDX. The first column of CONFIG contains
data packed by subroutine ST0C0N and is in the format described in the writeup for
that subroutine. GETC0N unpacks the six bytes of data and stores it in the same order




Mathematical Model for GETC0N
None
Calling Sequence
ST0C0N is called by CMPCAL, LSSCMP and 0TRTNS and has one variable in its
calling sequence. The variable is the location index for the component storage array.



















Packed data stored in first column
of this array
Output array of unpacked data
Location index in the array C0NFIG
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Subprograms Referenced by GETC0N
Name Type Purpose Reference
IPBYTE F Byte Manipulation Routine LMSC Systems Routines
Subprograms Referencing GETC0N
Name Type Purpose Reference^
CMPCAL S Computes Weight, Pressure, etc., forgiven Page B- 50
components
LSSCMP S Component configuration processing for EC/LSS Page B-208
0TRTNS S Main output routine for system Page B-226
Listing Reference








The subprograms labeled G0MTRY on its control card is actually a set of eight function
subprograms using entry points under the heading function "CONE". The entry point
names and their use are: (1) "CYLNDR" calculates volume of a right circular cylinder
given a height and radius; (2) "CYLSPH" calculates the volume between a cylinder
and an ellipsoid which has been inserted in the top end, inputs are height (same as axis
of rotation for the ellipsoid) and radius; (3) "FRC0NE" calculates the volume of a
frustrum of a right circular cone, given the height and the radius of the top and bottom
ends; (4) "HSPHER" calculates the volume of half of an ellipsoid or hemisphere
given the length of the semi-major and semi-minor axes (these are equal for a
hemisphere; (5) "SPHERE" calculates volume of an ellipsoid or sphere given the
lengths of the axes; (6) "ARACYL" calculates the area of a cylinder excluding the
ends-given height and radius; (7) "AREAFR" computes the area of a frustrum of a
cone excluding the "ends" —given the height and radius of the top and bottom;
(8) "ARSPHR" calculates the area of half of an ellipsoid given the length of major or
minor axes — (a hemisphere if axis lengths are same).
Labeled Common Used
C0MM0N/C0NST/
Mathematical Model of "G0MTRY"
For equations used, see Appendix C.
Calling Sequence
Each function entry point has a calling sequence as follows:
CYLNDR (Radius, Height)
CYLSPH (Radius on axis of rotation, radius perpendicular to first)
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The heat exchanger concepts, mathematical procedures, equations and necessary table
data and constants required are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine HEXELC is initiated by a call from subroutine ECLSS with fourteen (14)
calling arguments. These arguments are defined below. Data transfer to subroutine
HEXELC is accomplished via nine of the calling arguments and the two INCLUDE
statements as shown in the subroutine listing. Upon completion of the required
computations, program control is returned to subroutine ECLSS.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables processed by subroutine HEXELC are as follows:
















































































Anti-Burnout fin index; O = no fins;
1 = with fins.
Heat exchanger weight
Heat exchanger pressure drop
Overall thermal conductance of heat
exchanger surface
Diameter of heat exchanger
Heat exchanger length
3.141593
































































Mean temperature of fluid
Mean specific heat of fluid
Heater thermal power per unit area
(2.0 * B0NE/PI*DH)
(T29 - T21)/BPID
Ratio of pressure to critical pressure
for fluid
Correction factor for PHITW0
Weight of anti -burnout fins — if required
Normalized pressure loss due only to
skin friction and volume expansion in
annular heat exchanger passages
Normalized pressure loss corrected for
fluid density — to give pressure drop
through exchanger








Finds designated table of data
Table data extraction
Computes specific heat of designated
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
A listing of subroutine HEXELC will be found in Appendix B, page 184.
FLOW CHART
A flow chart for subroutine HEXELC is presented in Fig. 1.9-11.
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This subroutine is based upon a study of FREON-21 cryogenic heat ex-
changer parameters performed by the AIRESEARCH Mfg. Co. (Ref. 1.9-8).
The study performed a matrix of heat exchanger parametric data which
was reduced to a set of tables presenting the heat transferred for a
set of fixed hot side conditions with variable cold side conditions,
for both hydrogen and oxygen fluids. The tables were further re-
grouped by fluid type to reduce the data search variables to three key
variables; fluid type, quantity of heat transferred, and cold fluid
inlet pressure. The regrouped data readily covered the ranges of
interest and yielded an orderly progression of heat exchanger weight
as a function of quantity of heat to be transferred and cold fluid
pressure.
The subroutine thus became a data sorting routine, using a series of
IF statement checks to arrive at a heat exchanger weight for a given
pressure range and heat transfer requirement range, for the specified
cold fluid.
FREON Heat Exchanger Concept Considerations
The heat exchanger concepts considered in the referenced study (Ref.
1.9-8), utilized stainless steel, shell-over-tube matrices of brazed
and welded construction. In all cases, the FREON-21 was multipassed
outside of the tubes in an overall counterflow arrangement. Figure
1.9-12 illustrates the construction of a typical concept exchanger.
Because of the requirement for pressure containment considerations
of cryogen fluids above ^50 psia, (and zero leakage requirement),
tubular construction was selected over plate-fin construction. Another
contributing influence was the typically small size of the units.
Stainless steel was selected over aluminum for increased reliability
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and greater ease of manufacturing small-diameter, closely-packed matrixes,
Aluminum has better strength-to-weight characteristics than nickels or
stainless steels and has a definite weight advantage for all structure
above minimum gauge. For these units, however, all items such as tube
wall thickness and tube spacing are all at the minimum gauge. Because
of considerations ;such as braze penetration, the minimum stainless
steel tube wall thickness is 0.006-in. compared to 0.0l6-in. for
aluminum in a typical 0.100-in. outside diameter tube. This alone
overshadows the 2.86 weight advantage of aluminum. In addition, the
selection of aluminum would require the use of more tubes for the
same pressure drop, since the tube inside diameter for stainless stell
tubes is 0.088 inches as against 0.068 inches for the aluminum tube,
and the free flow area varies with the square of the inside diameter.
The requirement for counterflow designs were generally dictated by
heat transfer requirements.
THERMODYNAMEC CONSIDERATIONS
The most important limiting side condition for all Freon 21-to-cryogenic
fluid heat exchangers was the maximum thermal conductance ratio (TCR)
permissible to preclude freezing of Freon 21. Assuming a Freon 21
freezing point of 2^9 R, a minimum wall temperature of 275°R was deemed
permissible. Therefore, for counterflow units with a Freon 21 outlet
temperature of 500°R and a cryogen inlet temperature of 39 R one finds
the maximum TCR as follows:
hA, (T - T ) = hA (T. - T ) (cold fluid inside-the-tubes)I w c on w
hA, T. - T
hA T - T
o w e
TCR - 500 - 275.
TCR
 ~ 275 - 39
TCR = 0.954
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For a 300°R Freon 21 outlet temperature and a 39 R cryogen inlet
temperature the maximum permissible TCR is 0.106 (or, in other words,
the cryogen must have a controlling thermal resistance).
For very low velocity, laminar flow, the cryogen heat transfer co-effi-
cient is sensitive to the local acceleration field. Therefore, in
order to ensure acceptable operation during periods of sustained
acceleration and deceleration, all designs were limited to turbulent
flow inside the tubes.
GEOMETRY CONSIDERATION
Although there are numerous varieties and type of heat transfer
matrixes, the most common for general "compact" type application are the
plate-fin type matrix offers the following:
(a) High heat transfer area density per unit following
(b) High performance surfaces via boundary-layer interrupting,
off-set fins
(c) Ease in balancing thermal conductance and overall geometry by
varying the surface combinations
Small diameter tubular matricies are-generally not as good as the
plate-fin type in.the above categories, but they do offer other advantages:
(a) Excellent pressure containment characteristics particularly
in the classic shell-and-tube version.
(b) Usually a reduced total length of brazed-joint, fluid inter-
face , and therefore a reduced liklihood of inter-fluid leakage.
(c) By proper design, good control of. freezing or congealing may
be achieved.
The advantages of shell-and-tube matrixes for the Freon '21-to-cryogenic
fluid application outweighed those of the plate-fin type. By flowing
hot fluid outside of the tubes, total "tube blockage was eliminated.
If a tube were fully blocked, high tube-to-tube thermal stresses could
arise.
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SUBROUTINE INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS
Input data for use in subroutine HEXF21 are supplied through the
calling arguments. The three input variables and the single output
variable are as follows:
Fluid identity - 1 = 02, 2 = E^
Heat transfer required (Btu/H )
Cold Fluid Inlet Pressure (Psia)
Heat Exchanger Weight (ibs)
There are no common data block requirements in this subroutine.
HEXF21 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
There is no math model presented for HEXF21. The reader is referred
to Reference 1.9-8 for further information.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine HEXF21 is initiated by a call from subroutine FUELCL with
four (h) calling arguments. The first three arguments are input data
and the fourth, is for returning the single subroutine output value.
The argument variables are defined below. Completion of the data
search returns program control to subroutine FUELCL.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
The significant variables processed by subroutine HEXF21 are defined
in the following list:
NAME TYPE I/O DIMENSION DESCRIPTION
IGAS I I I Fluid Identification
1 = 02; 2 = H2
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Heat Transfer Required (BTU/Hr.)
Cold Fluid Pressure (PSIA)
Heat Exchanger'Weight (ibs)









A listing of Subroutine HEXF21 will be found in Appendix-B, page 186.
FLOW CHART
There is no flow chart for subroutine HEXF2J.
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FUNCTI0N HFUNC
For a description of HFUNC see the writeup for "TKGE0M." Page B-299
FUNCTION HSPHER
For a description of HSPHER see the writeup for "G0MTRY." Page 175
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Subroutine INTAB reads and stores all table input data. The tables are stored in labeled
common array (TABLE) which is dimensioned 7000. Tables are stored dynamically in
the TABLE array and the location of each first word of a table is stored in a table location
array (TLA) dimensioned 50.
Each table that is input is designated by a table ID number which must be between 1 and
50 and, therefore, as many as 50 tables may be stored as long as the total table storage,
of 7000, is not exceeded. There are two types of table data which may be input. The first
is coefficient data —this input is used as coefficient for an Nth degree polynomial, the first
being the coefficient for the highest (Nth) order term and the last is the coefficient of the
lowest (Oth) order term. The second type table input is discrete table data which is used
in the normal table interpolation manner. Either type table may have as many as six
dimensions, five "independent" and one dependent variable, and the dependent variable
may be interpolated linearly, parabolically, etc. , or by an Nth degree polynomial.
Each table which has more than two dimensions is divided into subtables, and these sub-
tables are composed of the normal (x, y) pair - one pair for each point on the table, or
an Nth degree polynomial.
A table ID number of zero terminates the input.
An example of a table stored in the array TABLE follows.
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EXAMPLE OF A TABLE STORED IN THE ARRAY TABLE (ITABLE)













ND, (number of dimensions of this table) (NOTE: this location
count is stored in TLA (NT))
1 ND 6
NP, (count of number of values for this "independent" variable
(V.. 7 which follows)
NP1 variables for first independent variable
V1(NP1) J
NP2 (count of number of values for this "independent" variable)
v2(i)
V2(2)
NP variables for 2nd independent variable
( N P )









indep var. of (X-Y) table
r ' dependent var. of (XjY) table
(I+3+2NV1) Y1(NV1)
*For Discrete Table
input (TYPE = 1)
*NP1 x NP2 x • • • x NP, of these subtables
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EXAMPLE OF A TABLE STORED IN THE ARRAY TABLE (ITABLE) (Continued)







Input (TYPE = 0)
COEF (NV)









This is an input routine and has no math model.
Calling Sequence
INTAB is called from C0NTROL and has no calling variables. All data is transferred




























































Controls input from cards or other device
Main storage array for table data
Location where next variable will be stored in
TABLE
Count of number of words in a table
Label for X-axis of table plot
Label for Y-axis of table plot
Number of comment cards for table input
Number of dimensions of the table
Number of points to be used in interpolation
Number of points input for an independent
variable
Table output print control flag
Table output summary flag
Table ID number-input
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Name Type 1/0 Dimension Description
Number of variables input to a subtable
Number of subtables for a given table
Controls output to a device if TABLE is to be
saved
Equivalent to IT ABLE (see ITABLE)
Contains location in TABLE of 1st word for each
table
Type of table flag. 0 = coefficient, = 1 discrete
Temporary storage for independent variable or
coefficient
Temporary storage for dependent variable
Purpose Reference










































Control of Program Logic Page B-75
Listing Reference
A listing of INTAB can be found in Appendix B, Page 198.
Flow Chart
For flow chart of INTAB see Figure 1. 9-B.
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Read Number o4 Point* (MS/)
of Inierpoifltio^- Points
L Return )





Subroutine L0CAT locates a specified subtable within the major table and stores its
X and Y values or its coefficients into small arrays for later interpolation by function
YLGINT.
The suitable number is passed via calling sequence to L0CAT from function MIPE,
where it is calculated, and L0CAT uses this number together with a pointer (IDX1)
calculated in subroutine FINTAB to calculate the location in TABLE of the first X
(or coefficient) value for the designated subtable. After this location is found the
subtable X (or coefficient) and Y values are loaded into two small arrays. The X (or
coefficient) values are transferred to the array XTAB and the Y-values are transferred
to YTAB, if the subtable is a coefficient type no Y values are transferred. The number
of values to be transferred is determined by the variable NV which is the first word of
the subtable. After NV', TYPE, NIP, XTAB and YTAB have been determined and





Mathematical Model for L0CAT
None
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Calling Sequence
L0CAT is called by function MIPE and it has one variable in its calling sequence.
The variable is the subtable number which has been calculated in MIPE. All other




































1 Pointers to first word of first subtable
7000 Main storage array for table data
1 Number of the designated subtable from
MIPE
1 Number of interpolation points for this
subtable
1 The absolute value of MNT
1 Number of X-Y pairs or coefficient this
subtable
7000 Equivalent to ITABLE (see ITABLE)
1 Type of subtable-discrete or coefficient for
this subtable
40 Array where independent (or coefficient)
values are stored
40 Array where dependent values are stored
Subprograms Referenced by L0CAT
Name Type Purpose Reference
DIAG F Prints diagnostic trace Page B-lll
Subprograms Referencing L0CAT
Name Type Purpose Reference
MIPE F Multilevel table interpolation Page B-221
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Listing Reference
A listing of L0CAT can be found in Appendix B, Page 205.
Flow Chart
For flow chart of L0CAT see Figure 1. 9-14.
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From the Bc^moina o^f this
Sub+ablc.
= J T A f t L E (IDX)
= JTAftLg
Trans -fcr











The subroutine is a shortened and modified version of subroutine CMPCAL, arranged
specifically to process a system employing the cryogen's oxygen and nitrogen. The
subroutine provides configuration analysis for component sizing and pressure
drop calculations for the ECISS or similar systems. The logic employed is essen-
tially the same as that used in subroutine CMPCAL and the same variables and
common storage are utilized. The analytical procedure uses the configuration table
'readin by subroutine C0MPIL. (Note that the configuration table in the computer
image of main stream flow schematic), where the subroutine considers the oxygen
side of the system first and then considers the nitrogen side. • Based upon the
input configuration table data, the subroutine accomplishes the computation of
the individual component sizing, weight, pressure drop and flow constraint data
and presents the calculated values in tabular formatted output as a "Summary of
Computed System Configuration Parameters. "
The principal computations accomplished in subroutine ISSCMP are given briefly
as follows:
(a) Initializes the routine and starts the configuration processing loop by calling
for the decoding of the branching variables contained in the first configuration
data card. The primary control branching variables are CFUNCT and CFTYPE as
defined in subroutine C0MPIL and the PDP-CCNFIG. The branching variable CFUNCT
successfully contains the coding for, the fluid identification, the consumer
identification and, in turn, each component sequentially considered in the
system. The branching variable CFTYPE successively contains the coding for
the fluid state, the consumer characteristic type, and, in turn, the control-
ling characteristics of each component sequentially considered on the system.
Subroutine branching to the specified component analysis is accomplished via
a computed G0T0 statement, controlled by the variable CFUWCT.
(b) Identifies the fluid to be considered and specifies its state condition.
Initializes the sequential indices.
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(c) Identifies the consumer and sets up the consumer fluid flow rate, fluid pres-
sure and fluid temperature with sequential indices.
(d) Processes a line segment (whenever called for by CFUNCT) through the sequence
of the line analysis to compute flow conditions, pressure drop and line
weight. Fano flow, compressible flow, velocity effects and minimum wall
thickness are all considered in the analysis.
(e) Processes a control unit through the sequence of the control analysis to com-
pute flow conditions, pressure drop and valve weight. Valve mass characteris-
tics are based upon pressure requirements as specified by CFTYPE. Control
unit may be a valve, check valve, regulator, orifice or flowmeter. Selection
is made via the second index imbedded in CFTYPE. (AS defined in PDP-CCNFIG).
(f) Processes a fitting or tap in much the same fashion as the line analysis is
conducted, taking into account flow geometry effects. Computes flow condition
pressure drop and fitting or tap weight.
(g) Processes a heat exchanger. Fits the previously calculated heat exchanger
data into its nominal configuration sequence permitting the addition of
the heat exchanger pressure drops to the system pressure drop sequence.
;
(h) Processes the fluid supply tank. Fits the previously calculated tank data
i.
into its nominal configuration sequence position. Tests to see if tank
pressure is adequate for the system computed pressure drop.
(i) Outputs the computed configuration component data in a tabular formatted
output wherein each component is identified by the same code name and
sequence position as it appeared on the oriignal system schematic.
Input data for'use in ISSCMP is read-in at program initiation time via subroutine
COMPIL from the configuration data cards. Data from each card is stored in a
packed array by subroutine STOCON using equivalenced array variables defined in
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The Procedure Definition Processor CCNFIG. Retrieval of the data is accomplished
in LSSCMP via repeated calls to subroutine GETC0W which unpacks the;data as needed.
The input data and computed values are stored in various regions of the labeled
C0MM0N storage defined by PDF elements. The labeled C0MM0N areas employed by sub-













IBS CMP MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The LSSCMP is a modified version of subroutine CMPCAL retaining the major features
of the CMPCAL math model. The reader is therefore referred to the subroute CMPCAL
math model for details concerning the mathematical procedures and equations employed
in subroutine LSSCMP. Reference Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine LSSCMP is initiated via the statement CALL LSSCMP in subroutine ECLSS.
No calling variables are required. Data transfer to and from subroutine LSSCMP is
effected through the use of INCLUDE statements which bring in the appropriate
PDP elements defining the required labeled C0MM0N storage areas. Upon comple-




Significant variables considered in,





























































































































Number of Configuration Data Cards Input
Configuration Item Index
Analysis directional index
Integer Corresponding to Configuration Item Fun
Integer Corresponding to Function Type
Integer Corresponding to Material Type
Integer Corresponding to Insulation Type
Number of Units Operating
Number of Units on Standby
Characteristic Friction Factor for Flow Region
Length over Diameter, or, Length
Diameter
Insulation Thickness
Number of layers of Insulation per Inch
Identification Code for Configuration Unit
Integer Corresponding to Fluid Kind.
Integer Corresponding to Fluid State
Fluid Pressure at each Point in System
Fluid Temperature at Each Point in System
Fluid Flowrate at each Point in System
Input Fluid Max. Flowrate at Consumer
Input Fluid Pressure at Consumer
Input Fluid Temperature at Consumer
"FT
— for Configuration Unit Considered
Integer Pointer for Control Mass Characteristic
Integer Pointer for Fitting and Tap Configurati
Fluid Density when a Gas
Fluid Pressure Drop Across Component
Cross-sectional Area of Flow Region









































































Accumulator Index (if used)
Fluid Tank Index - set to IDX
Fluid Tank Initial Pressure
Fluid Tank Initial Temperature
Fluid Tank Weight. '
Fluid Heat Exchanger Flow Rate
Fluid Heat Exchanger I.D. Code
Fluid Heat Exchanger Cold Inlet Temp
Fluid Heat Exchanger Delta-P
Fluid Heat Exchanger Weight
Fluid Mach No.
Fluid Mach No. Flag
Purpose . Reference
Controls Pagination and Line Count Page B-239
Unpacks Configuration Data Records Page B-174
Computes Desired Fluid Density at Stated Condi- Page B-108
tions
Computes Pressure Drop and Mach Number for Page B-62
Desired F^ uid at Stated Conditions Using Com-
pressible Flow Equations
Computes Mach Number for Desired Fluid Density Page B-322
Using Velocity of Sound Equations
Computes Weight of a Line Segment Page B-215
Computes the Weight of a Control Unit, Fitting Page B-39
or Tap as specified
TABL"FS REFERENCED IN LSSCMP
TABLE NCL TITLE




NAME TYPE PURPOSE REFERENCE
ECLSS S Perform Analysis of Life Support Page B-122
System
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
A listing for subroutine LSSCMP will be found in Appendix B, Page 208.
FLOW CHART




'THIS SUBROUTINE IS A MODIFIED
VERSION OF CMPCAL WHICH IS RE-
CCD3D TO DELETE THE BRANCHING
TO "ENGINE", "ACCUMULATOR",
"PUMP", "TUiiEINE", "OAS GBHER-
.
 ATOR» f iiTRANSFER PUMP", "MOTOR
WEIGHT", AND "3V["fEfiY HEIGHT".
THE SUBROUTINE IS ALSO RS-
CODZD TO ACCOMODATE OKLf THE
GASES OXYGEN AND NITROGEN J!'OR
USE WITH THE LIFE SUPPORT SYS-
TEM ANALYSIS.
STRUCTURALLY THE SUBROUTINE




FIGURE 1.9-15 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE LSSCMP
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The subroutine LWEGHT contains the equations and computational procedures for
determining the weight of fluid plumbing lines, fittings, line insulation and the
weight of vacuum jacketed lines. The equations employ the basic properties and
dimensions of the materials of construction and insulation specified for the lines
and fittings, for the weight calculations. The calculations are constrained to practical
cases through the use of minimum gage thickness values preset in the program.
The basic materials properties and minimum gage thicknesses employed are defined
in PDP-CMATRL and stored in subroutine ST0DTA. Ultimate stress values as a
function of material temperature are obtained by table lookup.
Input data for use in subroutine LWEGHT is obtained from labeled C0MM0N storage
accessed through INCLUDE statements. The labeled common storage required for use






No mathematical model is presented since the equations are largely of type to be
found in standard engineering handbooks and industrial manuals which may be found
i
in any library. The subroutine listing is felt to be mathematically explicit. Materials
stress data employed in the Data Tables was obtained from MIL-HDBK-5. Vacuum-
jacketed line data was taken from Reference 1.9-2. Parametric line weight data
curves will be found in the same reference.
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CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine LWEGHT is called with two arguments, IDX and LDV. Argument IDX is
a configuration data array ordering index which simply assures that the computed
weight will be stored in the proper array position for later use. Argument,LDV
defines whether the component item being weighed is a line, or, a fitting and
what kind of a fitting is being considered. Input data transfer as stated above is
effected through the C0MM0N storage areas. Upon completion of the required
calculations, program control is returned to the calling program. .
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES

































































Configuration data ordering index




Material Ftu at temperature TEMP
Line or port diameter
Minimum gage limits for material
Weight per foot of line
Equivalent length of fitting
Length of line




SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED IN LWEGHT
Name Type Purpose
DIAG F Diagnostics Print
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SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCING LWEGHT
Name Type Purpose Reference
CMPCAL S Configuration Analysis Page B-50
LSSCMP S Configuration Analysis Page B-208
LISTING REFERENCE PAGE








The real function MIPE is a multilevel interpolation and polynomial evaluation routine.
The routine receives through its calling sequence the ND-1 "independent" variables
along with a count (NV = ND-1). The "independent" variables are picked from an
array labeled XVAC and the first NV-1 of these input variables are checked against
the table stored independent variables to determine if they are within the range of the
table. The routine then checks each input variable to determine where in the range of
table values it falls, this is noted and stored as an index in the array KNT for later use
in interpolation. The routine next determines which subtables, by number, must be
interpolated (see following sheets for a detailed explanation) and the routines L0CAT
and TEL are called upon to do this interpolation. The results of each of these 2^ '
subtable interpolations are stored in an array YVAL, and are then linearly interpolated
by pairs until a single Y value is obtained. This value is then returned to the calling
routine. Polynomial evaluation is performed in the same manner and if fast the routine
MIPE does not differentiate between the two type of evaluation.
The following is a detailed explanation of the routine's logic to .determine the subtable
numbers to be used for interpolation (coefficient evaluation). The independent variable
table TAB (or ITAB) is supplied by FINTAB which is always called directly before
MIPE. For purposes of explanation numeric table values have been assumed. A
diagram of the subtable setup has also been included.
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8/4 = 2 8/8 = 1
For an input to MIPE such as:
MIPE (NL, XVAL) with NL = 4
and XVAL (1) = 1802.
XVAL (2) = 137.
XVAL (3) = 27.
XVAL (4) = 123.
and the array TAB, (ITAB) filled as above, the variable arrays KNT, NID and L would
be calculated and stored as shown above . The number of subtables which must be
3interpolated to find the Y is calculated as NT = 2~ = 2 = 8. To find the subtable
identifying numbers the variable KTB must be calculated for each of the eight subtables
which are to be interpolated.
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and this expression is evaluated as
KTB1 =
= 1+9 +3 +0
= 13
so therefore the first subtable to be interpolated would be the 13th one.




which can be evaluated as, (where X is the integer part of X)
KTBg =
= 1+ 9 (2) +3 (2) + 1 (1)
= 1+18+6+1 = 26
so that the last subtable to be interpolated would be the 26th one. The other six would
be. between subtables 12 and 26 and in fact they are always taken in pairs and the
complete set of eight subtables would be 13, 14; 16, 17; 22, 23; and 25,26.
The integer number KTB is used to call L0CAT which sets up the proper X-Y subtable
for later interpolation by subroutine TEL.and function YLGINT or for polynomial
evaluation by subroutine TEL.
Note that, as the array ITAB (1,1) indicates, there are three "independent" variables
each with values so that there is 3x3x3 = 37 total subtables which may be used to inter-
polate, however, only eight subtables are used for any given set of input data.
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Mathematical Model of MIPE
None
Calling Sequence
MIPE is called from any routine which uses table interpolation (or polynomial evaluation).
It has two input variables in its calling sequence: (1) the ND-1 "independent" variables
and (2) the count of the number of these variables which is NV(=ND-1). All other data
is passed by labeled common CTAB.
Significant Variables
Name Type I/O Dimension
FAC R 0 1










































Multiplying factor of linear interpolation (X-X-)/
VX1>
Counts of the number of the ND-2 independent
variables
Index used in the linear interpolation of Y
Contains subtable number-given to L0CAT
Multiplying factor used to determine KTB
Number of levels interpolation = ND-1
The number of subtable interpolations to be performed
Multiplying factor used to determine KTB
Contains the ND-2 independent variables _
Equivalenced to XTAB (see XTAB)
Input independent values used to calculate a Y
Array used to store results of the NT subtable inter-
polations . The first location of which is = Y
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Subprograms Referenced by MIPE
Name Type Purpose Reference
DIAG F Prints diagnostic trace Page B-lll
L0CAT S Locates and loads subtable Page B-205
TEL S Evaluates polynomial or Page B-292
































Calculates parameters for APU-supercritical system Page B-8
Calculates flow rates for APU system Page B-5
Computes weight, pressure, etc., for given Page B-50
components
Environment control and life support system Page B-122
Calculates weight of engine and impulse propellants Page B-138
Calculates fuel cell parameters Page B-152
Calculates weight and flow rates for heat exchangers Page B-177
Calculates weight P for electric heat exchanger Page B-184
Calculates line weights Page B-215
Computes pump charact. and other math, relations Page B-218
Computes pump design characteristics Page B-242
Tank pressure, weight and duty cycle history Page B-277
Calculates tank weight and wall thickness Page B-297
Environment control and life support system Page B-318
Listing Reference
A listing of MIPE can be found in Appendix B, Page 221.
Flow Chart
For flow chart of MIPE see Figure 1. 9-17.
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Fmd Location Index, -for Each
Set
Co leal ate tKe Number o-f
6ubtabl«s ^~1~ WHicK Ar€
Mece^sflft-f "t"° ^° ^ Cofttplct^
K/D-2 Level I*^erf>6lotion That
ColcuUte tUe Subtabie Number
kTB ^4 Call Loc^rr to Load
Subtflble. TVxen Call TEL to
rvomiiofl * or \A/i tr>
Table Xn'te/po'* tj'on. Stor'CiKf
^ Result iy\tKe, Ar^V
Linear ly Xr\-t-erpoltfi"C Between










For a description of SPHERE see the writeup for "G0MTRY." Page B-175
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Subroutine PARPMP is essentially a pump design type of subprogram, in that, for
specific input arguments, the routine will in effect design an oxygen or hydrogen pump
to fit the stated requirements. The input variable values which must be supplied to the
subroutine are:
Fluid Type: O£ or H2
Design Constraints: Minimum power, or minimum weight
Required Pump Pressure Rise
Delivered Flowrate Required
Net Positive Suction Pressure Available
Fluid Liquid Density







Required Number of Pump Stages
Revised NPSP Required by the Pump
The subroutine is based upon a pump parametric data study conducted by the AiResearch
Mfg Company (Ref. 1.9-6). Data from the study was converted to a math model
suitable for evaluating liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pump characteristics and
performance for a larger variety of fluid inlet conditions, flowrates and pressure rise
requirements. The math model in turn, was then coded as a subroutine. Performance
characteristics provided by AiResearch as graphic parametric data, were converted
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either into equations or table data for lookup and incorporated into the subprogram.
For both oxygen and hydrogen pumps, compressed liquid data is utilized since there is
no requirement for zero-psi NPSP conditions in any of the cryogen systems contemplated
The parametric data employed for the liquid hydrogen pumps covers roughly the range
of 50 to 5000 psi for pressure rise, and 0.05 to approximately 10.0 Ib/sec for flowrate.
For liquid oxygen pumps the parametric data employed covers the range of pressure
rise from 50 to 5000 psi, and flowrates of 0.1 through approximately 50. 0 Ib/sec.
The basic physical configuration for all pumps considered is assumed to be as
follows:
(1) All are single modules utilizing 1 to 5 stages.
(2) The modules all have a fluid inlet at one end and an interface with a driving
unit at the other.
(3) The modules are considered to contain sufficient bearings and seals for
operation with any suitable type driving unit.
(4) All pumps use a basic radial flow configuration.
(5) Barske partial emission configurations are employed for high pressure rise
with low flowrates.
(6) Full admission, axial-radial mixed flow configurations are employed for
low pressure rise with high flowrates.
(7) Mid-range pumps employed a full admission centrifugal configuration.
(8) The first stage of all pumps was considered to be equipped with an inducer
rotating at the same speed on the impeller.
(9) All impellers in a given multistage pump are the same diameter and driven
by a single shaft.
(10) Pump housings are uninsulated and only the final stage of a multistage pump
is considered to be equipped with a scroll.
(11) All pumps are considered to be lightweight designs constructed of lightweight
materials.
(12) Driving devices for the pumps are not included in the best rotational speed
determination, nor in the weight and volume determinations.
The following are the principal computations accomplished in the subroutine:
(a) Computes number of pump stages by iteration through computed pump
parameters.
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(b) Computes head rise per stage
(c) Computes multiplication factor for specific speed
(d) Computes maximum pump hydraulic efficiency
(e) Computes required net positive suction pressure
(f) Computes specific speed, head coefficient, adiabatic efficiency, impeller
diameter, efficiency quotient and actual pump hydraulic efficiency for each
iteration of pump stage evaluation loop.
(g) Computes diameter, length of pump, and pump weight for type of pump,
(h) Computes pump volume and pump power to chosen pump design constraint.
Input data for use in PARPMP is transmitted to the subroutine in the calling arguments.
Data transfers such as constants and data tables are accomplished via labeled C0MM0N
storage blocks defined by the PDF elements. The labeled C0MM0N areas employed







The PARPMP math model consisting of symbol definitions, equations, procedural logic
and parameter data are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine PARPMP is initiated by a call from subroutine CMPCAL with thirteen (13)
calling arguments. Input and output variables make up the calling arguments as listed
in the following subparagraph. Data transfer, other than the calling arguments, is
accomplished through the use of INCLUDE statements as shown in the subroutine listing.
Completion of PARPMP computations returns program control to subroutine CMPCAL.
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SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables processed by subroutine PARPMP are defined as follows:
























































































































































Fluid type; 1 =
Design constraint;





Pump rise — Delta-P
Flowrate required (Ib/sec)
NPSP available (psi)
Fluid density (Ib/cu ft)
Pump efficiency




Number of Pump Stages









Value of E — each iteration
Value of V-each iteration
Value of WT-each iteration
Baseline flowrate constants for oxygen or
hydrogen pumps
Baseline scroll pressure (psi)
Rotational speed at maximum hydraulic
efficiency
Specific speed
Square root of volumetric flowrate
Pump diameter for volume calculation
Pump length for volume calculation




Baseline weight of pump stage
Pump rise plus NPSPA
Adiabatic efficiency
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Takes square root of named variable
Auxiliary calculations for PARPMP.
Entry point into subroutine MATHAX.
Table location and lookup
Table data extraction
Replace sign of first argument with
sign of second argument.
















Head Coefficient vs Specific Speed
Adiabatic Efficiency vs Specific Speed
Efficiency Quotient vs Impeller Diameter
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
The subroutine PARPMP listing will be found in Appendix B, page 242.
FLOW CHART
A flow chart for subroutine PARPMP is presented in Fig. 1.9-18.
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Fig. 1.9-18 Flowchart for PARPUMP (Continued)
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wr = AW





Subroutine "SPHSEG" is actually a set of five subroutines using entry points under headii
subroutine SPHSEG.
The entry point names and a description of their use follows:
SPHSEG calculates the fluid head in a hemisphere, given the radius and the
volume of fluid which it contains.
ELIPSG calculates the fluid head in half a ellipsoid, given the lengths of the
radius along the axis of rotation and the radius perpendicular to it and also the
volume of fluid which it contains.
CYLHED calculates the fluid head in a right circular cylinder, given the
radius of the cylinder and the volume of fluid which it contains.
FRHEAD calculates the fluid head in a frustrum of a right circular cone, given
the radius of the top, the radius of the bottom, the height and the volume of fluid
which it contains.
CYMSPH calculates the fluid head in the volume enclosed by a cylinder with an
ellipsoid inserted into the top end. The necessary inputs to the routine are:
(1) the radius along the axis of rotation of the ellipsoid which is equal to the
height of the cylindrical section; (2) the radius perpendicular to the axis of
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Mathematical Model of "SPHSEG"
For equations used see Appendix C.
Calling Sequence
Each subroutine entry point has a calling sequence as follows:
SPHSEG (Volume of fluid enclosed, radius, head calculated)
ELIPSG (Volume of fluid enclosed, radius along axis of rotation, radius
perpendicular of axis of rotation, head calculated)
CYLHED (Volume of fluid enclosed, radius of cylinder, head calculated)
FRHEAD (Volume of fluid enclosed, radius of top, radius of bottom, height
of frustrum, head calculated)





































The fluid head calculated by a routine
Height of frustrum of cone
Volume of fluid enclosed by the shape
Radius along axis of rotation
Radius of bottom (or large) end of frustrum
Radius perpendicular to axis of rotation
Radius of top (or small) end of frustrum
The calculated total volume of half of an
ellipsoid or a hemisphere














HFUNC F Controls calculation of fluid heads
TNKWTA S Control calculation of tank geometry
Listing Reference
A listing of "SPHSEG" can be found in Appendix B, Page 263.
Flow Chart
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Fig. 1.9-19 Flowchart for SPHSEG (Continued)
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Subroutine ST0C0N • ,
DESCRIPTION .
Subroutine ST0C0N packs six words of input data (integer) into one word. The six
words of input data are as follows. (1) Function code (FUNGT) (2) Function type
(CFTYPE), (3) Material type (CMTYPE), (4) Insulation type (CITYPE), (5) Number
operating (CN0PER) and (6) Number of standby (CNSTBY), all of these six types or
codes refer to the various components being input. The above named variable are
equivalenced to the word ICNFIG(6) and this is the word referenced in this subroutine.
The six words are packed by a standard (LMSC) system byte manipulation routine
GPBYTE and are stored in the word CONFIG (IDX.l) where IDX is defined via the
calling sequence. The words of data are stored into the word CONFIG by bytes from







ST0C0N is called by C0MPIL and it has one variable in its calling sequence. The
variable is the location index for the component storage array. All other data is
transferred through labeled common CCNFIG.
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Packed data stored in first column of this
array
Input array of data to be packed
Location index in the array C0NFIG




Byte Manipulation Routine LMSC System Routine
Subprograms Referencing ST0C0N
Name Type Purpose Reference
COMPIL S Input of system components Page B-64
Listing Reference








After the preliminary tank sizing calculations have been completed, Subroutine TANK
is utilized to develop the propellant tank pressure histories as a function of; duty
cycle, tank heat rates, pressurization system, and propellant withdrawal. From the
resulting pressure history data; the gas and liquid residuals, pressurization fluid
quantities, venting requirements and final tank sizes can be determined.
Subroutine TANK is configured to accumulate three pressurization options as follows:
1. Self Pressurization
2. Cold Helium Pressurization
3. Vaporized Propellant Pressurization
For whichever pressurization system is selected, the subroutine is programmed to
evaluate each coast and burn period, as defined by the input duty cycle, and perform
the following principal computations:





Weight of liquid fluid in tank ;
Weight of fluid vapor in tank
Weight of pressurant gas in tank
Tank volume
Volume of liquid in tanks
Partial pressure of propellant vapor
Partial pressure of pressurant gas
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(b) For each coast period, compute:
Pre- or Non-Vent Conditions —
Coast duration
Fluid temperature in tank
Weight of liquid fluid in tank
Weight of fluid vapor in tank
Weight of pressurant gas in vapor
Partial pressure of fluid vapor





.Weight of vented fluid and gas
Weight of liquid in tank
Weight of vapor in tank
Weight of pressurant gas in vapor
Total fluids in tank
Partial pressure of fluid vapor
Partial pressure of pressurant gas in vapor
Vented tank pressure
Effective internal energy
(c) For Each Burn Period, compute:





Weight fluid in tank
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Total flowrate from tank
The Resulting Tank Condition After Burn —
Propellant withdrawn
Total fluids in tank
Propellant (Liquid and Vapor) in tank
Thrust propellant remaining
New effective tank density
Partial pressure of propellant vapor
New effective internal energy
The Pressurant Needed for this Burn —
Tank liquid temperature ,
Stored pressurant gas temperature
New tank ullage volume
New propellant liquid volume
Liquid propellant remaining
Weight of propellant vapor in tank
Partial pressure of pressurant gas
Total pressure in tank
Nominal operating pressure of tank
Pressurant gas flowrate required
Weight of pressurant gas consumed
New tank pressure
Total pressurant consumed to this point in mission
(d) Final Engine Shutdown Tank Conditions:
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Weight of liquid residuals
Weight of propellant vapor
Weight pressurant gas in vapor
Partial pressure propellant vapor




Total vented gas weight
Weight of gas residuals
Weight of liquid residuals
Pressurization System Weight —
Total pressurant gas required
Weight pressurant system
An example of typical output from subroutine TANK is presented in Fig. 1.9-20.
Input data for TANK has previously been read into the storage common blocks by



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The equations, mathematical logic, and procedures, necessary tables and constants
required are presented in Appendix c.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine TANK is initiated by a simple call from subroutine CRYC0N, with no calling
arguments. Data transfer to TANK is accomplished through INCLUDE statements
as shown in the subroutine listing. Upon completion of the TANK computations,
sequential control is returned to subroutine CRYC0N.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
Significant variables employed in subroutine TANK are given as follows:
Name Type 1/0 Dimension
N0P I I 2,1
SATYPE I I 2
SITYPE I I 2,1
SMTYPE I I 2,1
SPTYPE I I 2,1
SITEMP R I 2,1
SIPRES R I 2,1
SPGTEM R I 2,1
S0PRES R I 2,1
SVPRES R I 2,1
SHFLUX R I 2,1
SITHIK R I 2,1
FLDL0D R I 2
SULGPC R I 2
SMDIAM R I 2,1
SH0TEM R I 2,1
SHDELP R I 2,1
SPDELP R I 2,1
SG0TEM R I 2,1
SGGPC R I 2,1
SGMRAT R I 2,1
SNBAR R I 2
IG I C 1
IP I C 1
Description










Heat flux into tank ,:
Insulation thickness
Fluid loaded into tank
Tank ullage volume (%)
Tank maximum diameter
Tank heat exchanger outlet temperature
Tank heat exchanger delta-P
Tank circulating pump delta-P
Gas generatore outlet temperature
Gas generatore champer pressure
Gas generatore mixture ratio
Insulation — layers per inch
Fluid index: 1 = 02 , 2 = H2
Duty cycle index
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Current pressurant system type
Total liquid residuals in tank
Sum of helium consumed to point
Temperature at any point
Propellant remaining in tank
Total propellant required for system
Volume of liquid in tank
Ullage volume at any point
Weight of propellant vapor
Helium pressure
Weight of helium
Weight of liquid propellant
WP + WPV
Effective internal energy
Partial pressure propellant vapor
Volume of propellant tank
Density of liquid fluid
Density of gaseous fluid
Tank pressure at any point
Weight ratio for energy change
Helium compressibility
Duty cycle time valve array
Tank vented weight
Current total fluids in tank
Index of total values in DCYCLE array
Flowrate for all gas generators in system
System effective energy
Summed vented weight at end of each coast
period
Summed total vent weight
Weight gas residual
Final temperature .




Total pressurant system weight
Flowrate pressurant gas
Weight propellant vent gas
Pressurant gas flowrate
Weight gas generator propellant gas
required for tank heat exchanger
Gas generatore systm weight
Motor horsepower, for propellant
circulating pump
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Motor weight for circulating pump
Battery weight for circulating pump motor
Weight circulating pump
Pressurization system weight

































Finds designated table of data
Table data extraction
Controls page and line circuit
Computes Cy for fluid
Computes saturation temperature
for specified fluid
Finds compressibility of fluid at specified
T&P
Finds gas constant for specified fluid
Computes quantity of gaseous fluid vented
Computes compressibility and density for
specified fluid at specified T&P
Finds maximum of two values






















A listing of subroutine TANK will be found in Appendix B, page 277.
FLOW CHART
A flow chart for subroutine TANK is presented in Fig. 1.9-21.
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* COMPUTES TANK PRESSURE AND
WEIGHT AND PRESSURE HISTORY
* COMPUTES TANK PRESSURE AND
WEIGHT AND PRESSURE HISTORY
* COMPUTES TANK VOLUME AND
SURFACE AREA
* CALLS PRESSURE FOR
PRESSURIZATION CALCULATIONS
* COMPUTES WEIGHT OF
VENTED GAS
* COMPUTES ULLAGE GAS WEIGHT
* COMPUTES GAS RESIDUALS WEIGHT
* COMPUTES TOTAL ENERAY OF.
TANK AT OPERATING PRESSURE
* COMPUTE WEIGHT OF
PRESSURANT GAS REQUIRED







Fig. 1.9-21 Flowchart for Tank
and TSIZEI
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The subroutine provides 'an integrated subprogram'package for the computa-
tion of the heat leak flux (per unit area) for nine different insulation
materials including both monolayer and multilayer types. The data employed
in the subroutine originated largely from LMSC study efforts described in
References 1.9-9, -10, -11 and -12. The equations employed may be found
in the subroutine math model and in coded form in the subroutine listing.
Specifically, the subroutine is programmed for the following insulation
materials:
DOUBLE ALUMINIZED MYLAR - SILK NET
DOUBLE GOLDIZED MYLAR - SILK NET
DOUBLE ALUMINIZED MYLAR - TISSUE GLASS
CRINKLED DOUBLE ALUMINIZED MYLAR - TISSUE GLASS




FIBERGLASS BATTING - HELIUM PURGED
Input data for subroutine TC0ND is supplied through the calling arguments.
The subroutine contains its own constants and does not require access to
C0MM0N STORAGE BLOCKS.
TC0NP Mathematical Model .
The TC0ND MATH MODEL consisting of the equations, constants and procedural
steps required are presented in Appendix C.
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Numerical constant in each equation for 1C,
Value of e
Value of e
Value of (- - 1)
Value of first three
terms of 1C, equation
Value of numerator of fractional term in
K_ equation
Value of denominator of tractio'nal
term in 1C, equation
Value of fractional term in K_ equation
or, alue of 1C, equation for microspheres
Value of ea
Value of eb
Value of 1C, equation for polyurethane foam
Value of K_ equation for fiberglass butting
















Super Critical APU Analysis
Life Support System Analysis
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CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine TC0ND is initiated by the calling routines with six calling
arguments. The first fivd arguments supply the required input data,
while the sixth argument returns the computed value for the heat leak per .
unit area. The calling arguments are defined below.
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
The significant variables processed by subroutine TC0ND are defined in the
following list:











































































Hot boundary condition (TtI-°R)n
Cold boundary condition (TC-°R)
Number of radiation shields per inch
thickness of insulation (N)
Insulation thickness (inches)
Insulation type (see PDP-(MATRL))
P









-(.1.0 + TMPR1) . . .
(1.0 + TMPR2)
= 0.1713XLO~° Steten-Boltzman constant
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
A list of subroutine TC0M) will be found in Appendix B, page 290.
FLOW CHART
No flow chart is presented for subroutine TC0ND since the listing clearly
presents the order of the computations.
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Subroutine TEL evaluates a polynomial or performs a table interpolation, using
YLGINT, according to the specification of TYPE for the particular subtable which
was designated.
The dependent variable (X) is passed via the calling sequence and the table of values
to be used in the operation is passed (from LOCAT) be use of labeled common arrays
XTAB and YTAB. If TYPE is 0 TEL performs a polynomial evaluation using the NV
values of coefficients stored in XTAB (if GI = XTAB(l), • • • , C = XTAB(NV)) and the
polynomial is calculated as Y = C + C X + C
 0X2 + • • • + C-.X11'1. The value ofn n «L n~fci . j.
Y is transferred back to MIPE through the calling sequence.
If TYPE is 1 TEL performs are interpolation using X and the independent table variables
stored in XTAB to calculate a Y value from the dependent table values stored in YTAB.






Mathematical Model for TEL
None
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Calling Sequence
TEL is called from function MIPE and it has two variables in its calling sequence.
The variables are - (1) the X or independent variable used to calculate the dependent
variable and its input, (2) the output dependent variable Y which is calculated and




Number of interpolation points for this
subtable
Number of X-Y pairs or coefficients for this
subtable
Type of subtable — discrete or coefficient for
this subtable
Value of independent variable used to calculate
Y
Subtable values of the independent variables
Value of the dependent variable calculated





































YLGINT F Interpolates from table REF. 1.9-17
Subprograms Referencing TEL
Name Type Purpose Reference
MIPE F Multilevel table interpolation Page B-221
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Listing Reference
A listing of TEL can be found in Appendix B, Page 292.
Flow Chart
For flow chart of TEL see Figure 1. 9-22.
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This subroutine calculates the weight of a tank as a function of tank temperature, pressure,
head of fluid and the geometry of the tank. The tank material type may be specified as
input and calculations will be performed using this type of material, however, if the
material type is not designated then the subroutine will make three calculations, for
each tank shape, where each calculation uses a different material type. The three
materials which are used are: (1) 2219-T87 Aluminum Alloy, (2) 321/347 Stainless
Steel, and (3) Titanium Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The routine will then select that material
type which gives the lightest weight for the given shape. Weights are determined by
first calculating wall thickness and then with a given area and material density the




Mathematical Model of THKWTG
For equations used see Appendix C.
Calling Sequence
The calling sequence for THKWTG consists of thirteen variables of which eleven are
inputs to the subroutine and two are outputs of the subroutine. See Significant variables,
below, for a description of each.
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I 1 = 1
con























Locates a given table
Interpolates a given table
Calculate a square root
Dimension Description
a of the tank shape being processed
FTU for the designated material
Fl id head
Height of frustrum or a length of an ellipse
*.- ^ ^ ,ype I = 02, 2 = H2
nk shape type (1 to 4 see Listing)
  for full ellipsoid, =2 for ellipsoid
nected to other shape
Type of material selected (if material type
 input)
nimum allowable wall thickness.




Ra ius of cylinder, radius of top of
strum, or semi-axis of an ellipsoid
Ra ius of bottom of frustrum
culated fluid density
Density of tank metal for specified type
mperature of fluid in tank
culated tank wall thickness
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Listing Reference
A listing of THKWTG can be found in Appendix B, Page 297.
Flow Chart
A now chart of THKWTG is presented in Fig. 1.9-23.
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The subprogram labeled TKGE0M on its control card is actually a set of three function
subprograms, using entry points under the heading function "VFUNC." The entry
point names and a description of the function follows.
A FUNG for an input pointer to the array JTKTYP a tank shape type is located and
this controls the function to be called to calculate an area.
HFUNC for a given input point to the array JTKTYP a tank shape type is located
and this controls the function to be called to calculate a fluid head.
VFUNC for a given input pointer to the array JTKTYP a tank shape type is
located and this controls the function to be called to calculate the volume of the
designated shape.
This set of routines is used by TNKWTA in processing the general tank configuration
where there is no specific order in which the tank shapes must be input (IW0P = 2 or 3)
In general, it acts as a control routine for the calculation of geometric parameters of
geometric shapes which have been input in any order.
Labeled Common Used
C0MM0N/TANKWT/
Mathematical Model of TKGE0M
None
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Calling Sequence
Each function entry point has an array pointer in its calling sequence, and each function
is called only by the routine TNKWTA. In addition, HFUNC also has the fluid volume






































Fluid head in the designated tank shape
Pointer to the arrays JTKTYP, XD, YD
and ZD
Contains tank shape type information
Volume of the fluid in the designated shape
Output of the calculated volume, area or
fluid head
Height or radius of a shape — see input writeup
Radius of the shape — see input writeup
Radius of the bottom of a frustrum of cone.



























area of a frustrum of a cone
area of half an ellipsoid
fluid head in a cylinder
volume in a cylinder
volume between cylinder and
head between a cylinder and ellipsoid
head in an ellipsoid
volume of a frustrum of a cone
head in a frustrum of a cone
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Subprograms Referencing TKGE0M
Name Type Purpose Reference
TNKWTA S Controls calculation of tank geometry and
weight Page B-303
Listing Reference
A listing of "TKGE0M" can be found in Appendix B, Page 299.
Flow Chart
A flow chart of "TKGE0M" is presented in Fig. 1. 9-24.
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TNKWTA is the main control routine for the calculation of tank weights. The routine
accepts three input options which are determined by the input variable (flag) IW0P.
With IW0P = 1 the subroutine processes a simple spherical tank shape which may
have a cylindrical section added between two hemispherical sections. With IW0P
= 2 or 3 a general shape tank can be constructed by inputting a string of tank shapes,
in order, from "bottom" to "top" of the tank. IW0P = 2 allows the user to input
all dimensions thereby setting the tank volume to a predetermined size. With IW0P
= 3, the general tank configuration is fitted to the volume of fluid plus percent ullage
volume which is input to this routine. This allows the fluid volume to be calculated
by other system parameters.
Procedure for calculating tank weights is as follows.
IW0P = 1 For this option a maximum spherical tank volume is calculated from the
input maximum tank diameter. If the specified fluid volume is greater than this maxim
spherical volume, then a cylindrical section is fitted between two hemispheres of
maximum diameter. If the fluid volume is less than the maximum spherical volume,
then the given tank diameter is decreased to fit the fluid volume. After these geometri
considerations have been satisfied the tank weight is calculated from tank area, wall
thickness and material density.
IW0P = 2 For IW0P = 2, the total tank volume, area and weight is calculated
based on the dimensions which have been input. The percent ullage volume is re-
calculated using the total volume and the volume of fluid input and the required tank
volume is set equal to the total tank volume which has been calculated.
IW0P = 3 For IW0P = 3, the total tank volume required is calculated from the
fluid volume plus ullage volume which have been input to the routine. To use option
IW0P = 3, a cylindrical shape must be input somewhere in the tank configuration and
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its height must be zero. The routine then goes through the tank configuration and
calculates all volumes except that for the cylindrical section. When this is completed
the volumes are summed and subtracted from the required volume, the difference thus
obtained is then set as the volume of the cylindrical section. The height of the
cylindrical section is then calculated to fit the volume calculated above. Now all
dimensions are set and the areas can be calculated and along with the material density
a weight can be computed.
The outputs from this routine are (1) the required volume used in the calculation of
weight, (2) the total tank weight, (3) total surface area and (4) the height of the
cylindrical section, if any.
Note: A diagram of the tank geometry routine linkage is supplied along with the flow
chart of this subroutine. Note also that all calculations are performed for both the




Mathematical Model of TNKWTA
For equations used, see Appendix C.
Calling Sequence
The calling sequence for TNKWTA consists of eleven variables of which seven are inputs
to the subroutine and four are outputs of the subroutine, however, two of the input
variables may be modified by the routine. See Significant Variables, below, for a
description of each.
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Aea of lower hemisphere for IW0P = 1
Area of cylindrical section for IW0P = 1
Area of upper hemisphere for IW0P = 1
Maximum tank diameter for IW0P = 1
Volume of fluid contained in tank
(oxidizer and fuel)
Height of cylindrical section for IW0P = 1
= 1 for storage tanks, = 2 for accumulate:
tanks
Tank option flag — see description above
Fluid type contained in each tank shape
IWQfP - 2 or 3
Tank shape type for general configuration
IW0P = 2 or 3
= 1 ellipsoid connected to ellipsoid,
= 2 ellipsoid connected to other shape
Material type if material is not designated
Designated material type (if = 0 program
will select one)
Number of geometric shapes input
The percentage ullage volume for the tank
"Partial" volume used when calculating
fluid head
Maximum tank diameter = DIAM/2.
Surface area for a designated shape
IW0P = 2 or 3
Operating pressure of the tank.
Operating temperature of the tank.
Required tank volume calculated by this
routine
Total tank surface area = sum of areas
of the shapes.
Volume of a designated shape IW0P = 2 or
1-344






























Volume of maximum sphere for IW0P = 1
Volume of lower hemisphere for IW0P = 1
Volume of cylindrical section for
IW0P = 1
Volume of upper hemisphere for IW0P = 1
Total tank weight, oxidizer and fuel tanks
Height or radius of a shape — See input
writeup IW0P = 2 or 3
Radius of a shape — See input writeup
IW0P = 2 or 3
Radius of the bottom of a frustrum of a cone
IW0P = 2 or 3












Controls calculation of an area for a designated
shape. Page B-299
Calculates area of a cylinder Page B-175
Calculates area of half an ellipsoid Page B-175
Calculates fluid head in a cylinder Page B-263
Controls calculation of fluid head for a designated
shape Page B-299
Calculates volume of a sphere Page B-175
Calculates fluid head in a hemisphere Page B-263
Calculates weight of a given tank shape Page B-297
Controls calculation of a volume for a






Sizes tank to the calculated oxidizer and fuel
requirements of the total system Page B-310
Sizes accumulator tanks and computes required
insulation weights Page B-330
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Listing Reference
A listing of TNKWTA can be found in Appendix B, Page 303.
Flow Chart
A flow chart of TNKWTA is presented in Fig. 1. 9-25.
Diagram of Subprograms Linkage
A diagram of called subprograms is presented in Fig. 1.9-26.
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- I Fit Sphere Or
Calculate Volume
Radius
Pit "the Required Volume
r_. =
4-TT
Fig. 1.9-25 Flowchart for TNKWTA
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The subroutine provides for the sizing and weighing of a turbine drive unit for the
subcritical cryogenic pumps. The subroutine is based upon data derived from Ref.
1.9-14. Principal computation is performed in the subroutine are:
(a) Computes turbine rotor mean diameter.
(b) Computes weight of power transmission element.
(c) Computes weight of turbine rotor.
(d) Computes weight of inlet manifold and nozzle.
(e) Computes weight of inducer.
(f) Computes weight of turbine and power transmission element.
Input data for use in subroutine TURBN is transferred through labeled C0MM0N storage






The TURBN Math Model consisting of symbols, constants and the equations required
are presented in Appendix C.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Subroutine TURBN is initiated by a call from subroutine CMPCAL with two calling
arguments. Data transfer to TURBN is accomplished through the use of INCLUDE
statements as shown in the subroutine listing.
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SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES































































Turbine inlet gas pressure (psia)
Number of pump stages
Turbine mean blade speed
Turbine mean rotor diameter
Turbine trans El Weight Factor
Power transmission element weight
Turbine rotor weight
Inlet manifold and nozzle weight
Inducer weight










A listing of subroutine CMPCAL will be found in Appendix B, page 314.
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No flow chart is presented since the listing clearly indicates the order of computations.
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This subroutine computes the total vent mass expelled during a vehicle coast period
and computes revised values of liquid and ullage masses and the revised temperature
for a mixed fluid system. The calculated values are returned to the calling sub-
routine. The principal computations accomplished in the subroutine are as follows:
(a) Computes the total mass of gas vented by iteration of pressure and
vent mass increments.
(b) For a given pressure drop incrementation, a test is made for vent mass
iteration convergence. If the vent mass iteration converges, the masses are
recomputed and a test for the pressure iteration convergence is made. If
the above vent mass iteration does not converge then a new and smaller
pressure increment is used and the process is repeated. The basis for the
iterative process in each instance is the internal energy for an assumed
vent mass and the internal energy computed for the new saturation conditions
resulting from the vent mass being vented.
(c) Computes revised values for liquid and ullages masses and vapor partial
pressures.
The subroutine prints warning messages and current data values if vent mass
convergence fails after twenty attempts.
Input data transfer to subroutine VENT is through the calling arguments. Access to
labeled C0MM0N storage is required only for table lookup. The only labeled common
block used by VENT is:
C0MM0N/TAB L0K/
VENT MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical procedures, equations and necessary tables required in sub-
routine VENT are well defined in the subroutine listing. It does not appear that
any advantage can be gained by repeating the entire listing as a separate model.
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CALLING SEQUENCE
VENT is called from subroutine TANK with eleven calling arguments. The arguments
in order of input are:
Argument Description
Q Total amount of heat added to tank (Btu)
MH Mass of helium in ullage (Ib)
MPV Mass of propellant vapor on ullage (Ib)
ML Mass of liquid in tank (Ib)
T Temperature of fluid (liquid + vapor) in tank (°R)
PV Vent pressure (psia)
PI Initial tank pressure (psia)
V Total tank volume (cu ft)
IG Fluid I.D. index (1 = 02, 2 = H2)
PPVF Partial pressure of vapor in tank after venting (psia)
RH0P Effective density of fluid (liquid + vapor) in tank (Ib/cu ft)
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES






















































Heat input to tank
Mass helium in ullage
Mass propellant vapor in tank





Fluid I. D. index
Fluid vapor partial pressure
Tank fluid + vapor effective density
Internal energy of fluid at new saturation
condition
Internal energy of assumed vent mass
increment
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1 Enthalpy of vent vapor
1 Fluid gas constant
1 Mass weight ratio constant
1 Pressure of helium
1 Density of gas
1 Density of liquid
1 Initial internal energy
1 Initial helium internal energy
1 Density of helium
1 Delta-Pressure
1 Initial pressure minus vent pressure
1 Saturation temperature of propellant
vapor
1 Delta-Internal energy
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED IN VENT
Name Type Purpose
DIAG F Diagnostic print
A MINI F Find minimum of two values
GSDNST S Computes density of gases
RH0LIQ S Computes density of liquids
ABS F Takes absolute value
FINTAB S Table lookup routine
MIPE F Interpolation of tables
GSZDNS S Computes density and Z for O2 and H2
gases
ZFIND S Finds Z for variety of fluids
TSAT F Computes saturation temperature of fluids

















S Computes tank history and fluid conditions Page B-277
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LISTING REFERENCE PAGE
The VENT listing will be found in Appendix B, page 318.
FLOW CHART
A flow chart for subroutine VENT is presented in Fig. 1. 9-27.
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COMPUTE NEW INTERNAL ENERGY
FOR ASSUMED VENT MASS
INCRE-MENT (UFASS)
COMPUTE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
PROPELLANT VAPOR AND
CORRESPONDING SATURATION
PRESSURE FOR THE NEW TOTAL
PRESSURE
COMPUTE NEW INTERNAL ENERGY







COMPARE UF AND UFASM
IS ABSOLUTE VALUE OF










IF UFASM >UF INCREASE VENT
MASS INCREMENT AND RECOMPUTE
UFASM AND UF
COMPUTE FINAL VAIAJESOF PRES-
SUKK, TEMPERATURE. MASS OF
HELIUM IN ULLAGE. MASS PRO-
PELLANT VAPOK IN ULLAGE, MASS
OF LIQUID IN TANK, QUALITY OK
VAPOR
I





Figure 1.9-27 Flow Chart for Subroutine Vent
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FUNCTI0N VFUNC
For a description of VFUNC see the writeup for "TKGE0M." Page B-299
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Section 2
MATH MODEL SAMPLE PROBLEM
In order to illustrate the application of the Math Model Program, a sample problem
for an Attitude Control Propulsion System was assembled and run. The ACPS problem
was chosen because it exercises more of the major subprograms than the other
systems. The sample problem graphically illustrates the conversion of the system
concept schematic and supporting data into a problem data input deck and the analytical
output obtained in the program run.
2.1 THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
The ACPS concept considered was chosen from among similar concepts previously
studied under this contract (Ref. 2.1-1). The concept is illustrated in the schematic
presented in Fig. 2.1-1. The concept is a cold helium pressurized, subcritical
cryogen fluid supplied, bi-propellant gas fed propulsion system. The cryogens are
stored as fluids under low pressure and converted to gasses at high pressure through
the use of high pressure liquid pumps. The high pressure liquids are vaporized in
gas generator fired heat exchangers. The resulting gaseous propellants are then fed
to high pressure accumulators for storage until needed for the engines. Propellant
feed to the engines is through pressure regulations which drop the feed pressure to
the value required for the engines. Oxygen and hydrogen gas at engine feed pressure
and temperature are available to other systems via taps in the engine feed line.
The initial run of the system sample problem will establish the nominal case values
for the ACPS concept and provide the base-line temperatures, pressures, pressure
drops, flow rates, and component and system weights for the specified duty cycle and
performance constraints. Subsequent runs of the sample case would consider the
effects of perturbing the base-line input data in whatever manner is of interest to the
analyst. The collected series of runs would then provide the basis for wide range
performance and trade-off analysis conclusions and recommendations.
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The sample case run herein presented is the starting point, or, base-line concept
analysis.
2.2 PROBLEM OUTLINE -DATA ACQUISITION
The problem outline will be provided to the analyst in the form of a preliminary study
of some sort which will probably need elaboration. Specifically, the analyst will need
to assure himself that the following data sources are in fact available:





Pump and Turbine Requirements
Gas Generator Requirements
Subsystem Constraints
Plumbing Layout and Approximate (at least) Line Lengths
It should not be considered unusual if the analyst finds that the data supplied is not
adequate to build an input data deck and that further source interrogation is required.
Assuming the required sources are available, then the task of assembling the infor-
mation into the input data deck format can be accomplished. The following sub-
paragraphs elaborate on the data reduction aspects of this task.
2.2.1 Sample S3rstem Performance and Component Data.
2.2.1.1 Duty Cycle. For the AC PS sample problem a twelve burn duty cycle rep-
resentative of the total burn and coast times for a typical orbiter seven day mission
was selected. The duty cycle events and pertinent propellant consumption data . •
obtained from the referenced study are presented in Table 2.2-1.
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2.2.1.2 Engine Data. The rocket engine characteristics employed in the problem
are given as follows:
Number of Engines 3
Engine Thrust 1750 Ib
Engine I 420 sect>p
Expansion Ratio .40:1
0/F Mixture Ratio 4:1
Propellant Inlet Temp 350°R
Propellant Inlet Pressure 400 psia
Chamber Pressure 250 psia
2.2.1.3 Accumulator Data. The system requires two high pressure accumulators,
one for each of the propellant gases. The accumulator characteristics.employed in
the sample problem are as follows:
Characteristic 02-Accum^ H2-Accum.
Accumulator Code AC01 AC02
Maximum Diameter (ft) 2.05 5.2
Volume (ft3) 2.5 72.5
Nominal Temp (°R) 350. 350.
Nominal Press, (psia) 2000. 2000.
Material Type 5.5. 5.5.
Insulation Type CDAM/T.G. CDAM/T.G.
Insulation Thickness (in.) 2.0 2.0
Est. Heal Leak Rate (Btu/hr) 0.1 0.2
Allowed Pressure Swing (psi) 500. 500.
2.2.1.4 Heat Exchanger Data. The concept requires two heat exchanger-gas generator
sets for vaporization of the cryogen fluids. The heat exchanger and heat source
characteristics employed in the problem are given as follows:
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Heat Exchanger Code HX01
Hot Fluid Inlet Temp (°R) 2000.
Hot Fluid Outlet Temp (°R) 1100.
Cold Fluid Inlet Temp (°R) 173.
Cold Fluid Outlet Temp (°R) 350.
Hot Fluid Nominal Pressure (psia) 245.
Cold Fluid Nominal Pressure (psia) 2000.
Hot Side Delta-P (psi) 30.
Cold Side Delta-P (psi) 30.
Hot Side Nominal Flow Rate
(Ib/sec) 0.6




0/F Mixture Ratio 1:1
Outlet Temperature (°R) 2060.
Chamber Pressure (psia) 245.



















2.2.1.5 Pump and Turbine Data. Two pump and drive turbine sets are required
for the concept being considered. The pump and turbine characteristics employed fc






















Pump Shaft Speed (rpm)
Pump Outlet Pressure (psia)
Pump Inlet Pressure (psia)
Pump Inlet Temperature ( R)
Pump Drive: — Gas Turbine
Turbine Code
Turbine Mixture Ratio

































2.2.1.6 Cryogen Supply Tankage Data. One tank is required for each cryogen fluid.
Initially, it is assumed that the tanks are spherical since the program will add cylindrical
sections to the tanks if the fluid volume exceeds that of a sphere having an input
maximum diameter.
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Characteristic
Tank Initial Pressure (psia)
Pressurant Gas Temp (°R)
Tank Operating Pressure (psia)
Tank Vent Pressure (psia)
2Estimated Heat Leak (Btu/hr-ft )
Insulation Thickness (in.)
Optional Input — Fluid Loaded (Ib)
Initial Percent Ullage
Tank Maximum Diameter (ft)
Tank Heat Exchanger Outlet Temp (°R)
Tank Heat Exchanger Delta-P (psi)
Tank Circular Pump Delta-^P (psi)
Tank Heat Exchanger —
Gas Gen Outlet Temp (°R)
Gas Gen Chamber Pressure (psia)
Gas Gen Mixture Ratio (0/F)
Tank Insulation — Layer sAnch (Optional)
2.2.1.7 Lines, Controls, and Fittings Data. For the sample problem, all lines,
valves and fittings are stainless steel, and are insulated where necessary with one-
half inch of CDAM/TG insulation having a layer density of thirty layers per inch.
2.2.1.8 System Configuration Data. The remaining data to be assembled quite ofteE
proves to be somewhat time consuming, primarily, because in the concept stage (or,
even in the early design stages) no one seems to know how long the pipes are. Ther
fore, one obtains a large set of vehicle drawings and proceeds to obtain approximate
lengths even though they are subject to changes. The task, at hand, is to convert the
system process schematic into a configuration table with a close resemblance to wha
the actual system will look like. This is best accomplished by detailing the data for
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collected should be listed in the order required for data deck input. Considerable
time may be saved by using 80 column keypunch worksheets with appropriately ruled
and labeled columns for data collecting sheets and data card production. The basic
information required for the configuration data table as derived from Fig. 2.2-1
and supporting data is presented in Tables 2.2-2 and 2.2-3. The data table will also
require the use of some of the information developed for the larger components
discussed in previous subsections.
2.3 PROBLEM DATA DECK
The sample problem data previously collected (subsection 2.2) can now be readied for
the creation of an input data deck. Formatting information for the necessary data
cards will be found in subsection 1.5.2 in the card format illustration sheets (1.5.2.1
through 1.5.2.17). The AC PS sample problem data input deck produced from the fore-
going procedure is listed in Table 1.5.5-1.
Input Data Decks for other systems are created in the same general fashion as
employed for the sample problem.
f
2.4 PROBLEM TABLE DATA REQUIREMENTS
While the data tables currently included in the Math Model Program, are adequate for
the sample and test problems used for program checkout, there is no assurance that
this is so for more advanced systems. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the program
user to examine his system carefully for new table data requirements and make the
necessary table substitutions as needed. The following tables are most likely to
need either updating or the substitution of a complete new table of data:
Table Number of
Number Descriptive Title Dimensions
1 RCS - Thruster Weight 4
2 RCS - Vac Sp Impulse 3
9 0MS - Engine Weight 3
10 0MS - Vac Sp Impulse 3
2-9





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table ' Number of
Number Descriptive Title Dimensions
11 HEX Htft Gas Flow - L02 5
12 HEX Heft Gas Flow - LH2 5
13 Gas Generator Weight 4
14 L02 - Transfer Pump Weight 5
15 LH2 - Transfer Pump Weight 5
16 Motor Weight (Elec) 3
17 Vac Jacket Diameter vs Weight 2
Care should be exercised in constructing the new table to insure using the same numt
of dimensions (variables) as in the original table, otherwise, the coding in the sub-
program table-calling sequence will have to be changed for each place the table is
called upon.
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2.5 PROBLEM DATA OUTPUT
This subsection presents the entire output for the AC PS sample problem. The
output, which follows, is indexed by page number in the header-box top left corner.
This index will be used in describing the several output sections produced in the run.
2.5.1 Output Description
Page 1 Table Data Input Summary -
Lists the tables loaded for the program run.
Page 2 System Input Verification -
Verifies the system name called for on System Definition
Card.
Pages 3,5 System Configuration and Duty Cycle Data -
Echo of data in Input Data Deck.
Pages 6, 11 Echo of Major System Component Data —
From Input Data Deck.
Page 12 Start of Program Calculations;
Computed Engine Parameters —
Characterizes engine weight, propellant consumption
and ISp.
Page 13 Computed Flowrate Data -
Presents flowrate required for subsystem cryogen consumers
and total flowrate from fluid tanks.
Pages 14,15 Computed System Configuration Parameters —
Presents computed temperature, pressure, flowrate, flow
condition and weight for each component item in system
configuration.
Pages 16, 17 Computed Heat Exchanger and Gas Generator Characteristic
Parameters —
Presents summary characteristics and weight data for heat
exchangers and associated gas generators.
Page 18 Computed Pump and Turbine Characteristics —
Presents summary characteristics and weight data for pumps,
turbines and turbine gas generators.
Page 19 Initial Tank Sizing Calculations — ~
Presents initial tank size and weight data computed on first
estimate basis.
2-13
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Pages 20, 32 Tank and Vent Parameter Calculations -
Characterizes oxygen tank history conditions for each Coast
and Burn period of mission duty cycle.
Pages 33, 45 Tank and Vent Parameter Calculations —
Characterizes hydrogen tank history conditions for each
Coast and Burn period of mission duty cycle.
Page 46 Final Tank Sizing Calculations -
Presents final tank size and weight data based upon detailed
calculation of fluid requirements over integrated mission
duty cycle span.
Page 47 Accumulator Sizing Calculations —
Presents accumulator sizing and weight data computed in
program.
Page 48 Tank Propellant Acquisition — Device Computation —
Presents acquisition device computed weight, trapped
propellant weight, and tank residual-propellant weight.
Page 49 Component Weight Summary and System Weight Summary —
Presents a summary of individual component weights and
corresponding insulation weights. Presents subsystem and
systems weight totals.
The following pages present the detailed sample problem output.
2-14
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LIBRARY ROUTINES AND SUBPROGRAMS FROM OTHER SOURCES
This section contains pertinent library routines and a brief resume of subprograms
from other sources which are employed in Program TCIMM. The list includes
Lockheed system routines, UNIVAC FORTRAN V math function routines, UNIVAC
FORTRAN V math function routines, National Bureau of Standards TABCODE routines
and modified versions of the University of Idaho, Thermodynamics Properties of
Oxygen and Nitrogen Program.
3.1 ' LOCKHEED SYSTEM ROUTINES
This subsection contains descriptions for those system routines which are unique to
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (LMSC).
3.1.1 Subroutine DATE
Description
Subroutine DATE provides the current date through the following Fortran CALL
statement:
CALL DATE (COL,IMAGE)
which stores nine characters of the form
ddAxxxAyy
where dd is the day of the month, xxx is the usual three-letter abbreviation for the
month, yy is the last two digits of the year, and A is a blank. . _ . .
The date will be stored with its right-most character in column COL of the array area
beginning at image. The field COL may range from 1 to 120.
3-1
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A991
An example for the use of DATE is shown below:
DIMENSION B(2)
CALL DATE(9, B)
where a two-word array B (12 characters) is specified and the complete image would
be ddbxxxbyybbbb.




CALL DATE (COL, IMAGE)
Name Type I/O Dimension Description
COL I The right-most character is in this column
of array IMAGE.
IMAGE 2 Array in which date and time is stored.
Significant Variables
None
Subprograms Referenced by this Subprogram
None
3-2
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The current time is available through the Fortran statement
CALL TOD(COL,IMAGE)
which will cause the eight characters
hh:mm:ss
representing the hours, minutes, and seconds of the current time (on the 24-hour
clock) to be stored in Fieldata code with the right-most character in column COL of
the array area beginning at IMAGE.
An example of use of TOD is shown below:
DIMENSION A (2)
CALLTOD(8,A)
where a two-word array A (12 characters) is specified and the complete image would
be hh:mm:ssOOOO.





Name Type I/O Dimension Description
COL I Right-most character of data stored in
array IMAGE
IMAGE I 2 Storage area for current time on the 24 hour
clock
3-4




iubprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
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3.2 UNTVAC MATH ROUTINES
The LMSC 1108 library contains the UNIVAC FORTRAN V standard mathematical




DEXP Double Precision Exponential
ALOG Natural Logarithm (Sn x)
DL0G Double Precision Natural Logarithm
ABS Absolute Value
DABS Double Precision Absolute Value
AMAXI Sets Largest Value of Arguments
AMTNI Sets Smallest Value of Arguments
DBLE Converts REAL to Double Precision
3.3 NBS- TAB C0DE ROUTINES
3.3.1 Hydrogen Thermodynamic Properties Routines
In order to provide for the closed form calculation of the thermodynamic properties o
hydrogen as needed in TCIMM, a set of subprograms from the NBS-TABC0DE were
integrated into TCIMM.
The subprograms used are as follows:
Name Use
Function HPTCP Cp of Hydrogen
Function HPTCV Cv of Hydrogen
Function HPTGAM Ratio at Cp/Cv
Function HYENTH Enthalpy of Hydrogen
Function PSATH Saturation Temperatures
Function PTDENS Density of Hydrogen
Function PTHEAT Specific Heat Subprogram
Block Data SPHTDA Thermodynamic Constants
Function TSATH Saturation Pressure
3-6
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A detailed description of the above subprograms will be found in References 3.3-1 and
3.3-2. Subprogram listings are also given in Appendix B of this report.
3.4 UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO- OXYGEN AND NITROGEN THERMODYNAMIC PROP-
ERTIES PROGRAM
A unique set of thermodynamic properties computer programs have been developed
under the guidance of R. B. Stuart of the University of Idaho. The programs provide
in an integrated set of subprograms the desired thermodynamic properties for either
oxygen or nitrogen. This set of programs has been modified by LMSC to work in
essentially a single precision mode on the UNIVAC-1108, thus providing very rapid
closed-form calculation of the desired oxygen and nitrogen properties. The subpro-
grams employed in Program TCIMM are fully described in Reference 3.4-1. The
salient features of the subprograms are presented below as abstracted from Ref. 3.4-1.
3-7
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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3.4.1 DESCRIPTION AND USE OF SUBPROGRAMS
The subprograms in this package may be classified into five general
categories:
A. Subprograms which are used directly in a calling program
B. Subprograms that are called by other routines in this package
C. Subprograms that initialize data
D. Subprograms that convert units of input and output for calculatin<
properties in engineering units
E. Heat Transfer Parameter Calculation Subprograms.
3.4.1.1 Subprograms Used Directly In a Calling Program







Specific Heat at Constant Pressure—joules/mole-K
Specific Heat at Constant Volume—joules/mole-K
Sonic Velocity—meters/second
For input and output arguments in other units, the user, must modify t
calling program to accommodate the desired units. One example of this is
presented in Subsection 3.4.1.4.
"1. NAME: SUBROUTINE PROP (T, P, D, K, H, S, U) ,
PURPOSE:
For (K = 1) - Calculates density, D, enthalpy, H, entropy, S, and
internal energy, U for input temperature, T, and
pressure, P.
For (K = 2) - Calculates P, H, S, and U for input of T and D.
For (K = 3) - Calculates P, D, H, S, and U of the saturated vapor
at input temperature, T.
For (K = 4) - Calculates P, D, H, S, and U of the saturated liqui
at input temperature, T.
2. NAME: SUBROUTINE PFND (T, D, P)
PURPOSE: Calculates pressure, P, at temperature, T, and density,
D, from the equation of state.
NOTE: If only pressure is required in the calling routine the
use of PFND instead of PROP (with K = 1 or 2) will save
computer time. /
3-8
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3. NAME: SUBROUTINE DFND (T, P, D, K)
PURPOSE:
For (K = 0) - Calculates density, D, given temperature, T, and
pressure, P.
For (K = 1) - Calculates D and P for the saturated liquid at temp-
erature T.
For (K = 2) - Calculates D and P for the saturated vapor at temp-
erature T.
NOTE: If only density is required the use of DFND instead, of
PROP (for K = 1 or 3) will save computer time.
4. NAME: FUNCTION VPN (T)
PURPOSE: Calculates the vapor pressure, P, at temperature, T.
5. NAME: SUBROUTINE TVP (P, T)
PURPOSE: Calculates the saturation temperature, T, for pressure, P.
6. NAME: SUBROUTINE CPVTD (T, D, CP, CV)
PURPOSE: Calculates the specific heat at constant pressure CP,
and the specific heat at constant volume, CV, at input
temperature, T, and density, D.
7. NAME: SUBROUTINE VSND (T, P, D, K, W)
PURPOSE:
For (K = 1) - Calculates density, D, and the sonic velocity, W,
at temperature, T, and pressure, P. "
For (K =2) - Calculates W for input of T and D.
For (K = 3) - Calculates D, P, and W for the saturated vapor at
temperature, T.
For (K = 4) - Calculates^, P, and W for the saturated Tiquid at —
temperature, T.
NOTE: These calculations require modification if a set of units
other than that discussed below in Section 3.4.1.3.
1.2 Subprograms Called Only By Other Subprograms In This Package
1. NAME: SUBROUTINE VPROP (T, P, D, K, H, S, U)
PURPOSE: Calculates properties of the vapor phase.
2. NAME: SUBROUTINE LPROP (T, P, D, K, H, S, U)
PURPOSE: Calculates, properties of the liquid phase.
3-9





























SUBROUTINE DCALC (D, T, P, DL, DH)
Performs iterative solution of the equation of state
for density given temperature and pressure.
The solution density. D, must be bracketed by. trial
densities, DL, and DH.
FUNCTION DSATV (T)
Calculates an approximate value of the density of the
saturated vapor at temperature, T.
FUNCTION DSATL (T)
Calculates an approximate value of the density of the
saturated liquid at temperature, T.
SUBROUTINE DPDTVP (T, P, DPDT)
Calculates the derivative of the vapor pressure equation,
dP/dT, given temperature, T, and pressure, P.
FUNCTION CPIG (T)
Calculates the specific heat at constant pressure of the
ideal gas at temperature, T.
FUNCTION CPSI (T)
Calculates J(C°/T) dT '
Must be called once for each limit of integration.
FUNCTION CPHI (T)
Calculates /CJJ dT '
Must.be called once for each limit of integration.
FUNCTION DPDD (T, D)
Calculates (3P/8p)j
FUNCTION DPDT (T, D)
Calculates (aP/aT) of the equation of state.
FUNCTION FING1 (T, D)
Calculates /{(R/p) - (1/p2) [(3P/3T) J} dp
Must be called once for each limit of integration.
FUNCTION FING2 (T, D)
Calculates /[(P/p2) - (RT/p)] dp
Must be called once for each limit of integration.
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14. NAME: FUNCTION FING3 (T, D)
PURPOSE: Calculates /(T/p2) [(32P/3T2) ] dp
NOTE: Must be called once for each limit of integration.
15. NAME: FUNCTION TMELT (P, K)
PURPOSE: Calculates melting curve temperature for input pressure,
P.
For (K = 1) - Calculates melting temperature for oxygen,
For (K = 2) - Calculates melting temperature for nitrogen.
16. NAME: SUBROUTINE TEMP (T)
PURPOSE: Converts input temperatures on the NBS-55 or IPTS-48
scales to IPTS-68.
17. NAME: SUBROUTINE WFIND (T, W)
PURPOSE: Calculates reference functions for temperature conver-
sions for return to SUBROUTINE TEMP.
1.3 Data Initialization Subprograms
Two data initialization subprograms are provided in this package, DATA02
and DATAN2, for the calculation of the properties of oxygen and nitrogen,
respectively. The data values in these subroutines are taken from [1] and
[2], A call statement to a data initialization routine must precede the call
statement to any other routine in this package. A discussion of the data
held in these routines is given in the comments for each subprogram.
The data initialization routines contain a common block, /METH/M. If
(M = 1), integration along isotherms is carried out through the two-phase
region into the liquid. If (M = 2), the Clapeyron equation across the two-
phase region is. used.
,1.4 Unit Conversion Subprograms
Engineering Units _
The following subprograms are designed for use in programs where the
input and output arguments are in engineering units. The following units







Specific Heat at Constant Pressure—Btu/lbm - R
Specific Heat at Constant Volume—Btu/lbm - R
Sonic Velocity—feet/second
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These subprograms require access to all of the subprograms listed in 3.4.1. ll
and are interposed between the calling program and the subprograms of 3.4.1.1 for
the purpose of converting units of input and output arguments between the system Us
above and the MKS system used by the subprograms in 3.4.1.1. Unit conversion fa















SUBROUTINE PROPB (TB, PB, DB, K, HB, SB, UB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE PROP, converts to the MKS units ac-
cepted by SUBROUTINE PROP, calls PROP, and converts the
output arguments to engineering units for return to the
calling program.
SUBROUTINE LPROPB (TB, PB, DB, K, HB, SB, UB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE LPROP, converts .to MKS units, calls
LPROP, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program.
SUBROUTINE VPROPB (TB, PB, DB, K, HB, SB, UB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE VPROP, converts to MKS units, calls
VPROP, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program.
SUBROUTINE CPVTDB (TB, DB, CPB, CVB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE CPVTD, converts to MKS units, calls
CPVTD, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program. "
SUBROUTINE VSNDB (TB, PB, DB, K, UB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE VSND, converts to MKS units, calls
VSND, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program.
SUBROUTINE TVPB (PB, TB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE TVP, converts to MKS units, calls
TVP, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program.
FUNCTION VPNB (TB) '
Accepts input temperature in degrees R, converts to
degrees K, calculates vapor pressure from FUNCTION VPN,
and converts the output pressure to psia for return to
the using program.
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8. NAME: SUBROUTINE DFNDB (TB, PB, DB, K)
PURPOSE: Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the same
order as SUBROUTINE DFND, converts to MKS units, calls
DFND, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program.
SUBROUTINE PFNDB (TB, DB, PB)
Accepts input arguments in engineering units in the'same
order as SUBROUTINE PFND, converts to MKS units, calls
PFND, and converts the output arguments to engineering
units for return to the calling program.
FUNCTION DPDDB (TB, DB)
Accepts input temperature and density in engineering
units, converts to MKS units, calculates (aP/8p)T with
FUNCTION DPDD, and converts the output value to engi-
neering units for return to the using program.
FUNCTION DPDTB (TB, DB)
Accepts input temperature and density in engineering
units, converts to MKS units, calculates (8P/3T) with
FUNCTION DPDT, and converts the output value to Engi-
neering units for return to the using program.
FUNCTION TMELTB (PB, K)
Accepts input pressure in psia and K as in FUNCTION TMELT,
converts pressure to atmospheres, calculates the melting
temperature using TMELT, and converts the output tempera-
ture from degrees K to degrees R for return to the using
program.
.1.5 Heat Transfer Parameter Calculation Subprograms
The following subprograms are used to calculate thermodynamic quantities
of particular interest in heat transfer calculations. Input and output ar-













SUBROUTINE PHIB (DB, CVB, D2B, EDB)
Calculates the energy derivative, V (dP/3U) , from the
equation of state in engineering units. Use must follow
calls of PROPB, CPVTDB, and DPDTB to define input argu-
ments .
SUBROUTINE THETAB (DB, CPB, DIB, D2B, SHI)
Calculates specific heat input, V(3H/3V) , from the equa-
tion of state in engineering units. Usep must follow
calls of PROPB, CPVTDB, DPDDB, and DPDTB to define input
arguments.
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SUBROUTINE ALPHAB (DB, DIB, TMODB)
Calculates the negative of the isothermal bulk modulus,
V(3P/3V)T, from the equation of state in engineering




SUBROUTINE BETAB (DB, DIB, D2B, VEXB)
Calculates the volume expansivity, (1/V)
the equation of state in engineering units. Use





The subprograms described in this section are listed in Appendix B of this manu
in alphabetical order. Further information on the University of Idaho Programs
may be found in References 3.4-3 and 3.4-4.
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,5-1 External Pressurization Systems for Cryogenic Storage System, AR-71-7535,
Design Reference Manual, AiResearch Mfg Co., 10 Sept 1971 (Section 6)
,7-1 UNIVAC 1100 Series Systems, Manual UP-4144 (Rev 2), Section 10.2-
COLLECTOR Processor, Sperry-Rand Corporation
, 9-1 Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System Optimization Study, Vol. 9 — Valve Parame-
tric Data, AIRESEARCH Report No. 71-7505-9 (Rev. 1), Nov. 1971 (Pre-
pared for LMSC under Subcontract No. 28-7447)
L.9-2 Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System Optimization Study, Master Integrated Sys-
tems Task Report; Sec. 8.0- General Data, LMSC-A981608
1.9-3 "Parametric Design Data For GO2/GH2 Gas Generators," Aerojet Liquid
Rocket Co., In Letter Communication- LMSC/ALRC, 31 Oct. 1972
1.9-4 Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System Optimization Study, 6th Monthly Progress
Report, LMSC-A989079, 15 April 1971, LMSC
1.9-5 Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System Optimization Study, Interim Report,
LMSC-A991396, SS-1109, Vol. II, 15 Dec. 1971, LMSC
1.9-6 Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System (CSS) Optimization Study, Vol. II, Pump
Parametric Data, Report No. 71-7505-11, Airesearch Mfg. Co., July 9,
1971, Subcontract 28-7447, per LMSC
1.9-7 "Study of External Pressurization System for Cryogenic Storage Systems, "
Final Report, Report Number 71-7537, Sept. 10, 1971, Contract NAS9-10453,
AiResearch Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
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1.9-8 "Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System (CSS) Optimization Study; FREON-21
Cryogenic Heat Exchanger Parametric Data," Report Number 71-7720,
AiResearch Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, 22 Sept. 1971, Subcontract 28-7447
with LMSC .
1.9-9 "Thermal Performance of Multilayer Insulation," LMSC-A903316, NASA
cr-72605, LMSC, Sunnyvale, Calif., 20 April 1971 .
1.9-10 High Performance Thermal Protection Systems, LMSC-A964947, LMSC,
Sunnyvale, Calif., 31 Dec. 1969
1. 9-11 Master Integrated Systems Task Report for Shuttle Cryogenic System Opti-
mization Study, Sections, LMSC-A981608, LMSC, Sunnyvale, Calif., Con
tract NAS9-11330
1.9-12 "Microspheres — A New Superinsulation" — Paper by: R. T. Parmley and
G. R. Cunningham, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif.
In: Proceedings of The Cryogenic Workshop, March 29-30, 1972, at
Marshall Space Flight Center, Pages 633-653, Huntsville, Alabama
1.9-13 "Microsphere/Vacuum-Jacket High Performance Insulation Independent j
Development Program for CY-1972, R. T. Parmley, E. F. Carey, G. R.
Dunningham and D. Miles, Report No. LMSC-D159972, Lockheed Missiles {
Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif., Jan. 31, 1973
1. 9-14 "Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion System Design Study — High Pressure
APS Design- Subtask A," MDC-E0297, McDonald-Douglas Astronautics
Company, 12 Feb. 1971
1.9-15 "Aerospace Fluid Component Designers Handbook" - Vol. I, Rev. D,
RPL-TDR-64-25, AFRPL, R. & T. Div., AFSC, Edwards, Calif., Feb. 19
1.9-16 "The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of Compressible Fluid Flow," by A. H
Shapiro, Ronald Press Co., 1953
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L.9-17 "UNIVAC-1108 MATH PACK," UNIVAC Doc. UP-7542, UNIVAC Div. of
Sperry-Rand Corp., 1967
2.1-1 "Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System Optimization Study," Interim Report,
Volume II, Section 9, ACPS; Contract NAS 9-11330, LMSC-SS-1109,
15 Dec. 1971
3.3-1 "Computer Programs for Thermodynaniic and Transport Properties at
Hydrogen," NBS Report 9288, August 18, 1967, National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado
3.3-2 "Computer Programs for Saturation Properties of Hydrogen," NBS Report
9711, Supplement to NBS 9288, June 25, 1968, National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado
3.4-1 "Guide to the Use of Computer Programs for the Calculation of Thermodynamic
Properties of Oxygen and Nitrogen," R. T. Jacobson, A. F. Meyers,
R. B. Stewart, Mech. Eng. Report No. 73-1, Dept. of Mech. Eng., Univer-
sity of Idaho, March 1973, Moscow, Idaho
3.4-2 Mechtly, E. A., The International System of Units, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Report No. SP-7012 (1969)
3.4-3 Stewart, R. B., R. T. Jacobsen, and A. F. Myers, "The Thermodynamic
Properties-of Oxygen and Nitrogen, Part I — Thermodynamic Properties of
Nitrogen from 115 R to 3500 R with Pressures to 150, 000 psia," Final Report
to NASA— Manned Spacecraft Center on Contract NAS9-12078, Engineering
Experiment Station, University of Idaho, Moscow, Maho (August 1972)
3.4-4 Stewart, R. B., R. T. Jacobsen, and A. F. Myers, "The Thermodynamic
Properties of Oxygen and Nitrogen, Part II— Thermodynamic Properties of
Oxygen from 100 R to 600 R with Pressures to 5000 psia, Final Report to
NASA— Manned Spacecraft Center on Contract NAS9-12078, Engineering
Experiment Station, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho (August 1972)
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